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2/G.PRH. Questlon Bank

ENGLISH-Class XI
ENGLISH-XIl; 2022-23

Special Instructions for making question paper -

(1) There uill be 40% objective type questions, 40% objective questions, 20.

questions. Question numbers 1, 6, 7, 8, and 9 will be objective tupe

question caries 01 mark.

You and Idon't have to be like everyone else or
keep up with anyone else. Each of us needs to be

exactly the way we are, and we don't have to

apologize for it. We're not all alike and we need

Read the following passages carefully to find a comfort zone in which we canenjoy our
and answer the questions given below lives instead of making ourselves sick with an

SECTION-A READING

0% analytical
will be objective type question

READING COMPREHENSION

(2) There will be provision of intermal choice in all questions except objective type

this option from and respect to the dificulty level. The word limit for
answers ons them. overload of stress and pressure.

Passage-1: The choices we make on a daily Questions :

basis-wearing a seatbelt, lifting heavy objecs () Which of the characteristics are apt
corectiy or purposely staying out of any

dangerous situation-can either ensure our safety

or bring about potentially harmful circumstances.

questions will be as follows

Very Short Answer Type Questions 02 Marks about 30 words

- 03 Marks- about 75 words

about the writer in the following
context: "I know I have limits and that
l've reached them, but l'm going to
ignore them and see if or how long
can get by with it."?
(a) Negligent

Short Answer Type Questions

04 Marks about 120 words You and I need to make a decision that we are

going to get our lives in order. Exercising self-

control, self-discipline and establishing bounda-
ries and borders in our lives are some of the most
important things we can do.. A life without
discipline is

onethat's filled with carelessness. We (i) The reason why living on the edge has
can think it's kind of exciting to live life on the
edge. We like the image of "Yeah! That's me!

Living on the edge! Woo-hoo!" It's become a
popular way to look at life. But if you see, even
highways have lines, which provide margins for
our safety while we're driving. If we go over one
side, we'll go into the ditch. If we cross over the
line in the middle, we could get killed. And we (i) The phrase "potentially harmful
like those lines because they help to keep us safe.
Sometimes we don't even realize how lines helpP

to keep us sale.

l'm not proud of this, but for the first 20 years of
my life at work, I ignored my limits. I felt
horrible, physically, most of the time. I used to
tell myself "I know I have limits and that l've

Analytical Questions

(3) Difficulty Level - 40% Easy Questions, 45% General Questions, 15% Dificult Question
(b) Indecisive

(e) Spontaneous (d) Purposeless

become popular, is because of the -

(a) Constant need for something different.

(b) Population being much younger.

(e) Exhausting effort to make changes.

ld) Strong tendency to stay within our
limits.

DELETED LESSONS (ENGLISH) SESSION 2022-23

CLASS XIl

Book-Flamingo
circumstances" refers to circumstancesPoetry Section

An Elementary School Classroom in a Slum
that can
(a) Certainly be dangerous
(b) Be fairly dangerous.Book Vistas
(c) Be possibly dangerous

Should Wizard Hit Mommy
(d) Seldom be dangerous

Evans Tries an O - Level reached them, but f'm going to ignore them and (t) The author explains the importance of
see if or how long I can get by with it." I ran to
doctors, trying to make myself leel better through
pills, vitamins, natural stulí and anything I could
get my hands on. Some of the doctors would tell

me, "It's just stress." That just made me mad. I

thought stress meant you don't like what you do
or can't handle life, and 1 love whatI do. But I

kept pushing mysell, traveling, doing speaking (v
engagements and so on- simply exhausting
myself. Finally, I understood I was living an
unsustainable life and needed to make some

discipline and boundaries in our lives
using the example of
(a) Road accidents
(b) Tralffic nules

(c) Lines on the highway
(d) Safe driving.

The author attempts to ...
the

readers through this write-up.

(a) Rebuke (b) Question
changes in my outlook and lifestyle. (c) Offer aid to (d) Offer advice to

3
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4/G.PH. Question Bank English 12/5
moke inhaled while smokina (x) When does cataract generally occur?

Ans. It generally occurs in old age.

when the radio station closed down. The dog
was barking and the man was shouting. I didn't

(oi) Which of the following is the noun opine that. the smoke inhaled wh

form of the word 'unsustainable

(a) unsustain

caries substances intemally damaging the e

Ultraviolet radiation, invisible to the human
is linked to, skin cancer. The victim loses vision

(x) How is smoking responsible for the
near the woman

development of cataract?
Ans. Smoking is responsible for the development () Nobody went into Miss Hilton's house

of cataract because it camies substance

(b) sustain
Questions:

(c) unsustainability (d) unsustained

(vii) What does the author mean when he

says, "to get our lives in order"?

and the world becomes dark to him.

Questions:
() What is the major cause of blindness2

because her front door was always...

internally damaging the eyes. (a) locked (b) settled
(a) To resume our lives (b) mobile phones(a) pollution

Passage-3 Then all the windows of the grey

wooden house (Miss Hilton used to live here. She (i) Her house had only two colours ..
expired last week), were thrown open, a thing I

had never seen before.

(c) open (d) None of these
(b) To orgenize our lives.

(d) None of these(c) cataract

(ü) Why does the lens of the eye becon
opaque in old age?
(ajit loses its transparency
(b) it becomes dirty

(c) it becomes old
(d) All of these

(iti) How does cataract affect its victim
ultimately?
(a) Leeds to partial loss of vision

(b) leads to complete loss of vision.

(c) both of these
(d) None of these

(c) To rebuild our lives
(a) Black and white (b) red and green

(d) To control our lives.

(vii) Noun form of 'dangerous. (c) grey and green (d) purple and green
At the end of the day a sign was nailed on the

(a)Dangerd (b) endanger

(c) dangerous (d) noneof these

Ans. (i) (a). (i) (e), (i) (e). (iv) (e),. (v) (d),

(vi) (c), (vi) (b). (vii) (a).

(ii) The high iron fence did not let the
boys get ..
(a) at the mangoes (b) at the guavas

mango tree: FOR SALE.

Nobody in the street knew Miss Hilton. While she
lived, her front gate was always locked and no
one ever saw her leave or saw anybody go in. So,
even if you wanted to, you couldn't feel sorry and (iv) They never got it back if their

..
say that you missed Miss Hilton.

(c) at the bananas (d) at the oranges

(ix) What had the narrator finally
understood?

fell into her courtyard.
When I think of her house I see just two colours,
grey and green. The green of the mango tree, the
grey of the house and the grey of the high iron
lence that prevented you from getting at the ()The boys were ready to dislike the

mangoes.

(a) Cricket bal!

(c) vollyball

(b) tennis ball
Ans. The narrator finally understood that he was

living an ussustainable life and needed to

make some changes in his out look and life

style.

(d) badminton shuttle

**********

(x)What do people need to find according (iv) How does one detect cataract in early

to the narator?

(a) new children (b) new ownersIf your cricket ball fall in Miss Hilton's courtyard
you never got it back. It wasn't the mango
season when Miss Hilton died. But we got back (ui) One resldent of the street always

stages?
(a) Vision becomes clear
(b) vision becomes blurred

(c) see multiple images
(d) both (b) and (c)

(c) new neighbours (d) none of these

Ans.According to the narrator people need to
find a comfort 2one in which they can enjoy about ten or twelve of our cricket balls. . about them.

(a) TalkedThe house was sold and we were prepared to
dislike the new owners even before they came. I

think we were a litle womied. Already we had
one resident of the street who kept on (vii) The noun form of settle is **

complaining about us to our parents. He
complained that we played cricket on the
pavement; and if we were not playing cricket, he (vii) The adjective form of 'stalion .
complained that we were making too much noise

their lines. (b) complained
Cataract is the 'major cause ofPassage-2

blindness, which is also caused by damage to the () Find the word from Para 1 that means

comea. It occurs more often in old age. As one
starts growing old, the lens of the eye hardens,
loses its transparency and becomes opaque. It

obstructs the light rays from entering the eye.The
onset of cataract blurs the vision. Sometimes,

(c) discussed (d) none of these

that through which light cannot

enter. b) settled(a) Settling

(c) settlement (d) settlement
(a) transparent (b) opaque
(c) semitransparent (d) none of these

(a) Stationed (b) stationary
the cataract patient sees multiple images instead (vi) Noun form of patient.
of a single object image. Because of the gradual
development of cataract, the afnlicted person
loses hisher vision and the world becomes dark (vii) Type of cancer caused by ultra

anyway.
(c) stand (d) stational

One afternoon when l came back from school
Pal said, "Is a man and a woman. She pretty, Ans.) (al. () lc). i) (a). (iv) ta). (v) (b).

but he ugly like hell." I didn't see much. The

front gate was open, but the windows were shut (ix) How were the new owners of Miss
agein. I heard a dog barking in an angry way.

One thing was setled prety quickly. Whoever Ans. The pretty woman, her ugly husband and
these people were they would never be the sort of
people to complain that we were making noise (x) Whose house was put on sale?
and disturbing theirsleep
A lot of noise came from the house that night.
The radio was going at full volume until midnight Passage-4: (1) Caged behind thick, glass the

(a) patient
(c) passionate

(b) patience

(d) None of these
(vi) (b), (vi) (d), (vii)(b)

to him/her. The development of catarect is a (il Type of cancer caused by ultraviolet

complex process. However, the following factors
can be atributed to its formation. (Cataract
generally develops in old age but sotmetimes,
children are born with cataract because of (viu) The onset of cataract.the vi

hereditary defect. Eye injuries too, can cause
cataracts.

radiation ls..
(a) blood cancer

Hilton's house?
(b) breast cancer

(d) lung cancer
jon.

(c) skin cancer their pet dog.

(a) blurs (b) distracts Ans. Miss Hilton's house was put on a sele.
(d) protracts

People exposed to sun rays lor longer periods Ans.(i) (c). () (a). (ii) (d). (iv) (O%

EIOp cataract earlier than others. Researchers Ans.(i) (c). (ii) (a). (ii) (d). (iv) (d), (0
(c) diffracts

nost famous dancer in the world can easily be
(vi) (b), (vii) (c). (vii) (a).
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6/G.PH. Questlon Bank

missed in the National Museum, Delhi The () The jewellery she wears consist..
(a) Bangles of shell (b} necklace

English-12/7s of..***
Dancing Gird of Mohenjo Daro is that rare

artifact that even school children are lamiliar

with. Our school textbooks alsocon (vi) She reminds us of ..

went up to theirKing, the golden goose and told Questions:
him that they were quite tired of living up on the () Why were the geese keen on visiting
mountains and would like to see this wonderfu
lake where they had been promised food and
protection. The king agreed to their request and
took the flock down - towards Benans.
Meanwhile, at the lake King Bahuputtaka had

placed hunters all around in order to capture any

golden goose that happened to pass by. So the

next moming, when the headhunter saw this

flock of geese approaching he ws very excited to

see their golden leader. He immediately went

about setting up a snare amongst the water lilies

and lotuses, as he knew that the leader would () Why did the king approach the
definitely be the first to alight. The whole flock

came flying down in one mighty swoop and as
expected it was the King's foot that touched the
water first. He was ensuared and. could not
escape. Seeing this, the other geese flew into a
panic. But none had the courage to try to free
their king and so flew back to Mount Cittacuta
for safety. All except one. He was the chief
captain, Sumukha. King Dhatrattha entreated
him to fly to safety too, as he would surely-be
captured if he stayed by his side. But Sumukha
replied that he would never desert his master in (11) Why dld the headhunter release the
the face of danger and would either try to save
him or die by |

approached and as Sumukha saw him he
decided to appeal to his compassion. The hunter
asked the golden goose how come he had not
noticed the trap that was set. The golden goose
replied that when one's time was up it was no
use to struggle against what was fated and one
must just accept it. The huntsman was very
impressed with his grace and wisdom. He then
turned to Sumukha and asked why he had not
flied with the other birds even though he wasfree (v) What was the king's intentlon behind
to do so. Sumukha answered that the golden
goose was his King, best friend and master and
that he could never desert him even at the cost

(c) anklets (d) all these

wealth of our 5000 years heritage of art. You (v she reminds us of ...
have to be alert to her existence there, amid

teracotta animals to rediscover this bronze

image.

(2) Most of us haveseen her only inphotorop(vi) Synonym of the word 'among' in
para1

or sketches; therefore the impact of actually

holding her is magnified a million times over.

One discovers that the dancing gil has no feet.

SheisWall, a litle over 10 cm tall, thelength of (i) Antonym of the word magnify is ,

a human palm, but she surprises us with the

power of great art, the abilityy

across centuries.

the lake In Benaras?
(a) Our culture

(c) our traditions

(d) why museums of our country are excitinn

(6) our past (a) They were invited personally by King
Bahuputtaka

(b) They were tired of their told lake

ral
(c) They were amused by the water lilies

and lotuses
(a) Amid (b) between

(d) The leke was not very far from the(c) rediscover (d) communicate mountains

(e) The lake was to be a source of good
food and protection

******
(a) Amplify

(c) verify

(b) enhance
(d) cornpress

communicate

la,(3) A series of bangles of shell or ivory or thin Ans. () a), (i) (c), (i) (d), (iv) (a). tv) t. ministers?
(vi) (d), (vii) (a), (vii) (d).metal clothes her left upper am all the way a) In order to find out the best location

for the lakedown to her fingers. A necklace with three (bx) What is the size of the dancing girl?

above the elbow and wrist on the right-hand Ans. Ihe size ol the dancig girl is 10 cm.

(x)What does the dancing girl speak of?

b)In order to find out if a golden goose
exsted

(c)To enquire about his wile's dreams

(d) To devise a plan to capture all rare bird

species

pendants bunched together anda few bangles

display almost modernar.

She speaks of the undaunted, ever hopeful Ans. She speaks of the undaunted, ever hopef
human spirit.human spirit. She reminds us that it is important

to visit museums in our country to experience the Passage-5 : Once upon a time, there lived a

queen in the city of Benaras. Her name was
to find among all the riches one paricular vision Khema and she was the wile of King

Bahuputtaka. One night, the Queen had a

dream of a beautiful golden goose that spoke

with great wisdom, almost as if he was a sage.

She. told her husband that she desperalely

wanted to see a bird just like the one in her

dream. So the King asked his ministers to find

out all that they could about a bird such as this.

He was told that such a bird did exist but was

extremely rare and difficult to find. They advised

(i) Which information is not given in the him to build a beautiful lake on the outskirts of

Benaras so that he may attract such a rare and

lovely creature to reside there. In this way, the

queen might have her wish. Towards the north

(e) To enquire about the best hunter in the
kocality

impact that a work of art leaves on our senses,

of beauty that speaks to us alone.

Questions:
() The Dancing Girl belongs to:

(e) Mohenjo-daro

(c) Homo sapiens
(1i) In the museum she's kept among

(a) dancing figures (b) bronze statues

(c) temacota animals (d) books

King. golden goose?
(a) He was impressed by his wisdom and

nobility

b) The geese were a rare species of birds

id At point the hunter

(b) Greek culture

(d) Tibet
c) The golden goose, King Dhatarattha

promised him a handsome reward
(d) The hurnter sympathised with a golden

9oose

(e) The hunter did not want the chief
captain to lose a friend

passage?
(a) the girl is caged behind the glass

(b) she is a rare artefact buildinga lake?
(a) To attract all rare species of living

animals and birds

()school books communicate the wealth on Mount Cittakuta, there lived about ninety

thousand wild geese headed by a beautitu

golden goose called King Dhatarattha. He got to

hear of this exquisite lake surrounded by waler

lilies and lotuses loating on the surface. T

of our heritage
of his own life. Hearing this, the hunter relized
that these were a couple of rare birds of great
nobility. He didn't care much for his oun King's

reward and decided to do the right thing and set
them free. He told Sumukha , that as he was
ready to die for his King he woud set them both
free to fly wherever they wished.

(d) she cannot be rediscovered
(iv) Great AK has power because;

b) To beautifty the city of Benaras

(c) He did not want to go against the
wishes of his wife(a) it appeals to us despite a passage of time King had invited all the birds to comeand lve on

bjits small and can be understood it; promising that none of them would ever

hamed. Com was scattered on a daily bass

order to attract the birds. So a couple of s

d) He wanted to capture the golden goose
(c) it is seen in pictures and sketches
(d) its magnified a million times

(e) He enjoyed bird watching and wanted
to create a natural habitat for them
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8/G.P.H. Question Bank

(v) Why did the flock of geese panic and (x)Desert
(a) Displease

English 12/9
(b) Encourage (c) Instigay

retreat to Mount Cittacuta?

(a) Their King took the wrong route to the

lake and they lost their way

6) Their King, the golden goose, was tas (vi) (c), (vii) (e), {vii) (d), (ix) (a), (x)o

captured
(c) Their chief captain, Sumukha betrayed parents. His father was a schoolmaster Th

the King

royal kitchen, vegetable peels and dough used to (1i) How many years of Akbar's life was
seal the vessels while cooking for your Majesty.

The hens not only enjoy it but it is also very good
for them. "Good work, we hereby promote you
to the renk of royal librarian. Akbar was bitterly

disappointed. He had spent the fist thirty years Choose the word which is OPPOSITE

of his life gaining knowledge. How he wished to

gain that knowledge and help people. Instead, as

head of the royal library he would be seeing only

books and no people. But he buckled down to

organizing thelibrary. A year lalerthe Emperor () How did Akbar handle his appoint
came to visit the library. He was surprised to find

each book covered with a packet of silk, velvet or

brocade. There were hundreds of books and not
one without a cover. You have used expensive
material to cover the books but have not charged
us. Surely you are not spending your own
money? Akbar bowed low, "Your Majesty, these
covers did not cost anything. Everyday dozens of
people come to the court with humble grievances
on sheets of paper which are folded and placed
inside a bag of the most expensive material that
they can afford. I have used them. The Emperor
was very pleased and gave him a bigger ( How did Akbar manage the cover for

responsibility.

(d) Escort (e) Abandon

Ans. (i) (e), (i) (6), (ii) (a). iv)(d), ()
spent gaining knowledge?
(a) 50 (b) 20 (c) 10

e). (d) 30 (e) None of these
Passage-6 : Akbar was the son of humh

There
was never very muchmoney in the house, so in meaning to the word BITTERLY as

to(d) They spotted many hunters by the lake didn't enjoy any luxuries. All he wanted wa

leam more and more. Bookswere not easi

used in the passage
(a) Sweetly

(d) Freezings

(b) Angrily (c) Sourly

ndvery
(vi) What advice did the ministers give to avaiaole tnenas they were handwrittenznd

his hands on. In due course, he mastered Arabir

(e) None of these (e) Gladly

() What advice did the ministers geexpensive. Akbar read all thebooks he could

the king? ment as royal librarian?
(). That no such golden gooseexistedand Persian, Philosophy and Astronomyand dream!

only wasting his time searching of getting a position at court. But tor this, one
had to really excel in some field. Also.on

b) To create an artificial golden goose, 1or needed a patron close enough to the Emperor t
recommend a newcomer. It was a few months

(a) He was angry and was waiting for an
opportunity to tell the king so

(6) He was thrilled since he loved books.

e was

for one

to (c) He was disappointed but put his best
efforts into the jobthe queen

cTo build a lake in order to attract the before he could find a patron and a few more
months before he could find.a suitable

(d) He considered it a good opportunity to
golden goose

leam more
(d) To open a sanctuary of rare birds for opportunity to recommend him to the Empero

who asked what he had learnt and what work be (e) He was very happy since he prelerred
reading to interacting with people.

the queen

e) To have a beautiful garden surrounded could do. On hearing the same, he said, " We an

pleased to give the young man a chance. Let

him take charge of the royal poultry house!
(vi) Which of the following statement When he heard the news Akbar was heartbroken.

by flowers and trees
books?
(a) He used the used-sheets of papers
(b) He spent his own money for this.

Questions:would best describe the qualities ofwhen he heard the news Akbar was hearlbroken

He, a scholar, capable of debating with the most

learned men, was asked to look after chicking

(1) Betrayer of the flock (2) The Selless hens! All the same, he got douwn to work with

Goose (3) Loyal towards the king (9) The great determination. His only concern was hens

He saw to it that they were well fed and hed

clean water, that their living quarters were clean

and if a fowl took ill that it was separated from

(i) Which of the following can be said
about Akbar's family?

Sumukha?
(c) He boowed covers for books

(1) They were poor and uneducated. (d) He was not aware of it.

native and ignorant goose (2) They discouraged him from becoming (e) None of the above
(a) Only (1) (vii) Why did the Emperor send Akbar

when he was in charge of poultry?
courtier.

(b) Only (2)
(c) Only (3) and (4)

(d) Only (1) and (4)

(e) Only (2) and (3)

(3) He was ashamed of them and did not
the others and given proper treatment

Meanwhile, the Emperor had forgoten aboutthe

scholar he had packed off to mind the hens. But

one day while his Finance Minister, was reading

Instructions: Choose the word which is out the palace accounts to tell the Emperor bow

most nearly the same in meaning to the much money had been spent on the roya

household, he mentioned such a low figure that

the Emperor sat up. "Have most of the hens

died?he asked. "No. your Majesty was the repy

The hens are not only alive but are plump

"Send for the scholar, the Emperor

demanded. When Akbar came to the palace, tne

Emperor demanded 'Aren't you feeding the

properly? Tam, sire, only the food is dillerent

T'm teeding them what cannot be used in tne

(a) To test Akbar's knowledge of poultry

(b) To see if Akbar was worthy of higher
responsibility.

(c) To understand why the poultry was
thriving despite reduced expenditure on

introduce them at Court.
(a) None (b) Only (1) (c)2 and 3

(d) Only 3 (e) All of these

(ii) Which of the following is TRUE in the
context of the passage?

them.word asked.
(1) Akbar was aged when he was finally (d) To scold him for feeding the poultry

leftovers instead of healthy food.

(e) To demand an explanation for the
poultry being overweight and unfit

(vii) Exquisite
made a courtier.

(a) Expensive (b) Delicate
(2) Akbar excelled at whatever job the

(c) Elaborate (d) Wonderful
Emperor assigned him.

(3) The Emperor did not value a person's (viil) What lesson can be learnt from the
education but his family background

and it,
(e) Efficient

(ix) Snare story?
(a) Trap

(d) Arrangement (e) Efficient

(b) Alam (c) Plan (a) All ot these (b) Only 2 (a) Patience and hard work will help one

(c) 1 and 2 (d) 2 and 3 (e) Only 1 achieve success.
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10/G.PH. Question Bank English 12/11ental
.Childrenformed during the first years of yóur life. cel b) coaxed to come out of the clutches of

tradition.
(it) In the context of the passage, children

adjust their ideas of reality, so that

they

(6) Pursuit of riches and wealth is all that thoughts originate ina fundamen

matters usually bend their perceptions and inter

)One should use any means of

possibility to attain a promotion.
for (c) quite serious to give up the old values

(d) daring enough to break free from the
stranglehold of others' views

of reality to match those who Care fonsthem.
They find ways to please in order ec (a) are in confommity with their beloved

(d) One should be satisfied with wnatever attention. As they grow up, the issueg
ontormity

ones

b) can modify them according to the need (ix) To which of the following does the

of the situations
job one gets and not much more. change, but the initial patterms of con nay

price
(e) It is very difficult to get something in remain ingrained in them. The

picture presented in the passages, not
conform?osurrendering to consensus is steep. It is noth

(ix) Choose the word which is most nearly less than the loss of individuality. You ding

the holographic illusions humans have

call reality. You become one of Oscar Wie.
other people thinking someone else's opinion

and assuming they are your own. This cond

is virtually universal. It is also the undetine

life without bribing. (c)may not be considered arrogant
(a) Adopt a dogmatic approach towards life

(b) Subscribe to others' views

(c) Profess borrOwed conviction

(d) Cast themselves according to their own

(d) can use them to their advantage
the SAME in meaning as the word from the grandness of crealion and implod

cometo
(iv) Which of these is not true in the

context of the passage?LOW as used in the passage.
(b) Gentle(a) Small (a) We generally imitate others in

everything(c) Unhappy (d) Short ways

6) People are happy to take on others' (x) The writer of this passage envisages a

roles
Soft

world where people will-

hal
(x) Choose the word which is most nearly cause of the world as we know it. People cli

the SAME in meaning as the word tightly to their personal and social identitiesH (a) desire to make these choices which
hold the societies together

(c) We speak in other people's voices most

of the timethey are blinded to anything that does nol

validate them. The way out is easier than anyone

might imagine. However, very few summon the

courage, for it requires them to leave the com/ort

of their own world and walk alone, unaided b

CLOSE as used in the passage.
(d) People are genuine in expressing their

feelings

(b) profess implicit allegiance to social
institutions(a) Shut End

(c) Neighbouring (d) Dear (c) have the courage to chart their

independent course of action

(d) take pride in an unquestioned loyalty
to old values

(v) In the context of the passage, wryly'
(e) Careful

means-
Ans. () (e). (i) (b), () (a). (i) lal, (b) e). the crutch of dogma. Most people would ratha

(a) repulsively

(c) disapprovingly

(b) hesitaltingly
get caught up in the business of earning a liing

Passage-7: Oscar Wilde once remarked, "Most raising a lamily unwillingly or helping their

people are other people. Their thoughts are comnunity, than deal with the unseting

someone else's opinions, their lives a mimicry, immensity of all that. Yet it seems that all

their passions a quotation." As he so wryly humans are meant to take this epic journey ol

observed, their lives a mimicry, their passions a discovery at some point in their series of lives cn

(vi) (d), (vii) (c). (vii) (a), (ix) fa), ({x) (d).
(d) unwillingy

Ans. (1) (d),. (i) (d). (ii) (a), (iv) (b). (v) (c).

(vi) (c), (vi) (a). (vii) (d), (ix) (a), (x) (c).

Passage-8: The,task which Gandhiji had taken
in hand was not only the achievement of political

freedom but also the establishment of a social
order based on truth and non-violence, unity and

(cBy giving preference to others' yiews peace, equality and universal brotherhood, and

(wi) In the context of the passage, how can
humanity get stuck in someone else's
discarded chewing gum?
(a) By using discarded things

(b) By appreciating others' ideas
quotation. The vast majority of us are not who this planet.

we have been pretending to be, and the lives Questions:
we've been living until now are molded according () In spite of the dis mal scenario

depicted in the passage, the wriler

talks of his epic journey of discovery.

This discovery pertains to the-

maximum freedom for all. This unfinished pat
of his experiment was perhaps even more difficut
to achieve than the achievement of political

freedom. Political struggle involved fight against a
(vii) What does the expression lives a foreign power and all one could do was either

join it or wish it success and give it his moral

verone s own viewVs.

(d) By choosing a product which is

sponsored by some great personality
to rules and values that are nol our own. Most of

humanity is stuck in someone else's discarded

chewing gum and, is yet to break free. Unless

you have been brave enough to forsake this trap,
here is your likely porlent: your religious

convictions are those of your parents or
community and your political allegiances
conform to the party system that society offers.
These are desirable choices that hold societies (1i) The expression 'holographic illusions

together. They make you who you are, you might
argue. True, but only if you might argue. True,

but only if you are content with admiring the
wrapping and never looking inside the box. If you
dared to look you'd discover how these basic

(a) longing for immortality mimicry. passions a quotation' mean?
(a) Lives an imitation, feelings a borrowing support. In establishing the social order of this

pattern, there was a lively possibility of a conflict

arising between groups and classes, of our own

people. Experience shows that man values his

(d) Lives a duplication, feelings a recitation possessions even more than his life because in

(vii) Unless you have been brave enough the tormer he sees the means for perpetuation

to forsake this trap' implies that one and survival of his descendants even after his

(b) Yearning for utopia
(c) quest for excellence (b) Lives a sham, feelings a deception

(d) search for reality (c) Lives a parody, feelings a repetition

means
(a) sense of bewilderment body is reduced to ashes. A new order cannot behas to be -

(b) shady dealings
(a) very pretentious to discard one's ea wnout radically chaining the mind

and atitude of men towards property and at(c) self-created phantasm convictions
some stage or the other, the 'haves' have to yield(d) artiflicial images
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12/G.PH.Question Bank English 12/13
place to the 'have-nots'. We have seen, in our (i) Select the best option to com.

time, attempts to achieve a kind of egalitarian

society and the picture of it after it was achieved.

But this was done, bya large amount, through

the use of physical force. In the ultimate

analysis, it is dilficult if not impossible, to say

that the instinct to possess has been rooted out

or that it will not reappear in an even worse 1om (il) According to the passage.

under a different guise. It may even be that, Iike

a gas kept confined within containers under great

pressure, or water held by a big dam, once a

barrier breaks, the reaction will one day sweep

back with a violence equal in extent and intensity

to what was used to establish and maintain the

outward egalitarian form.

egalitarianism contains, in its bosom, the seed of

its own destruction. The root cause of class

etethesentence. Gandhi aimed at...
(a) establishing a non-violent ciety

(b) The renunciation of the possessive resumed his studies at the London School of
Economics and kept his tems at Gray's Institute
of Law. He turned his attention to the London

instinct

(6) universal brotherhood

(c) achieving political freedom

(d) all of these

(c) Material values vs. Spiritual values
Museum where the relics of the saintly and

(d) Class conflicts in, an egalitarian society scientific thoughts are preserved, where the ruins
(vii) Answer the following questions in the of the antique world are displayed and where

Karl Marx, Mazzini, Lenin and Savarkar had dugcontext of the passage.
people

ultimately overturn the form
soclal order-
(a) which is based on conciliation

rapprochement

Why does man value his possesslons for knowledge and digested it. In the Museum, he

pored over books from moming till evening. Time

was an important factor with him. To save both
more than his life?

a) To get recognition in society

(b) To preserve his name even after deathoney ana ime, he would go without lunch.

through his possessions.

c) He has the instinct of possession.

(d) Possessions are essential to lead a poverty and lack of time required him to finish

comfortable life.

and

(b) which is not congenial to the spitita
values of the people

(c) which is based on coercion
and

After this, the second round of reading begins at

his residence. The endless reading would go on
till early morning. He told his roommate that his

This enforced

oppression his studies as early as possible.

During these studies in London for his academic
eminence, he had not forgotten the real aim in

his life. He could not for a minute forget the

dumb faces of the untouchables in India. He

took up this matter with the Secretary of State

(ix) In the context of the passage, which of for India and also held discussion with Mr.

Vithalbhai Patel in London. Neither could he
forget the alien political realities ofthe nation. In

(d) which does not satisty their basic needaconilict is possessiveness or the acquisitive

instinct. So long as the ideal that s toe (iv) According to the passage, which of th.
achieved is one of securing the maximum

material salisfaction, possessiveness can neither

be suppressed nor eliminated but will grow on

what it feeds. Nor will it cease to be such - it is

(vii)Egalitarianism means

(a) violencè (b) inequality

following statements is not true? (c) suppression
(a) It is dificult to change the mindsetd

people towards property.

(b) In an egalitarian society, material

satisfaction can be enjoyed only at the

expense of others.

(c) A social order based on truth and non
violence alone can help the achievement

of maximum freedom for all

(d) sociel and political equality

the following statements is false?possessiveness, still, whether it is confined to only

a few or is shared by many. If egalitarianism is to

endure, it has to be based not on the possession

of the maximum material goods which cannot.be

shared by others or can be enjoyed only at the

expense of others. This calls for substitution of

spiritual values for purely material ones. The
paradise of material satisfaction that is

somelimes equated with progress these days
neither spels peace nor progress. Mahama
Gandhi has shown us how the acquisitive instinct
inherent in man could be transmuted by the ( n the context of the passage, what s

adoption of the ideal of trusteeship by those who
have' for the benefit of all those who 'have nof
so thal, instead of leading lo exploitation and
conflict it would becomea means and incentive,
for the amelioration and progress of society
respectively

Questions:

(a) Satisfaction of material needs cannot a paper read before the Students Union and also
in his famous thesis, The Problem of the

(6) Conflicts between groups and classes Rupees", he exposed the hollowness of the
British policies in India, which caused a stir in

eam peace and progréss.

are bound to arise.

(c)The instinct of possession causes the academic world of London and Ambedkar

conflicts.(d) In establishing the soclal order of was suspected to be an Indian Revolutionary.

Gandhiji's pattem, the possibilityofa

conflict between different classs
(d) The instinct of possession can be Questions:

rooted out completely.

(x) In the passage, the metaphor of
'paradise has been glven for..
(a) fulhiling spiritual needs

(0) Where did Dr.Ambedkar teach?
(a) London School of Economics

(b) Sydenhaim College

(e) London Museum

(d) Gray's Institute of Law

(u) Dr Ambedkar was a teacher of-
(a) Political Economics (b) Law

hardly exists

meant by adoptlon of the ldeal of

trusteeshlp?
(o) The privileged class voluntarly

renounces the possessive Instinct

(b) renunciation of material goods.

(c) taking care of material needs

(4) acquisitive instinct.
b) Substitution of spirilual values by

material values by those who live in

the paradise of material satisfaction.

Ans. (i) (b). (ii) (d). (ii) (c). (iv) (d). (v) (d),

(vi) (o), (vi) (6). (vii) (d), (ix) (d), (x) (c).
(c) Literature (d) Political Science

(11) Who amongst the following was Dr
Ambedkar's benefactor?Passage-9 In November 1918, DrAmbedkar

joined Sydenham College as a prpfessor of
political economics and worked there for two

years. With his little savings, some help from the
Maharaja of Kolhapur, and with a loan of five (iv Name Dr Ambedkar's friend who

thousand rupees from his friend, Naval
Bhathena, he left for England in 1920 to
complete his studies in Law and Economics. He

(0) The unfinished task jof Mahatma
Gandhi was -

(c)To equate peace and progress

material satisfaction. (a) Raja of Kathiawar (b) Queen of England

(c) Raja of Kolhapur (d) Lord Gray(a) fighting against the foreign power

) establishment ofa peacefully coexistent benefit of the soclety.
non-violent society

(c) achievement of political freedom
(d) None of these

d) "haves' to adopt the ideal for r*

title or
helped him to go to England.(vi) Choose the most appropriate

the passage. (a) Nawal kishore (b) Karl Marx

(a) The social order of Gandhi's vision
(c) Lenin (d) Naval Bhathena
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14/G.PH. Question Bank

(v) Why did Dr Ambedkar try to finish his knowledge was too wonderful andcou

be a dangerous thing in the hands of

English 12/15

to life. The sage then taught the verse to all his

disciples and sent them into the world to do well.

He was sure that after such a lesson, they would

be wiser and use their knowledge learning only

for doing sood.

studies as early as possible?

(a) Due to illness

(b) Knouledge and leaming should never be
mšused.who was not very wise. The sage pondeo

thatf t
this for a long time. But he also knew

dedid not pass on this secret verse, it could e (e) Teachers should impart equal knowledge
to all their disciples.

(d) None of these.

(vi) Why did the sage declde to pass on his
secret verse to his disciple?
(a) So that the cleverest disciple could
revive the Biger.

b) For lack of resources and time

(c) due to adverse climate him. So, at last he called his cleverest

when(vi) What was Dr. Ambedkar's real aim in special verse. lf you chant this you Can

life a dead person or animal. Use only

aside dnd said, "T am going to teach you

bring to
(d) Due to nostalgia Questions:

() What did the sage say to his disciple
while teaching his secret verse?

(a) Not to share it with others

6) Not to practice it on animals

(c) Not to use it to prove his supernonty

(d) Never to misuse the power of the secret

need it to and never misuse, or test uo

(e) Upliftment of the downtrodden caste vainly. He then called all the disciples toc
and said, T am sending you all into thef

life?

b) We wanted to see if the cleverest disciple

abided by his instructions.
(b) Upliftment of his family

(c) Acedemic erminence

(d) Successful career as a lawyer.

Ores
for forty days. Go together and come

guidetogether. Each one ot you has to
(c) He did not want the verse to die with

another and do good things. So the disciplas him.
verse.(vii) What was the core slogan raised by Dr. started out together into the forest. Theywer

(d) So that the cleverest disciple could take

place.(i) Why was the sage proud of his
disciples?

united. But the cdever disciple who knew

verse wanted to show he was better than

others, as they walked into the forest, they can

across a dead tiger on the way. It was huge and

looked wickedly fierce even when dead. Th

clever disciple stopped and said to the othes
(Hu Where did Dr. Ambedkar spend most Nowl am going to show you what our teache

had taught me alone. He has taught me houh

bring life back into the dead. The others wouid

not believe him and he said, "I would prove i b

Ambedkar? his
(e) Self-awareness amongst the oppressed.

(b) Open revolt (a) Because they never misused their (vii) Why dld the clever disciple recite the

knowledge
verse to the dead tiger?

(a) To cary out the instructions of the sage.

(b) To flaunt the power of the verse to the

other disciples.

(c) So that the tiger may come back to life.

(d) So that he could test the power of the

(c) Pacification of the untouchables.
(6) Because they were very friendly with

each other.(d) Revolt of the oppressors

(c) Because they were very obedient
(d) Because they were very brilliantof his time in London?

(b) India House (1) Why did all the disciples except one.
climb up to the highest branches of
the tree?

(e) Courtrooms
verse.

(e) Royal House (d) London Museum
(vii) How did the other disciples react

when the clever disciple decided to

bring the tiger back to life?
other disciples said, "Do not do anything

prove your knouledge vainly. Moreover, if you

put life into this tiger, it will only turn on us end

kill us all. This will not be a wise thing to do. B

(ix) How many years did Dr. Ambedkar ou by bringing this tiger back to life. But

(a) Because they did not know the secret
expose in his thesis?

verse.
(a) They tried to deter him from doing so

(b) They remained indifferent

(c) They were quite surprised

(d) They felt quite happy

(ix) Who is referred to as wicked and fierce
by the author?
(a) All the disciples (b) The tiger

(c) The sage

(x) In the context of the pasage, which
statement is false?

(e) 1 year (b) 2 years
(b) Because they wanted to watch the

scene of the tiger coming to lite, troma(c) 3 years (d) 4 years

distance.(x) What did Dr. Ambedkar expose in his the clever disciple had decided to prove himse!

and prepared to recite the verse. But before he

did so, the other disciples scrambled up to the

topmost branch of a big tree nearby. The disciplk

then recited the magical verse. The tiger slou

began to breathe, "lt's working. cried the discipike

(c) Because they felt their lives were in

danger
thesis?
(e) Marginality of the nulers

(b) Infallibility of the British Rule

(c) Universal laws of brotherhood

(d) Because they did not approve of the

behavior of one of their fellous

(lv) Why were the disciples sent to the

forest by the sage?
(a) He wanted them to be eliminated

(d) the clever disciple
(d) Hollowness of the English policies in in excitement and joy. The tiger opened is es

India. and saw him jumping and shouting in frort ct

Ans. () (b). (i) (a), (iü) (c). (iv) (d). () (b). him. Roaring loudly, the tiger pounced on t
(vi) (a), (vi) (c), (vii) (d). (x) (b), (x) (d). poor disciple and killed him. The other discpls

on the tree watched helplessy as the tiger th
(b) So that the disciple could show them

the magic of the secret verse.

(c) He did not want to teach them anything

(a) The sage was prejudiced against the

clever disciple.

(b) The sage wanted the disciples to use

their leaming only for doing good.
Passage-10: The great sage once had a group doun the dead body of the disciple and uwe

of disciples. They were allerybright and eager away into the forest. After some time
students and the sage had all the reasons to be disciples came down, took the body and we
proud of them. One day the sage realized that he
had imparted enough knowledgeto his disciples. said, 'Now you see what can happ

more.
(d) To teach them the lesson not to use

their learning unsafely
(c) The sage brought the clever disciple

back to life.the sage. The sage looked at them

Owthey were all very leamed. There was onu d, Now you see what can happen

one thing the sage had not taught them, and lesson for you. With that, the sageu he thing the sage had not taught them. and dont use your learning wisely: Let this

that was the special verse that could bring the magic verse and brought the dead CI
dead back to life. The sage knew that such

(v) What is the message conveyed in the

passage?
(a) A teacher must pass on al his Ans.(i) (d), (ü) (d), (l) (c). (iv) (d). (v) (b).

knowledge to others before he dies.

(d) The sage taught the secret verse to ell

his disciples.

(vi) (c). (vii) (b). (vii) (oa), (ix) (b). (x) (o).
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tremendous improvement of women's

dication
othroughout the world. Neverlheless eradira

concerfemale illiteracy is considered as a'major e

English 12/17on

NOTE MAKING
(4) Conversation is indeed the most easily Ans. Notes:
leachable of all arts. All you need to do in order1) health in an end in itself
to become a good conversationalist is to find a (2) health is a blessing.

subject that inerests you and your listeners.

There are, for example, numberless hobbies to4we should not talk about health.

talk about. But the împortant thing is that you Title : Importance of Good Health.

must talk about other fellow's hobby rather than (6) Although spech is the most advanced fom
your own. Therein lies the secret of "your o communication, there are many ways of

popularity. Talk to your friends about the things communicating without using speech signals,

that interest them, and you will get a reputation signs, Symbols and gestures may be found in

for good fellowship, chaming wit, and a brilliant every Rnown culture. The baslc function of a

mind. There is nothing that pleases people so signal is to mpinge upon the environment in

much as your interest in their interest. It is just as Sucn a way that it atracls altention, as for

important to know what subjects to avoid and exanpie, ne aots and dashes of a telegraph

what subjects to select for good conversation. If circuit. coded to reler lo speech, the potential for

you don't want lo be set down as a wet blanketommunication is very great. Less adaptable to

or a bore, be careful to avoid certain unpleasant meaning in and of themselves. A stop sign: forsubjects. Avoid talking about yourself, unless you meaning in ànd oi Ihemselves. A stop sign: for

are asked to do so. People are interested in their example

own problems, not in yours. Sickness or.death
bores everybody. The only one who willingy their intricate relationship with the receiver slistens to such talk is the doctor, but he gets paid cultural perceptions.

rit.
Ans.Notes
(1) Conversation is easy. hye
(2) Good representation.
(3) Be mentally quick and wite al
(4) Avoid.unpleasant subjects. tio st
(5) Don't bite lips, click tongue .

Title: Art of Conversation.
(5) In the world have we made health an end in result, means of communication intended to be
itself? We have forgotten that health is realy a used for long distances and extended poriods are
means to enable a person to do his work and based upon speech. Radio, television and the
does it well. A lot of modern medicine is telephone are only a few of such means.
concemed with promotion of good health. Many Ans. Notespatients as well as many physiclans pay very nie (1) signals
attention to health; but very much attention to (2) form of communication
health makes some people imagine that they are (3) cultural perception oí communicalionill. Our great concerm with health is shown by the t4
medical columns in newspaper, the hean (5) gestural communication

Read the following passage carefully ana today. In the present era, Indian socieh

or
has

established a number of institutions

educational development of women and

(1) Destruction of forests has a major impact on These educational institutions aim for imn

make notes on them also glve a suitable

title to them.
(3) health is only a means to an end.

the productivily of our crop lands. This happen5 help and àre concemed with the developme

havein two ways. Soil erosion increases maninoia and women. In modem society, women in India

ar
h

the soil literally gets washed away, leading to an come a long way. Indian women are at

accentuated cycle of fioods and droughts. Dur men in all kinds of tasks like reaching the m

equally important is the impact of the shortage conquering Mount Everest, and participatino

of firewood on the productivity of crop lands. all fields. All this is possible just becauis
When fire wood becomes scarce, people beginto education and the profound impact it hes

bum cow dung and crop wastes. In many places on women.

cow dung and crop wastes are now the major A

sources of cooking energy. Thus, slowly every Ans.Notes:

part of the plant gets used and nothing goes back A Ioremost concem to the Govem

to the soil. Over a period of fime this nut (2) Educated women play a significant role in

of

s had

India. the codification of words, signs also conlain

drain affects crop productivity. Add to this the Educated women play a significant.

technology of the Green Hevolution, the Women have suffered a lot
technology of growing high yielding varieties on a

limited diet of chemical fertilizers like nitrogen,

phosphates and potash. The totalbiomas (5) iWomen education has resulted in'women
production goes up and so does the drain of the

nutrients from the soil.

conveys mcaning quickly and
conveniently. Symbols are more difficult to
describe than either signals or signs because of

progress of the country

(4) Women's education has led tremendous in.
provement of women's condition. In some cultures,

applauding in a theatre provides performers with
an auditoy symbol of approval. Gestures such
as waving and handshaking also communicate
certain cultural messages. Although signals,
signs, symbols and gestures are very useful, they
do have a major disadvantage. They usually do
not allow ideas to be shared without the sender
being directly adjacent to the receiver. As a

empowement.

Title: Power of women's education in India.

(3) Life is not a bed of roses, but à bed oAns. Notes
() Major impact on the producivity of, thorns.Itis full of dangers and dificulties. In the

race of life, we should not be afraid of the risk

which Is but natural. Success in any work in lite

goes to thOse persons who welcome risk. Science

would not have made such wonderful

achievements if our scientists had not risked their

lives and comforls. The more difficult thewo

eroplands
(2) Soil erosion
(3) shortage of firewood
(4) technology of green revolution
(5) biomass production,.

Titte: Impact ol Forest Destruction.
(2) Women's education in India is one of the is, the harder our eforts should be to perfom it

oremost concerns of the Govemment of India as ife s not smooth sailing. Petty difficulies

well as of the sociely at large. It is due to the fact frighten a weak heart, who is not prepared p

that at the present time, the educated women take a risk. But brave hearts achieve lame and

play a very significant role in overall development honour because they enjoy taking risks. In short.

and progress of the country. Women hold a risk brings success and works miracles

prominent position in Indian society and all over Ans. Notes:
the world. However, since the prehistoric times (1) Life : (i) Not a bed of roses but a bed o

women were denied opportunities and had to thorms.

suffer for the hegemonic masculine ideology. This (i) Full of dangers and difficulties.
unjustifiable and unwarantable oppression had (2) One not afraid of risks.
resulted into a movement that was fought to (3) Modem science
achieve the equal status of women all over the (4) Life not a smoth sailing
world. Women's education in India is the (5) Riks: (i) Bringssuccess and worksmirace
consequence of such progress and this led to the Title : Life: A real risk.

medical columns in newspaper, the health COmplicated lom of communication

articles in popular magazines and the populariy Title: Various Mode of Communication.
of the television programme and all those books
on medicine we talk about health all the time. found in marine life and Omega-6 which isYet for the most the only result is more people concentrated in vegetable oils. The lirst is good.with imaginary illnesses. The healthy man should the other is plain rotten. The best source ofnot be wasting any time talking about health, he net S plain rotten. The best source of

should be using health for work,the workne Omega-6 rich vegetable oil kills all its goodness.does and the work that good health makes
possible.

(7) Fat comes in two types; Omega-3 which is

Omega-3 is preferably sea-fish. But frying it in

Ageing brains have low levels of thiemin, which
is concentrated in wheat germ and bran, nuts,
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20 G.PH. Question Bank English 12/21.

transistors, mobiles lying in public places (12) You are Rishl Sahni Your fatho.
been transferred to Delhi. You want to bag campaign in the school campus. The main

objective of this campaign was to make students
Ans.

sell THEVALUE OF GAMES
trains buses. certain household goods. Draft an
Ans. Sce for ansuer Poster Making QNa 4.

(9) Your father has been transferred to

another city. You want

Advertisement in not more than 50 Games and sports are an essential part of our a people aware ot the bad ellect of polythene

life. They develop the strength of the body and a9s on eneironiment, human beings and ani
mals.Ans. the mind. A healthy mind resides in a nealtn The S.D.M of the city led the campaign. The

sell certain
body. The games emove the dullness andne S.D.M ot the city led the campaign. The

onotony ol lite. They make our body strong and mpaign caied many activities. The principal

also make us fresh and happy Games teach us v a monvation speech and told that

many good habits. They develop a team spiritPynene 0ags causes drainage problem and

and unity among the players. It teaches us to The chief guest enlightened the people about

FOR SALE
Design a suitablehousehold goods

advertisement to be published in local One colour TV, washing machine, one retrio.

erator, al in good quality good conditio
owner shilting to another city.

Contact Soon
Rishi Sahni

neuspaper.

and unity among the players. It teaches us to nake the city ugly.

take victory and defeat equally.
Q.3. You have witnessed an accident. Write drawbacks of the use of polybags.

a report for a newspaper about the accident.. Last Dlonday you went to the hospital

using the following detalls; (in about 120o see your friend who was admitted there.

words)
(a) Where, when and how did the accident 120 words)

Ans.

FOR SALE

| Mob. No. 9S27651590
our T wshing machine. one reirig-

rato alin good quality good condition

Ouner s g to another cit
ontae: Soon

ReportParagraphýArticle, Wrtn Using the following input produce a small
write up on 'A visit to a hospital' (in about

Q.1. With the help of the following words
given below produce a write up on 'NSs
Camp' (in about 120 words).

happen,Rsi (a) registration counter
(b)people, vehicle involved, loss of life

and property
Mab. Na 982751590 (b) people in front of doctors room

(a) NSS Camp in Rampur village
(c)The scene of accident, (c) surgical ward

(10) You are Aishuarya Patel, student of

class Xil of Govt.HSS. Dewas. You have
b) 100 volunteers (d) nurses attending
(c) Planting of trees

(d) cleaning of drains

(d) details of casualties-deaths, injured,
hospitalized (e) medical ward-patientslying on their bedsfound a bag in the school playground.

Preparea notice for the school notice Ans. Indoe (Newspaper Report): Yesterday Ans.A visit to a hospital is an esperience in it

night, the dangerous accident had happened be- seli. During last summer, one of my friends met
tween a car and a bike on 'Ring Road'. There with an accident. He was admitted to the hospi-
were tuo men, a lady and a child in the car. ln tal where Ipaid him a visit. I took the opportu-
accident, the bike damaged badly and the bike nity to see the entire hospital.
rider injured. The people who were stood there First of all Ivisited to the general ward where my
came and gathered on accident point. They triend was admitted. Fle was quite better now as
quickly took the injured person in a nearest hos
pital and admitted him. One of them call his cal ward. The plight of the patients and the seri
parents. Since he was not injured badly. so the ousness of the prevailing atmosphere touched me
doctors gave him primary treatment and sent deepiy
him his home. The injured person thanked the Q.6. Write an article on "Man. Computer
people for their great co-operation.
Q.4. You are Kunal, as a responsible citizen the following inputs.( in about 120 words)
you have organized a campaign on 'Say No
to Polythene Bags' in your locality. Writea
report using the following inputs. (in about
120 words)

(e) Adult literecy classes.
board.

Ans.
Ans. GOUT HSS SCHOOL. DEWAS

NOTICE
N.S.S. CAMP

The NSS unit of Govt. Higher Secondary Schoct

Indore organised a camp at Rampur Village dur

ing the summer holidays. The camp lasted for 10

days. 100 olunteers were divided into four

groups. The task was the planting trees. cleaning

the drains and to task adult-literacy classes.The
have to tell the villagers about the atmosphere

and suroundings in which they live. Streets and

drains were cleaned. The villagers participatedin
the compaign. The villagers were told about the

(11) You are S. Rajan of Barwani. You want danger of degradation and pollution of the erve

to let your flat. Write out an advertisement ronment. Everyone did their best. The adults

to be published in the classified column of took part in literacy classes. The camp was suc

17th Ju 20vx
Found

his wounds had healed. Then I visited the surgi-
Al the students are infomed that I found a
school bag in the plesground in sports period
uho is the ouner of beg immidiately contact
me
Aishuerye Patel and Mobile' for your school magazine using
Class 12th

(a) So many technical devices
(6) computer: a great invention
(c) stores large data
(d) a reliable devicecessfully completed.

Q.2. With the help of the following inpus
produce a write up on Value of Games.

(a) Necessary for life

a newspaper (a) campaign in our locality
(e) mobile :a basic necessity

( wonderful various puposesAns. TO LET (6) disastrous effects of polythene
(c) chokes the sewage system

To let a three bedroom corner flat Duarka
fuly marble
suppies
Contact ae

90Coocoo

(g) internet: a home of knowledge

Ans. Man, Computer &Mobile
With the developnent in technology and increas

ods of devices now we are in a worid of so

(d) to make public aware of its ham
b) Removes monoton

(c) Make our body healthy

-ventilated, 24x7 water (e) to make locality polythene free

Ans. Last week. the Environment Awareness
Club of our schoo! initiated say no to polythene n technicel devices. There is a technical de-

(d) Learning good habits
fe) Develop quality and brotherhood
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English- 12/23

G)THE IMPORTANT OF ENGLISH

22/G.P.H. Question Bank

(D)COVID-19:TSIMPACT ON OUR LIFE

Ans. Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an in- Ans. English has remained with us so long that
fectious disease caused by the SARSCOV-2 vi- now it has become a part and parcel of our daily

us. Most people infected with the vinus will expe life. It is such an inexhaustible treasure of knowl
rience mild to modera
cover without requiring special treatment. How decide to go without it. It is an intemational lan

ever some will become serously ill and require guage through which we can know the whole
medical atention.
Impact on indlviduals, families and com- e-commerce and intemet online. It has brought

on alOre such sreat invention is the computer com There is stil a great scope for expansionon

(B)VALUE OF GAMES AND SPORTSs

ce tor every business, every job, and every tesk netural resources but they need explni

puter have become such a usefu tool for many fronts. It will provide work to millions.

kind that it is being used in every field and every

job.
respiratory illness andre edge that we will only impoverish ourselve

sorearge deta, overell computers are very reli- healthy and physically fit, they also ined
young people the duty of loyalty. These o

One such benefits of using a computer is it can Ans. Games and sports do not merely ke

able device.
After computers, we got mobiles which are like can be summed up in a word "sportsmansh

mini-computers and have become a necessity of The first and the foremost thing that
worid. It has become language of trade through

munities
Data collected from CLOSER's various longitudi- pulsory language for commerce, higher technical
nal studies will explore the short. and long-tem and scientific studies round the globe. People
impact of the pandemic on individuals, families know it all over the world. It has become means
and communities across the UK, assessing ife for eaming livelihood. The countries those have
before, during and post-covID19. The data fo- English as their national language they are very
cuses on the effects of the various restrictions the advance in each and every field comparing to
UK has had in place, looking at health, social, others. It is an intemational window through
economic and behavioural change. It represents which we can see the whole world and make
ill age groups, from adolescents to older genera- progress.
tions. mportantly, it provides insights for re
search and policy and helps to infom the UK's

response to the immediate and after-effects of
COVID-19.

mankind. In the present worid, human cannot teach us is to take victory and defeat alike the world very near through Internet. It is com
n

every game, there are two paries. One wins ad
With computers and mobiles becoming an inte the other loses. Ihe winners need not be oue
imagine a fe without mobile phones.

over
gral part of our lives the internet has done the zealous and the loser ones should not get
ole of providing connectivity to these devices asperated. Both the parties should greet each

and now it is a source of knouledge, infoma other heartily after the game. Secondly, games

and sports teach us discipline. Every player must
Q.7. Write a short paragraph on any one of obey his or her captain. He has to play obeyia

all the rules of the games. He has also to abide

by the decision of the reteree or umpire. Thirdly,

games broaden our outlook. The players need

tion, leaming and many more.

the following toplcs in about 120 words.

(a) The Problem of Unemployment

(6) Value of Games and Sports LETTER WRITING
(c) Pollution Problem : A Great Challenge have no bias. They should treat other plauer

alike. The players ought not to differentiate be.

tween one another on the basis of nationality
caste, creed or colour. The games promote inter
national brotherhood and affection amongst the

people of the world. Thus they promote wold
peace too. The Reliance Cup 1987 organised

jointly by Pakistan and India is an example.

INFORMALLETTERS(d) COVID-19: its impact on ourlife
(e) Hammful Effects of Junk food

(0 Online Education: Boon or Bane

(g) Importance of English

(E)HARMFUL EFFECT OF JUNK FOOD 1. You are Praveen Mahajan, residingat 23
Janki Nagar Indore. Write a letter to friend

Ans. Fast food or junk food is a generic term for Jaldeep describing him about yourall kinds of foods which are rich in energy, be preparation for the upcoming Board
cause they contain a lot of fat and sugar, as well examinations.
as salt, but are relatively low in other important Ans. 23 Janki Nagar Indorenutrients such as protein, fiber, vitamins and
minerals.

(A)THE PROBLEM OFUN-EMPLOYMENT ointu
Ans. The most difficult problem which our coun-
try is facing now, is that of un-employment. This
is a socio-economic problem. It is very serious
problem. It needs immediate solution because it Ans. Pollution is deafening our ears. It is poiso
threatens the peace and prosperity of our coun- ing our breathes. It is poisoning our food. It s
try. All the development plans have falled to pro- causing dangerous diseases. k is causing out lle
vide employment to our youngmen and women.
There are several causes offor the increased un- sure and heart diseases.
employment in India. Rapid industrialisation is Our unplanned economic progress is causing ai,
one of them. We are multiplying ourselves. Popu- water and soil pollution. Cutting a lot of forests s
lation and Production increase in geometrical also responsible for air pollution.
and arithmetical progress respectively. Hence, the To get rid of this problem we should plan our
means of employment cannot keep face with the progress. We should have a thought for human
growing population.
The defective system of our education is also re our forest. We must work for controlling pouusponsible for this serious problem. The emphasis in as many ways as possible.on literary education and neglect of technical It is our duty to control pollution. Govemmeducation is the greatest cause of unemployment should take all possible steps to control aamong educated people. After his education our must co-operateall the efforts. Then oniyyoung men think it below his dignity to do a work
which requires physical labour. India is rich in

(C) POLLUTION PROBLEM:
A GREAT CHALLENGE

Hi friend,

However fast food is extremely atractive to mostAs you know that our final examination is over
children because of the taste, comparatively head so today I am going to write about my
lower price, and convenience, some children typi- preparation. I am quite busy with my studies. I

cally do not understand how this kind of food have completed all my lessons now Iam revising
negatively impact their health, it can be quite ad. it. As you knowI am a little bit week in maths so
dictive.

short. Air pollution is causing tension, blood-pres
T have attended coaching class also and now I

(F) ONLINE EDUCATION:
BOON OR BANE

hope to score good marks.
Your affectionate friend
Praveen Mahajan

Ans. In the curent Coronavinus pandemic situa- Q.2. You are Mohan Verma living at 121
tion online education is new and interesting. It is Sharda Colony Jabalpur. Write a letter to
the need for the hour and has opened a new way your father about your hostel life as you
in the teaching-leaming process. In this present have Joined the hostel recently.
pandemic situation online education is new and Ans. 121, Sharda Colony, Jabalpur
interesting. The biggestadvantage of online edu- Dear Papa,
cation is that it is suitable for all but the biggest My dear father, I was glad to recieve your affec-disadvantage of online education is that it is still tionate letter today. As you asked me about hos-not recognised on par with regular education tel life, so, I am penning down a brief description

welfare. We must not cut trees. We must reservw

We

can

get rid of this problem. mode. about it. The hostel life here is entirely different
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24/G.PH. Question Bank
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from the village life, I enjoyed so lar. I nave closed for the summer vacation and ours

made few friends as well and
I promise you tnat vacation has already started. I think youe

I would stand by all your aspirations. Take care

and say hello to Mummy and my sister.

Your's lovingly
Mohan Verma

summ

Please have a surprise visit and see yourself the Kindly issue my transfer certificate as early as.
same condition. So, I have written this h
invite you to spend your vacation with in Sh possible and oblige.mismanagement of the hospital.

Please do the needful for the betterment of the Thanking you.

patients.
Thanking you in an anticipation.

Yours faithfully

Mayank

(C) Write a letter to the collector of your
district about the nuisance of loudspeakers certificate as you have to submit it in the

.3. Write a letter to your friend Amar without any delay.

giving him tips to prepare for JEE mains

Let us enjoy this vacation together. So. c
come

up Yours obediently
Mohan
Class XIl C| assure you that this will be an enjoyable e

ence for you.
Your lovely friend

expe
Date

exams. (E) Write an application to the Principal

Ans. My Frend, Amar, xyz
district about the nuisance of loudspeakers eguesting him to issue you a character

Hi dear, you know that my JEE mains exam are

coming closer. I quite busy in my studies.I have

completed all the chapters and I am revising my (A) Write a letter to M/s Deepali station.
chapters did you now when exam will start I will mart,New market, Ratlam asking them
sove all the question. And last I suggest you that send their rates and terms of supply of

I will work hard and I will give my best.

Your sincerely

FORMAL LETTERS
in your area requesting him to impose a office of Collector for your selection in the
ban on the use of loudspeakers. revenue department.
Ans. 15-A, Green Avenue Ans. To,

Civil Lines

Ludhiana
February 26, 2017

The Collector

The Principal
Govt. H.S.S., Mangalia
Indore,
Respected Sir/ Madam
l an a student of Class XII "A" of your school. 1

am applying for a job. I have to submit the char
acter certificate alongwith the application.
I request you to kindly issue me my character

stationary items

Ans. To,

Aman

4. ou are Amit Nema, living at 123. MS Deepali Stationary Mart

Gagan Hostel Ratlam. Write a letter to New Market, Ratlam

your father describing him about a picnic
spot you have visited last Sunday.

Ans. 123. Gagan Hostel. Ratlam

The collectorate

Ludhiana
Si Sub.: The Nuisance ofloudspeaker

Sir, MamWith due respect, it is to intom you that we are

needed some stationary items in our ofice
Please send the quotation of the items as soon

as possible.
Kindly process our request on an urgent basis.

write this letter to express my anguish and an- certilicate and oblige me.

noyance over the problem of loudspeaker during Thanking You.

the examination days. I am a student and the Yours taithfully

1inal examinations are just round the corner. Dur. huansingh Chouhan

ing the day and night loud noise trom speaKers Date: ..
create many nuisance. I could not study at all. i

(F) You are Aditya Pandey, residing at 53,
am hopeful you will take prompt action in this Vikas Nagar, Ujjain. Write a letter to the
regard.
Thanking You

Yours truly

14, January 2022
Dear Dad,
Thanks for your last letter I wasn't able to reply Thank You A
back because of exams. Yours sincerely
As you know, I passed these exams with good xyz

marks. Our teachers had planned a school picnic (B) Write a letter to the collector of your
for us. We really enjoyed there. Apart from enjoy district about the lack of facilities and

ment, we learnt a lot ofthings. You know I'm malfunctioning of the government hospital
neture lover. So, It was a great chance tor me to of your area.
click those beautifu! scenes in my camera. Alter Ans. To

Postmaster complaining
Postman of your area.

against the

Ans. To

(D) Write an application to the principal of The Post Master,

your school requesting him to issueaSchool Indore (M.P)
Leaving Certificate Transfer Certificate.You
are Mohan student of class XIl Govt.Higher
Secondary School, Dindori.

Date Aug. 10, PO.a long time I enjoyed on swings.
can t forget those poses which my friends made The Collector,

for clicking pics. Sub.: Application for complaint against post-
man.

Collectorate office, Indore

Twas missing you all. How's mom and brother? I ubject : Lack of facilities and malfunctioning

hope they are doing well T'l visit you all very of Govt. hospital Sir,

Ans. To With due respect I beg to state that Mr. Amit
Bhat, the postman of our area is a very careless
fellow. He does not visit the area regularly. He
does not deliver posts to proper hands. When we
complain him he makes this or that excuse.
Theretore, we request you to ask him to work
properly or transfer him to some other area. An

early action is requested.

SOon Sir,
The Principal,
Govt. Higher Secondary Schoo!

Most respectfully I have to state that Iam a res*

dent of Raj Nagar colony at Dhar road. Ta
Q.5. Write a letter to your friend Sujata 9ovt. hospital in our area is not having thelca
inviting her to spend the summer vacation ties of Ultrasonography. There is malfiunctionin

indiiferent departments. There is no proper ds
tribution of medicine, attendants do not afen

Take care
Amit Nema

Dinon

Sub.: An Application for T.C.
Sir, Madam

at your place Bhopal.
Ans. 14, January 2022

Most humbly I beg to say that my father is a a
teacher. He has been transrferred to Bhopal. My Thanking you.
all family members are going with him. So l am Yours faithfully
unable to live here alone and to continue my Aditya Pandey
study.

patients, doctors are unpunctual etc.Dear Sujata.
I request you to take a strict action end arer

I am ed to know that your school has a Ultra-Sound machine for the patients reie
53, Vikas Nagar, Ujain
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26/G.PH Qoestioe Bank
Ega12/27

yor shooa?SECTIONB (GRAMMAD
(14) The es have ben panted on Te1dont ino=ho... de of the road2 deth

***********.
F the blanks: s here been ied n(15) The snssnt es..

(16) I ec to phone her to or tee Snes
but. ne hee was no rpi

47 He coms o ne ..
(15 He has tio sors. ..

DETERMINERS He had too. ...OK 1o da Se accident
4) Hespert.A) Cempte de boiosiog seteces si (10 Ho. r do yo: take y

'seey 2? 5He paid hs ion o his
iotes (11) ie ioet 2 -- son hes a

crege jice n ée 6 He can play bainiton wih
hends

bise
12) We do not spend.

books
(19) He gos to urch Sdey
Ans.(1) ech 2) every 3) eery (4)e
5) ec. (6) eery (7) each. () eery 9) each.
(10) e (11) eery (12) ech. (13) each We spert .
(14) every (15) eer (16) eer; (17) eac go we spent th(15) ec. (19j eey

Hes be

4Ca I žæe.
Please zke the - Joel oi bread

sop. pese? (13) How.. ******* ngags do you ino? Sends hep me
*******-***-o (14)- - on the beach

on the
***

E Dorit-ai roise He rs a5) He dd rot make . bech
(D) Complete the following senteeces

asing 'eitberneither'.
16) Hea; ale s Pss he a
Ans. (1) some good (2) much (3) mang 4h. (6)mch 7)ma )marman (10) muh (11) much (12) mc

-(13) ary (14) mar; (15) m27y. (16) me
(C) Complete the following sentences

esing 'each'every'.
(1) There ere four bocks on the 2ia

Bock wes a derert coloz

Ans (1) oth. (2)hole. 3) Boh i4)
(5) whce. (6) boh, (7) whole, (5) AL 9) a
(10) whole.

(2) There are wo restarans here. We can't go
restaurant beca -

(F)Complete the following entences
sing 'fewa fewthe few litte'a little
the litte.

restaurant s vey good.
Geage 2d Alca hæet g.

diide 2) Mohan kas gen me tao bocks buti have
not reac bock

Krcrieige c
Motan has gen me to books butI have e is not popular He hes

read book
Come on Tuesday or Thursdey
day is okk

Egis
C1) cte tes t pziesed

Fiens
2) 1 enjoy my Le here. I hae

riends and we meet qie ohen
*********"2ppie

12) He csed te orter to.
2) Mohan os reding He has a

bock in the Ebrary S ccuseson is true. He issure He wans to spend
to be acquited.

days that
He goes ir a wak ar et to him in solitude.

13 Te bou.. s (6) He c2n rite wh band 4) We ms e çik Ther
Tme.

4Thee s abs ten minus.
(14 Ar s.
(15 He ta geni

bsres
Stuc sentence cerefuly

sentence must have a verb.

There were rees on.. de cdí the
rcad 5) Let's g and have a dtnk We heve got

time before the train lkaves.. *in was invited to the pary
so they dc not go there.A Se. 2 ar 3) ar (4) scme. Ina isctbal metch, **********

5 ar6) ar se.7 sme, (8) soma, 9)
arg (10) e (11) ary. (12) an. (13) scme. (14) Iwas euay ten deys ard it rained .

ary 15) ne

team has 11
6) He spent.

his purse.

Ihee got
ask

pieyers ey that wæs left in
9) He may join. perty but he

tound- -pary acceptable.
estions to

(10) There were fowers on... .ide ot
B)Complete the followingsentencesusing9 t rained

'muchnay.
day during the river.***********

hoides 8) 1 don't think Rohit would be a good
teacher. He hes got

(11) He could not meet me on Mondey or
Tuesdey because was at chool on 9 Listen carefuy. Im going to gve you

-pebence.(1) Im2e agod.
2 There is rot. e in tte ala tts

iends (10) There were sx shirts on the she

..srirt was a dferent colour
(11) The Otmpic Games are held.

four yeas.
Ans. (1) either. (2) nither. (3) neiter.S)ehe (10 This city is not a very interesting plsce to5) Either (6) either, (7) either (8) Neithe hs ciy s nt a ery interesing place to
9) either, (10) neither. (11) either.

*********** erQCe.

Heve yu read... Endsh poema??
Visit, so ourists come here.

STe b mace - ncise in the 2 There are tuo girs here and.
cdias (E) Complete the following sentences . public garders that we have

using 'allwhole both'.
has a beautiful pen. are not maintained property

6) Doe he do... th daj?
6) How

13 In a ame of tennis there are tuo or 1

es did you meet hirn? pen.- -player hasa recse
. xercises are not equelly easy milk that he had has tumed

to da. sour
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Engllsh 12/29
28/G.RH. Question Benk

(13) We must hurry up. We have got (13) You . *****************.l.egret this.

ony... me.
(14) The village was very smal. There were (14) 1.

ony.. .nouss.

(15) Would you like... .mlk in gou (15) . ou mind moving a bip

coffee?

(16) Do you mind ifI ask jou (16) You..
questions?

(33) Mohan asked me if I. help Ans.
him.(shall, will, can)

(can, could, may) (1) Let me come in else I will break the door.

(34) Sita asks him what he do for (2) Either she may call a physician or consult ano matter what.
(will, shall, can, would) her. (can, shall, may) Vaidya.

Ans. (1) must, (2) could, (3) should, (4) will, (5) (3) You cant get stamps today still the post
should, (6) will, (7) could, (8) would, (9) would,

(10) can. (11) could not, (12) can.,(13) wil, 14) (4) He ran fast otheruise he could not catch
will, (15) will, (16) may, (17) should, (18) should,

(19) would, (20) would. (21) will, (22) could, (23) (5) She worked pretty hard yet she falled in the

office is closed.(will, would,should)

. not repeat this,

(shall, may, might)

the ball.

should. (24) may. (25) would, (26) May. (27))Sheworked pretty hard yetshe failed in the

may. (28) would, (29) will, (30) must (31) can,
(32) would, (33) coukd, (34) can.

Ane. (1) five, (2) a few (3) fve, (4) litle. (5)
examination.

litle, (6) little. (7) a few, (8) few, (9) a little, (10) (17) You pay for this.
(shall should, would)

..call the doctor?
(should, would, will)

(19) All students Submit

(6) He not only drinks wine daly but also
gambles in the club.

(7) They neither look at him not talk to him.

(8) You can take either a pen or a book.

(9) Hire a taxi otherwise you cant catch the
train.

the few, (11) The few, (12) The litle, (13) a little,

(14) a fe (15) a litle, (16) few. (18)

MODALS DO AS DIRECTED1

CLAUSES
Fill In the blanks ueing the appropriate their assignments by Friday.

modal glven In the bracket.
(1) He s the chief guest. He.. o be (20) IfI krnew his name, I .. .ll you.

here on time. (can, should, must, ought)

(2)

(would, should, could Combine the following
sentences to make a compound (10) He came late therefore he was not allowèd

sentence using one of the conjunctions
glven in the bracket.

pairsof

to enter the hall.
(will, would, should)

(11) She washed clothes and ironed them.
...you lend me a few hundred (21) How..

(could, may, must) ou call me names?
dollars? (1) Let me come in. I will break down the door. Comblne the palr of entences into

(will, dare, must) complex entence having an adverblal
clause of reason/cau9.

(but, else, and)3) It is dangerous to go out alone at night.
22)

You. .never do it.
Sing better when

(should, would, could)

(23) You * ***********.not play with fire.

was
(2) She may call a physician. She may consult

a Vaidya. (ither..o, but, otherwise)
younger. (1) You are honest. I will help you.

(could, should, shall)

(4) you start in the morning. you.
reach there by evening. (will, would, could)

3) You can't get stamps today. The post office He was ll. He could not come.

is closed. (and,still, so) did not buy the house. I did not lIke lts

location.
(should, must, need)

5) They sell the best pizza in town. You 24) T think it . .rain today.. definitely try it.

14) He ran fast. He could not catch the bal.
(4) He had to go His wife was not feeling well.

(otherwise, Or, but)
(5) I was tired. I could not play in that malch.

(may, must, cant

(should, would, could) (25) Work hard lest you .. .fail. (5) She worked pretty hard. She failed in the 6) He did not study well. He failed.
(yet, and, therefore)(6) 1t t rains, we get wel. (would, could, should) examination.

(7) He succeeded. He laboured hard.
(would, could, will) (26) God bless you with a

grand success.
(6) He drinks wine daily. He gambles in the

club. (but, else, not only...but also) (6 t There was no .rain this year. The. paddy
crops dried up.

(can, could, may)(7) 1f she spoke a little French, she ..u
find a better Job.

(8) He be an Intravert during hls
untversity days (should, would, used to) (28) He played well so that he .

(wll,can, could) (27) ..her soul rest in peace. (7) They did not look at him. They did not talk********************* Ans.
(would, could, may) to him.

(1) You are honest so l will help you.
(not only.. but also, neither...nor, or)

(2) He could not come because he was ll.
) you like to come with me? the game. (wll, may, might, would) (8) You can take a pen. You can take a book.

(could, would, should) (29) Ram eans money so that he
buy a bike.

(3) 1 did not buy the house as I didn't like its
location.(either...o, but, else)

(10) . you solve this puzzle? (will, may, might, could)
(9) Hire a tax(i) You can't catch the train.

(can may, will) (30) We .. follow the rules of the roa

theproblem. (coukd not, cannot, will not)1) do that sum for you?

(shall, will, can, may)

the

(4) He had to go because his wife was not
feeling well.(and, but, otherwise)

(11) Although she tried, she. lve
to avoid accidents. (must, should, oughl)

(10) He came late. He was not allowed to enter (5) I was tired so I could not play in that
the hall. (and,but, therefore, else)

(11) She washed clothes. She Ironed them.

match.
(12) My grandmother is ninety. She

************* ...sil read without glasses.

(can, will, could)

161 f he did not study well, he would be failed.
(32) He said Ihat he.

next day.
(and, but, ese) 7) He would be succeeded if he laboured.come

(will, would, may)
ard.
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30/G.PH. Question Bank Englilsh-12/31
(8) The paddy crops drred up because there (4) Do this as though you are directer

5) You may do this work, as you please

Combine the palr of sentencess

Ans. (9) If you do not work hard, you can't get
was no rain this year.

(1) He works hard so that he may pass.

(2) He plays well as he wants to win the (10) She would not have stayed home unless it

success.
Comblne the palir of sentences Into a

complex sentence having an adverblal

clause of contrast.
complex sentence' having an adverblal had rained.match.
clause of time.

(3) He ran fast in order to catch the bus.
(1) Our team played extremely well. They

could not win the match.
(1) There is life. There is hope.

(2) There is unity in our country. We

remain strong.

Combine the pair of sentences into a
complex entence having an adverblal
clause of resul/consequence.

(4) His mother starved herselí in order to feed
her son well.

2) shall come. It rains.
(5) Work hard best you might fail.

(6) Walk fast best you might be late.

()Obey the orders. Best you might punished (3) I am busy. I can't go to the cinema.
for not obeying them.

Combine the pair of sentences into a
complex sentence having an adverbial 5) He is a very intelligent boy. He can pass the
clause of conditlon.

(1) He was very weak. He could not walk.would not do this illegal thing. YOu pod
(3) The train reaches the station. .

passengers rush towaras the compartmerh

(4) The thieves saw the police. They ran ay
5) The peon rang the bell. Students go to the

(3)

2) Mohan ran very fast. He won the prize.me.
(4) Iknocked the door. Nobody opened it.

(5) I rang the well. No one came out.

(6) You don't like him. You can still be polite.

(7) He has been very unfortunate. He s always (6) Many years, have passed. India beca
cheerful.

(4) That conductor uwas experienced. He could
not mind harsh words.

classes.

exam easily.
(1) You speak the truth. You will be pardoned. (6) Mohan is a very brave boy. He cannot be
(2) You work hard. You can get success.

(3) It does not rain. The crops will ruin.

free.

Ans.. 7 He has lived with his father. He arrived in frightened.

(7 The box was very heavy. She could not lift
(1) Although our team played extremely well, t this city.

they could not win the match.

(2) 1 shall come even though it rains.

(3) In spite of you paid me, I would not do ns(2) There is unity in our country till we wlillegal thing

4) Nobody opened it while 1 knocked the door. (3) As soon as the train reaches the station,the

Ans. (4) I had a calculator. I would give it to you for
your examination.

(5) Someone tried to blackmail me. I would (1) He was very weak, so he could not walk.
infom the police.,

(6) He had tried to leave the country. He would
have been stopped at the frontier.

) He had worked hard. He would hae
(4) That conductor was experienced so ne

(1) There is life, where is hope. Ans..

remain strong. (2) Mohan ren very fast so that he won the
prize.

) I can busy so I can't go to the cinema.
(5) I rang the beil however no one came out.

(6) You can still be polite even if you don't like (4) As the thieves saw the police, they ran

passenges rush towards the compartments

him. passed.away. could not mind harsh words.(8) He didn't visit Agra. He didn't see the Taj.

(9) You do not work hard. You cannot get
(7) He has been very unfortunate in spite of he (5) While the peon rang the bell, students goto

is always cheerful.

Combine the palr of sentences Into a (6) Many yeers have passed after lndia became
complex entence having an adverbial
clause of manner.

(5) He is such an intelligent by that can pass
the exam. easily.their classes.

success.

(10) It had not rained. She would not have
stayed home.

ue6) Mohan is a very brave boy so that he
cannot be frightened.free.

(7) He has lived with his fother since he amived

In this city.

(7) The box was so heavey that she could not
t it.

Ans.(1) You have treated me in a certain way. T will
treat you in the same way.

(2) Men may sow much or little. They will reap
accordingty

(3) I did it. The way you told me.

(1) If you speak the truth, you will be pardoned.
Combine the palr of sentences Into a

complex sentence having an adverblal

clause of purpose.

Combine the pair of sentences Into a
complex sentence having an adjective
relative clause.

(2) If you work hard, you can get success.
(3) The crops will ruin if it does not rain.
(4) I had a calculator that I would give it to

you for your examination.
5) I would infom the police, il some one ted

(2) I saw the Taj. It is in Agra.

(1) He works hard. He may pass.
(4) Do this. The way you are directed.
(5) You may do this work. The way you please.

2) He plays well. He wants to win the match

) He ran fast. He aimed at catching the bus.

(1) The place was a railway station. We first
met there.

to blackmail me.Ans..
(4) His mother starved hersell. She wanted to

feed her son well.
(6) Whether he had to leave the country or he The boy is my friend. His father is the

would have been stopped at the frontier.
(1) You have treated me in a certain way just

like I treat you.
(2) Men may sow much or little as though they (6) Walk fast. You might be late.will read accordingly.

Principal of this school.

(7) If he had worked hard, he would have ) The man is coming to tea. You met him
passed.

5) Work hard. You might fail.
esterday

(7) Obey the orders. You might be punished lot

not obeying them.

(8) He didn't see the Taj unless he didn't visit (5) The man is his uncle. The man came to see
Agra.

(3) 1 did it like the way you fold me. the teacher.
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English 12/33
32/6.P.H. Question Bank

(7)I know the man. You saw him at the (4) A lazy man injures no one but :
station.

(6) This is the man. The man stole your watch. (3) You have acted wrongly

o one
that

but

I bel:

himself
tha

(5) When he reached home he had a bath.

(6) As soon as the sun rose, the fog

disappeared.

(12) Suresh is too deaf to hear the thunder.

(Rewrite the sentence using so.that')
is not ture.

(8) The match was very thrlling. We saw the (5) should like to know the peso
been making a great noise.

(13) The tea is too hot for him to drink.

(Rewrite the sentence using 's...that')
person whohas (7) He fled away as he was defeated.

(8) They began to cry when they uwere beaten (14) The ight was so dim that we could'notmatch yesterday.

(9) This is the school. My father teaches here. (6) When the messenger told us Somet
about that matter then'I heard it.nng read by it. (Rewrite the sentence usingup.

(1) The place was a railway station where we dont know that who is she?

(8) I can't say whether is he ill or not

(9) I replied as I was asked.

(10) He failed though he studied well.

(11) He called them loudly but they gave no

too..o)
Ans.

(15) The tree was too high to climb up. (Rewrite

the sentence using 'so..tat)first met there.
(9) Tell me that where is he?

(2) I saw the Taj that is in Agra.

(3) The boy is my friend whose father is the (10) T don't know where he lives?

Principal of this school.

(4) The man is coming to tea to whom you (12), Who called me I don't know.

met yesterday.

(16) No other boy is as inteligent as Mohan in
this school. (Rewrite the sentence using
'comparatie degree"')

(17) Rose is more beautiful than any other
flower in this garden. ( Rewrite the sentence
using positive degree')

answer.

(12) He is healthy as well as intelligent also.

(13) He was punished because he was late.

(14) The king who was folliowed by the countries
entered the court.

th
(11) The news is that India has won the match

(13) Can you tell me that how have you comes

(5) The man is his uncle who come to see the

teacher.
Combine the pair of sentences using
non-finite clause.

(15) The children whom we saw were playing in (18) Few men are as great as M. K. Gandh! In
the garden. India. (Rewrite the sentence using

(6) This is the man who stole your watch.

(7) I know the man whom you saw at the

station.

'superlative degree')(1) He lied in the bed. He was reading a novel
(2) He sat in the tree. He was cutting offa

Do as directed:
(1) As soon as he knew my result, he infomed Ans..

me. (Rewrite the sentence using no (1) No sooner did he know my result than he
sooner..than')

branch.
(8) The match was very thrilling that we saw

yesterday.
(3) He opened the box. He took out a gun infomed me.

12) No sooner does the peon ring the bell than (2) As soon as the peon rings the bell, the
the students go to their classes. (Rewrite the
sentence using 'as soon as')

(9) This is the school where my father teaches. ) He heard the news. He felt very happu

Combine the pair of sentences into a 6) He reached home. He had a bath.

complex sentence having a noun clause.
(1) He is honest. I do not doubt it.

(2) He will come today. I am sure of it.

(3) You have acted wrongly. I believe so.

(4) A lazy man injures no one but hirmself. This (10) He studied well. He failed.

is not true.

students go to their classes.

3) The train hardly moving off when the grood
waved the green flag.

(6) The sun rose. The fog disappeared.

(7) He was defeated. He fled away.
(3) As soon as the guard waved the green flag.

the train started moving off. (ReuTite the (4) I had to take a taxi to reach there in time.
sentenceusing 'hardly.when)

(4) I had to take a taxi so that 1 might reach
there in time. (Rewrite the sentence using(6) Unless he have time, he will not help you.

to')

(8) They were beaten up. They began to cry

(9) I was asked. I replied.
(5) We eat to live.

(7) Unless it rains, we will not play
(11) He called them loudly. They gave na

'(5) Someone has been making a great noise. I

should like to know the person.

(5) We eat so that we may live. (Rewrite the 8)nless you hire a taxi, you can't catch the

sentence using 'to)
answer. train.

(12) He is healthy. He is intelligent also.

(6) The messenger told us something about (13) He was late. He was punished.
that matter. I heard it.

(6) If he does not have time, he will not help ) ou speak the tnuth, you will not be

you. (Rewrite the sentence using 'unles") purdoned.
(14) The king entered the court. He was

followed by the courtiers.
(7)1f it rains, we will not play. (Rewrite the0) #T havent money, I cant buy this car.

sentence using 'unless)
(7) I don't know. Who is she? (11) He was too drunk to drive home.
(8) I can't say. Is he il?
(9) Tell me. Where is he?
(10) 1 don't know this. Where does he live?

(15) We saw the children. They were playing in

the garden.
(8) If you hire a taxi, you can catch the train. (12) Suresh is so deaf that he cannot hear the

thunder.(Rewrite the sentence using 'unless")
Ans..

(1) The news is this. India has won the match. () He, who lied in the bed, was reading a

(12) Somebody called me. I don't know wha
(13) Can you tell me? How have you come?

(9 Unless you speak the truth, you will not be 3) The tea is so hot that he cannot drine.

pardoned. (Rewrite the sentence using ') (14) The light was too dim to read by if.

(10) Unless1Ihave money. l cannot buy this car. (15) The tree was so high that no one can elimb
novel.

(2) He, who sat in the tree, was cutting oft e

branch. (Rewrite the sentence using 'if') up.

(11) He was so drunk that he could not drive 6) None of the boy is more intelligent that

home. (Rewrite the sentence using
too..to)

Ans.
3) He open the box and took out a gun.

(4) When he heard the news, he felt
happy

(1) He is honest that 1 do not doubt it. Mohan in this school.

(2) I am sure of it that he will come today.
(17) Rose is a beautiful flower in this garden.
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tar calltheFrenc)
aEnglsh 12/35GRH Qurstia Ban

(a What has M Hamel'. "utle garden' () Wheh of these seemed 'bld flende' to
been referred to In this extract?

teacher as poor man?

He smpethis with the teach
had to kee the villagx

He s that theteacherwss

Sw ae the gratt pae ike MK ( Way does the narTatorcall

Fan?

denti th nialed cass a the

leing seatvnce and tell ii they arv

aderdial cas ajctie clauses

b) the blackboardb) his school

(d) hisgoden
a) M. Hamel(a) his home

(c) his count
(v) Which of these means apprentie?

b anateur
d)uriter

()What was the motive of the
blacksmith Watcher?

(c) his classmates(d)his books

(tv) What a thunderclap these words were
to me!" Which of these expresses the
meanlng of the underlined word in the
above line?

( e fees sory for teacher sts lest kssn (a) mentor

Ncne of the above.

How many years ad the teacher e

dis service in the schoo?

c) enginer

bad the teachergivea (a) koud and ciear

d) starting and unexpected
) forny fve yeas () To ridicule Franea tirty seas

(c) pleasant and wekome
6) To boost the mormk of Frarz
() To dominate Ette Fra

) fcurteen years d) forny yeas
Tirt krew wh mair si msekz.

The nrus tet he bes beer amsti s be. o at on the back benches
d) encouraging and full of zeal

CTo make him eaize the importanoé of (whlch of these moods did Franz

his mother tongue
last lessoa?

apress when he was told that it was
his last French lesson?) thevag peçe

e ne teacher () M Hame
(vWho is the writer of the lessoa T

Extract-4: My children. this is the last eson I

shall give you. The order has come fram Berin
o teach cnly German in the sshoos ef Alssca
and Lorraine. The new Master comes tumoTo
This is your last Fench leson. I uant you to

Ans. ) b). ) D), (a) (d). (iv) >). (v) (6).

() inspired and cherful
b)epenting and sorroufil
(c) optimistie and serious

S siad me fI was gcing t Dei tt

Last Lesson?
) Aphcrs Deuet (5 eie Lageici

Willem O Dougies (d) Anees Jung
(d) romantc and humorous

Aas. (1) iri dzLse 2 ceia caue
Smcurczus aeizi cas. E

mew cause aivrciei caus. S Eract-2: When I pessed ie toun balSe
a cewd n t i te bullein-bcad
2st o eas al our bad neas had come

ere-be lest beties he dei he cries
c e ccereäns cäczrnd I iougt tse. =ihout stopping at can be s
-etz No"Then as I huied by s is sl

ery atente."Whet a thunderclep these wori Ans. (0) (6). () (6). () (d), (iv) (6). (v) (b).

wereto me! Oh, the uretches that was uhat Extract-5: Why do you do this?" I ask Saheb

he had putup at the toun haMy las Fench homlencounter every moming scrounging for
lesson!W I harly knew how to urte! lshould goid in te garbage cumps of my neighbourhaod.
never leam anymore! I must stop there, then! Suheb keft hs home long aga Set amidst the
Oh. how sory I was for not kaming my iessons green feks cf Dhaka. his home is not even a
for seeking birds egs a going siding on the distant memory There wee man storms that
Sear! My books, that had semed such a surpt away their felds and bomes, his mother
uisance a *e aga o beavy to cary my es him. Thet's why they left, looking for gold in
gammar, and my tistory of the seins, wer old he big ciry where he now ives. I have nothing

ese to da he mutters, looking auay Go to
school," I say gibly: malizing immediately how
hollow the advice must sound. There is no

use (1C) zcur ccu

TET BOOKS

EXTEACT FROM FLAMINGO

90SE SECT1ON

Rad he 5ailewiag aa ind as ere w is appretce, reeding *e bulei
coic ga ebiacks acher zho z

iends now that I couldnt gie up.
questicas hat felow

caled aher =e 'Dor t go so fast bubr youl g Questions:
Easl :Pcr mar! t ws in hcrcur ci is our schoci in pien ci tinei hought be
a s frer he hac pt cr is ine Surdasy was eking f cí me, and reached M Hene'i
cicres ad cw lurcererd uy te ic me e eršer al cut cf beeth
ite lag van itirg en r Te 2ckCt * Qstions:

Which of these orders has come rom schoo in my neighbourhood. When they buildBerlin ?
one. I wga

(e) ciosure af schocl
Questions

)no French to be taugh:

e ct gome te hcci mereI was ter
wayi tarkirg or man ior is ien ean cf
aitthd sericz ré i ieurg er ze ir

bere bad all the bad news come bon
Sor last two years?

0 Who in '1 in the above lines?
(a) Anees Jung
) Jeck Finney

(c) rusticaticn ef Frarz
(d) trensier to M. Hamel

2) schoci b)Prssie )Why does M. Hamel want the students
to be attentive?( Bleinoer

hat did the blacksmith say to Fra
c) Aisece (c) Alphonse Deudet

Qaeions
ho does the narratsr reser ts as 'por

(e) because the order hes come from Bertin (d) Colin Dexte

() Which chapter has this extract been
taken from?

(a) to read e buiein-bce e) beceuse ais his lest French lesson
ma? to compiete his homewcrk e) beeause he is about to tel mportant

questions for their an bec2use the
govemment officer is on a visit

e fe ilegar (a) Lost Spring
(c) Deep Weter

Frer ) The Last Lessonc) to humy s sshooHam (2ere ci temrhe ) nct go so fet
() The Rattrap
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36/G.PH. Question Bak
Mother continually wamed

fresh In my mind the detail.

the river. But the Y.M.C.A
only two or three feet deep
and whlle It was nine feet

drop was gradual. Il got a
hd went to the pool. I hated
and show my skinny legs.

ide and did it.

was fre
agalns

eac
(u) What does the word 'Amidet' mean? Englleh 12/37

(a) In the middle of (b) In the comer of

(e) In the right skde of (d) In the let side of

(v)Why dees the word 'Glibly' maan.
(6) Intrinsically

(d) None of these

Questlon:
() Who le the auther ofp

(a) John Updike

(c)

(u1) What thinge attracted the audience in
the plays staged by MRA?

.(o) their make-up

6) their sets and costumes
(e) thelr diakogues

of
pool
att
dee nons(a) Superficialy

(c) confidently

Ans. () (o). () to). (l) (a). (iv) (a).

illiam Blake

(11) What does the word R
(e) Given fresh life

ean?

Extract-6 : "H1 start a school, wil you come?
T ask, half-joking. "Yes," he says, smling broadly
A few days later I see him running up to me. "Is

your chool ready?" "It takes longer to build a
school," I say, embarrassed at having made a

promise that was not,meant. But promlses like

mine abound in every corner of his bleak world.
After months of knowing him, I' ask him his

me. "Saheb-e-Alam," he announces: He does
not know what it means. If he knew Its meaning-
lord of the universe he would have a hard time

(b) Restored to conscidnel
(c)Resuscitated

(11) What does the opeakitmi
buried In water'?
(a) That he was drenched
b) that he was drowned

(c) That he lost his brealroe
(d) All of these

(lv) How many people were there In the
Geminl family?
a) 400 (b) 500 (c) 600

(Medres li known as- In present time.
(a)Chennal (b) Chenab (e) Chelsy

Ans.() (b), (") (e)., (üi) (b), (v) (e). (v) (a).

the above 1ines?
osevelt

or
uglas

Extract 11: In ll instances of frustration, you
will always fînd the anger directed towardsa
single person openly or covertly and this man of
the make-up department was convinced that all

his woes, ignominy and neglect were due to
Kothamanglam Subbu. Subbu was the No. 2 at

Gemini Studios. He couldn't have had a more

Daudet

the word Treacherous

(b) Safe (v) Why dld he go to Y.M.CJ

(a) Because it was safer

b) Because it was.iskier
(c) Becaiuse it had personal Instructor

(d) All of these

OUs
belileving it.

iive (d) All of these
Qwestione:

()Why does the narrator feel embara(0) Hew was YMCA pool safer?

saed?
(a) For making a fake promlse

b) For making a promise that she can keep
(c) For making a real promise

(o) For it had instructors

b) For it had life guards

() For t had shallow water to leam swimming

(d) All of these

encouraging openlng in films than our grown-up
make-up boy had.

Questiens
(1) The boy in the make-up departmem

was Jealous of
(o) Subbu (b) Greta Garbo (c) Asokomitren

1sdW
Ans. () (d),. (u).(b), (ii) b). (iv) (a).

Extract 9 : When Frank Buchman's Moral
Rearmament Amy, some huo hlundred strong.
visited Madras sometime in 1952, they could (1) Whe was No. 2 at the otudloo
not, have found a wamer host in India than the
Gemini Studios. Someone called the group an
Intemational circus. They weren't very good on
the trapeze and their acquaintance with animals (H) Who was frustrated?

was only at the dinner table, but they presented
two plats ina most professional manner. Their
Jotham Valley' and The Forgotten Factor ron (w) Who the author of 'Poets and
several shows in madras and along with the other
citizens of the city, the Gemin! family of six

hundred saw the plays oer and over agein. The
message of the play were usually plain and
simple homllies, but the setehnd costumes were (v)what ie adjectve form of anger?

first-rate.

Questlons

(M) What does the speaker mean by 'I subdued
my pride?
la) Put pride down by force

(b) Brought pride out of control
(c) raised his pride

(d) For.not making any promise

()Which literary device le there in
ahib's name?. ta) Robert Calive (b) Rati Agnilhoti

(c) Kothamangalam Subbu(b) Irony

(d) Hyperbole

(a) Satire

(c) Paradox
(o) A boy of make-up department
(b) Subbu (e) Gemini Studios

(1) What does phrase 'Abound in mean? (d) all of these

Ans. (0) (c), (u) (a), (it) (c), (iv) (b).(a) Pululate with

(6) Teem in

(c) Exist In large quantlty
(d) all of these

Extract-8: From the beginning, however, I had

an aversion to the water when I was In it. This

started when I was three or four years old and

pancakes7
(o) Willim Douglas (b) b-Louls Fischer

(c) Asokamitran
(lv)' Find out the synonym of the word lather took me to the beach In California. He

Bleak' from the following-
(o) Black

and I stood together In the surt. I hung on to

him, yet the waves knocked me down and swept

over me. I was buried in water. My breath was

gone.I was frightened. ather laughed, but there

was terror inmy heart at the overpowering force

(a) angry (b) anger (c) agree
(b) Dim

(c) Hopeless

Ape. (0) (a), 6ü) b). (w) (e). () (d).

Extrect-7 :It had happened when I was ten or of the weps My Introduction to the Y.M.CA.

aleven years old.1 had declded to leam to swim. Swimmlng pool revived unpleasant memories
There was apool at the Y.M.C.A. in Yakima that and stirid childish fears. But in a little while

offered exactly the opportunity. The Yakima River gathered confidence.

Ans. 0) (o), ti) (ck. (i) (o), (iv) (b), (v) tö)

Extract-12: Lewis Carroll , thecreator of Alice

In Wonderlend, was said to have had 'a just
horor of the interviewer and he never cohsented
to be interviewed. It was his horor of being

lonized which made him thus repel would be
acquaintances, interviewers, and the persistent.
petitoners for his autograph and he would

(d) All ofthese
(0) What le the full fer of M. R. A.?

(o) Main River Area

(b) Moral Reamameni Ahy
(c) Maln Road Acea

(4) When did MRA visn Madrae?
(a) 1952 (b) 1962 (c) 1942
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Engi12/39

caniidy

Saphie

Gen De Cas
he Bres Heu ai Sephie coairm that he was

Da- Case?Ho d Sepbie feed to see te er
whicd istod ber aprve stgd

is vocix

Wa di Sepdie ask Danns Casey

s iet woniered

)ir s ep
is phetagaphWhet was tbe ceaiioz ef the sel

s el igited ile soins. wbat did Danng Casey
ask ber?

)ephotaaph
what did Sophie do da sde felt
ghteaing in ber throa?Crze Siz Qersns:

hat s terica? e)She derk sane =teiemita
She ie Extract-17: Aher derk she uaked by the canel
Se e o look icr her roher aonasieheedpeh Bghsed oniyby the gar of

son e uhari aces the water, and
ncesng done of the ciy was mufed and
distant t was a place she had ohen played in
when she was a chid There wes a wooden

Ema-1l:Smce mei eite o 33 What U=berto Eco hes done wie Geoning fr e interiese's dmt
aShe syed inie oan

()Name the writer of this chapter -

(e) Cristopher Stvester

wmmpaz i przim. scey zime

bench beneath a soitary e where ouers
sometimes came. She set doun to wait. t was
the perfect place, she had aluays thought sa for
ameeing of this kind. For those who wished not

Hou does Eco find so much time to b)Ashokamen

Ans. 6) (c. (). (¢). w) (1
Extract-16: t was nothing e that. Geo- 1o be obsered. She knew be would approve.
was me spoke first. When I saw uho i

seid. "Excuse me, but aren't you Denny Ca
And he iocked sort of surprised

Dpig te prirs d te rnersie df
funcdrrs b)wig in tenice d tine Questions:wsiieri;
ertraagt cieima fr t berg in tihe

(c)wing et home

(WWhat will the universe become if the
empty space is eliminated?

( After dark, where did she walk along?
(a) haghuayAnd he seid, "Yes, ther's nght." And I knew

must be him because he hed the accent you

ko, lke when they nterviæwed him on the
television. So I asked him for an autograph for
ie Derek, but neither of us hed any peper or a
pen So then we just taked a bit. About the () Why that plece was suitable for
ciothes in Royce's window He seemed lonely
Ater el, if's a long wey from the west cf Ireland
And then, just as he was going. he seid, f
would care to meet him nextweek he would give

Quevtion
e) es big es e fnt (b) as bid es e thumb

c)es big es e finger

b)acongested street

b)c)a shehered path)The intervew has becume a commos
(d) e canal

() pessrisn ) attein () oameln Ans. ) (). ta) (). tæ) ). t) (

() Intervew has been Imvented a little Extrnct 15:Sophie wetchedherbackstoope

vet the sink erd wondered at the incongrity d
the delicate bow which fastened her epr
strirg. The deliczte-eeming bow and the
crooed back. The evening has alreedy bliacied

in the wirdoun ard the small roorn was stebdj

meeting?
wa- years a2. (a) The city was noisy
) 160 ) 120 (c)14)

) Some say that Imterview ss s source o
a) truth b) irvertin (c) les

(b) There was a crowed in the city
(c) The city was muffled and distant

Ould
e en autograph then. Of couse, I said I

(d) All of these
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40/G.PH. Question Bank

(UI) Where did she slt?
(a) In a room

(c) under a shade

(d) kept standing there in sunshine

(v) Why it was a perfect place?
(a) It was cdlose to her house

(b) It was a peaceful place to sit

(c) Nobody could observe them there

td) All of these

() Porridge ls English 12/41
(a) food (b) bird (¢) gane (d) all of these

Ans. (0 (c). i) (e). (Gii) (b), (iv) (d), (v) (a).

(b) on a bench

i) Find out the word from the extract () Why dld the poet smlle again and
that means dead body'.

Ans. () (c). (i) (e% (ii) (b}, (iv) (b), (v) Corpse.
again?

Extract from Flamingo-Poety (a) pretending to smile

(b) trying to hide her fear from mother
(c) to distract her mother

Extract-2
Read the following extracts and ansue But after the airport's
the questions given below by chnoosing security check, standinga lew yards

away,I looked again at her, wan, pale

as a late winter's moon.

And felt that old

Familiar ache, my childhood's fear

But all I said was see you soon, Amma,

All 1 did was smile and smile and smile..

(d) both (a) and (b)
the correct option.

Ans. (6) (e), i) (b), (i) (o). (iv) (c), (v) (b).
Extract-1

Exrtact-3
Ane. (1) (e), (i) (c), (ii) (6), (iv) (c).

Extract-18 : The old man was just as generous Home to Cochin last Friday
with his confidences as with his porridge and
tobacco. The guest was informed at once that in

Morning, I saw my mother,

his days of prosperity his host had been a crofter Beside me,

at Ramsjo Ironworks and had worked on the Doze, open mouthed, her face

land. Now that he was no longer abletodo day Ashen like that
labour, it was his cow which supported him. Yes,

that bossy was extraordinary. She could give milk O a corpse and realized with pain

for the creamery every day, and last month hee
had received all of thirty kronor in payment. The Looked but soon
strenger must have seemed incredulous, tor the Put that thought away
old man got up and went to the window, took
down a leather pouch which hung on a nail in And looked out at young trees sprinting..

the very window frame, and picked out three Questlons:
wrinded ten-kronor bills. These he held up before () Which of these best applies to the
the eyes of his guest, nodding knowingly, and
then stuffed them back into the pouch.

Driving from my parent's
Now we will count to welve

And we will all keepstil
For once on the face of the Earth

Let's not speak in any language,

Questlons

() Why did the poet look at her mother And not move our amms so much
again?

(a) to see if she was sleeping

(b) to check if she was well

(c) to bid her good bye

Let's stop for one second,

Questions
(0) The poem from which has the above

text been taken ls .
(a) My Mother at SixtySix

(b) An Eementary School Classroom
School in a Slum

That she was as old as she

(d) to say something to her

() Which of these hae the poet compare
mother's face to? (c) Keeping Quiet by Pablo Neruda

(d) Thing A Beauty
(1H1) Who ls the poet of Keeping Qulet?

given extract? (o) full moon brightness

(o) conversation (b) a piece of advice (b) late winter's moon
Questions
(0) What was the professlon of the host?

(a)milkman

(c) young children (a) Kamala Das b) Stephen Spender(c) a recollection (d) an argument
(11) Which of these literary devices has

been used in the line 'her face ashen
like that of a corpse?

(d) young tree (c) Pablo Neruda (d) John Keats

(c) crofter
(11) Which of these hae similar meaning to

the word Incredulou?

b) ironsmith

(d) shopkeeper

(11) Which of these was the reason of (11) What does the poet want others to do?
mother's pale face?
(o) mother's old age

(a0 To keep quiet and introspect

(b) To make noise and find fault(a) personification (b) alliteration
(b) mother's depleting energy (c) To spread wars all around

(d) None of these

(v) Why should we keep qulet according
to the poet?

(c) simile (d) metaphor
(a)simplehlysb) doubtful
(c) nalve

(c) mother's illness
(u1) Which of these is the tone of the poet

In the given extract?(d) innocent (d) both (a) and (b)

(1) What wae the poet'e childhood fear?

(a) mother's illness

(b) mother growing old

(c) losing her mother forever

(un) What did the crofter do with the milk? (a) happy and romantic
(o) consumed himself (b) gloomy and fearful

(a) For attaining peace

b) for meintaining brotherhood
(c) for silence

(b) sold to neighbours
(c) supplied to diary
(d) stored for cheese making

(lv) From which lesson the above extract
has been taken?

(c) cheerful and humorous
(d) All of these

(d) angry and fnustrated
(v1) Which of these figures of speech has

been used in the line 'the young trees

sprinting?

(d) shifting to a new city

(v) Why did the poet say, "See you soon,

Amma?

Ans. () (Pbem name:A Thing of Beauty, Poet:
John Keats, (i) (6). (ii) (o) tale, (b)
grandeur.

Extract-4.(a) Indigo

(c) The Enemy

(a) bidding farewel!

(b) being hopeful to meet mother again
(b) The Third Level (a) personification (b) metaphor

And such too is the grandeur of the dooms

We have imagined for the mighty dead;
All lovely tales that we have heard or read;

(d) The Rattrap (c) simile (d) alliteration
(c) to comfort her mother

(d) none of these
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English 12/43
Extract8.

When Aunt s dead, her terfied hands uill ie
Sll ringed with ordeals she was mastered by.

The tigers in the panel that she made

wil go on prancing. and unafraid.

of insecurity, fear, war, worry and all the rest of
it, and that I just want to escape. Well, who
doesn't? Everybody T know wants to escape, but
they don't wander down into any third levelat
Grand Central Station.

42/G.PH. Question Bank
But for some of the money, the cash, whose n

An endes fountain of immertal drinkk
supports

The flower of cities from sinking and withes.
Pouring unto us from heaven's brink

Questions:
) Name the poem and the poet of the

above text.

heing
Questions
() Why did the narrator go to a

psyehiatrist?

faint.
Questions:
The above extract has been taken from

(a) Keeping Quiet

(b) Aunt Jennifer's Tigers

c) A Roadside Stand

(i) Who will go on prancing?
(a) aunt (b) panel (¢) tigers

(ii) The word 'terrified' means
(a) frightened (b) excited (c) tired

Ans. () (b), i) (e), () fa).

Questions:

of the() What is the effect of this 'immortal Name the poem and the poet
(a) Because he went through an

experience no one else did.
above text.

drink' on us?
(i) What do the flowers of cities(e) gives imnortality

(o) gives immense joy and pleasure
n b) Because he wanted to know why he

was unhapy
(c) Because he was depressed.
(d) Because he wanted to meet him.

roadside stand refer to?
(a) city people (b) city cars

(c)ivesealth
(i) Write the words from the extract

which mean

(d) gives power
(c) urban crowd

(d) The pleasures of cities

(i) What is a Roadside Stand in thepoem?
(a) a bus stop 6) a waiting point
(c) a shed outside a roadside old house

Waking dream wlsh
according

(1i) What is
fulfillment;
psychiatrist?
(a) Charley's finding of a third level at the

(a) stories (b) megnificence the
Ans.6) (d). () (d). () (d). (iv) b). (v) (d).

Extract 9.
Extract 5.

Aunt Jennifer's tigers prance across a screen,
Bright topaz denizens of a world of green.
They do not fear the men beneath the tree;

They pace in sleek chivalric certainty
Questions:

stationSphe of despondence, of the inhuman dearth

Of noble natüres, of the gloomy days,

Ofal the unhealthy and oerdarkened uays

Made for our searching yes, in spite of al
Some shape of beauty moves away the pall

(d) none of these (b) Charley's realization of his wish to visit
Galesburg linois

(c) Charley's
dayxdreaming everyday

(d) Charley's post stamp collecting habit
(is) What was the third level?

Extract 7.
It is in the news that all these pitiful kin

Are to be bought out and mercifully gathered in

To live in villages, next to the theatre and the

escaping into his

() The poem "Aunt Jennifer's Tigers" is
written byFrom our dark spirits. store,

Questions:
(1) What removes pall from our life?

(a) dark spirit

(a) Kamala Das (b) Robert Frost (a) A third platfom on the station
(b) A third storey on the station

Where they won't have to think for themsetves

Anymore, (c) Adrienne Rich

(i) "a world of green" meansWhile greedy good-does, beneficent beasts of
(e) A level in the game that Charley had

been playingg(b) Trees old, and young (a) fan (b) field (c) forest

(ili) Who do not fear the men?
prey

(c) all the unhealthy things Ans. i) (a), (i) (a), (ii) (c). ld) None of the above
(lv) What does the psychlatrist explain to

Charley?
(d) Nature's beauty Questions: (a) Aunt Jennifer (b) tigers (c) denies

() What is the meaning of gloomy? () Who are the greedy Doers? Ans. (i) (c). (i) (c). (ii) (b).
(a) That the modern world is not an Ideal(a) all the unhelthy thing (a) the government

(b) old people
(c) The rural people
(d) The polished city folk

(i) Who are beasts of prey in the poem?

(a) the govemment officials (b) Rural folk

(e) The city folk (d) All the above

EXTRACT FROM VISTAS oe
(b) dark spirits

(c) dull and depressive udsy
(b) That the moderm world has many

mysteriesRead the following extracts and answer
the questions given below by choosing
the correct option.

Extract-1: Yes, I've taken the obvious step:
talked to a psychiatrist friend of mine, among Ans. (6) (a). (ii) (c). (ii) (a). (iv) (d).
others. I told him about the third level at Grand
Central Station, and he said i was a werng stupefaction. They looked wildly at each other

(d) none of these

(ii) Why are we despondent?
Ans. ) (d). (i) (c). (ii) We are despondent

because of unhealthy and over darkened

(c) That the third level is just a movie
(d) That it was the result of stress and

anxiety of his mind

ways.
Central Station, and he said it was a waking Extract-z Everyone stood transfixed in

dream wish fulfillment. He said I was unhappy.
(ii) What promise was the government

making tó relocate the villagers?
(a) to give them all the luxuries
(b) to show them movies

Extract 6.
The litte old house was out with a little new shed hat made my wife kind of mad, but he and blinked.Owise prophets! It was I who

In front at the edge of the road where the traffic
sped,

explained that he meant the modern world is full soke his time there were no grounds for

doubt. It was the infant bon just ten days ago
(c) their ell needs will be looked afterA roadside stand that too pathetically pled,

It would not be fair to say for a dole of bread, (d) all the above
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44/G.PH. Question Bank English 12/45

who had enunclated the words so clealy. The (1) What is nanny?

chlef astrologer took of his spectocles and gazed

Intently at the baby. "All those who are born will

one day have to dle. We don't need your

predictlons to know that. There would be some

sense In It if you could tell us the manner of that (11) At what age was he handed in th

death," the royal Iníant uttered these words in

his little squeaky volce.

Questlone
(4) Who le T in these lines?

(a) The Tiger King (b) the prophet

good time of year, September. Look at them ecospheres. By the time I actually set foot on theorange and golden. Tha's magic fruit. 1 often Antarctic continent I had been travelling oversay. But it's best picked and made into jelly. You 100 hours in a combination of a car, an

(b) Nursemaid(o) Nurse

(c) Custodian of a child

(d) None of these
ay
could give me a hand.

aeroplane and a ship; so, my first emotion on
facing Antarctica's expansive white landscape

From whlch lesson the extract has followed up with an immediate and profouna

Questions
throne. and the unintemupted blue horizon was a relief,

(6) 15 Yeas
(d) 20 Years

(e) 10 Years

(c) 10 Years

() What is court of warde?

(o) A legal body created by East Indi,

been taken?
(a) The Third Level (b) The Enemy
(c) On The Face of it.

(1) Who has spoken these words?
(a) Mr. lamb (b) Derry (e) Mother

wonder. Wonder at its immensity, its isolation,
but mainly at how there could ever have been a
time when India and Antarctica were part of the
same landmass.

Compeny.
Questions

(c) The tiger king's father

(d) The Tiger King's wlfe

b)An llegal body created by East India
Comy (141) What will be made of the crab apple? (1) What were the writer's feelings on

(a)Juice (b) jelly (e) sweets
(1v) What is orange and golde?

(a) mango (b) banana (c) apple
Ans. () (c), (i) (a), (ii) (6), (iv) (c).

Extract 6: You think...Here a boy'. You look (1) The word '1solation' means
at me and then you see my face and you think.
That's bad. That's a terrible thing. That's the
ugliest thing I ever saw You think, "Poor boy.'
But I'm not. Not poor. Underneath, you are ()What kind of atmosphere does
afraid. Anybody would be. I am. I look in the
mirror, and see it. I'm afraid of me.

reaching the continent?
(c) A neutral body created by East Inds

Company(1) Who poke at the age of 10 daye?

(a) The Tiger King (b) Dr.Sadao

(d) Jack

(a) of relief and amazement

(b) tired and fatigued(d) None of these

Ane. (0) (d), () (b), (ii) (d), (iv) (a).(c) Evans sad (d) none
() What dld the royal Infant want Extract-4: Early this year, I found myself

aboard a Russian research vessel the Akademik
Shokalskiy heading towards the coldest, driest

windiest continent in the worid: Antarctic(a) My

know? (e) separation (b) society
(o) The exact manner of hls marriage

(c) company (d) connection
(b) The exact manner of his death

(c) The exact manner of his sitting on hisumey began 13.09 degrees north of tthe Antarctica have?Equator in Madras, and involved crossing nine
time zones, six checkpoints, three bodies of

water, and at least as many ecospheres.

throne (a) coldest b) driest
(d) The exact manner of his life Questions : (c) windiest (d) All these

(tv) Find out the synonym of "utter from Questlons:
the followling. (0) Name the chapter.

(a) Evans Tries an O Level

(b) Memories of Childhood
(c) The Tiger King

(0) Who is the boy in the above extract?
(a) Lamb (b) Derry (c) None

(11) What does 'the ugliest thing' refer to?
() face of the Demy

(v) Find out the word from the above
passage which means 'part of the
Earth's environment in which living
organisms are found'.

(o) to speak

(c) to let out

(b) to express

(d) All of these
Ans. () (e). (i) (o). (iü) (d)., (iv) (ecosphere).

Extract-8:The injured man was an American.
As his cap fell off, they saw his wet, yellow

Ane. () (a), (0) (o), (in) (b), (v) ta). (b) face of Mr. Lamb

Extract-3: Crown prince Jung Jung Bahodur
grew taller and stronger day by day. No other (i) Who is T' in the above lines?
miracle marked his childhood days apart from
the event alrendy described. The boy drank the
milk of an English cow, was brought up by an
English nanny, tutored In English by an (11) What was Akademik Shokalskly?
Englishman, saw nothing but English films

exactly as the crown princes of all the other
Indian states did. When he came of age at
wenty, the State, which had been with the Court where was the narrator travelllng to?

of Wards unlil then, came into his hands.

(d) Journey to the End of the Earth (c) face of the mirror

(1) What does the boy feel when he look coloured hair which had not been cut for a longIn the mirror?(a) Tishani Doshi (b) Kalki
(o) excited (b) happy (c) afrald

(1) The above words are spoken to...
(o) Dery (b) Lamb (c) Mother

Ane. (i) (b),. (i) (a), (i) (c), (iv) (b).

time. He was young, his face had such marks
which indicated that he had been tortured. He
had a rough, unkempt yellow coloured beard.
As he had fainted, he did not know of the
presence of Sadao and Hana.

(c) Pearl S Buck (d) William Saroyan

(a) A Boat

(c) A Watercraft

(b) A Canoe

(d) All of these
Extract 7 : Early this year, I found myself Now Sadao remembered the wound, and with

aboard a Russian research vessel the his expert fingers he began to search for it. Blood

Akademik Shokalskiy heading towards the flowed freshly at his touch. On the right side of
coldest, driest, windiest continent in the world: his lower back Sadao sawthata gun wound
Antarcticla) My journey began 13.09 degrees been reopened. The flesh was blackened with

north of the Equator in Madras, and involved powder. Sometime, not many days ago, the man
crossing nine time zones, six checkpoints, three had been shot and had not been tended. It was
bodies of water, and at least as many bad chance that the rockhad struck the wound.

(o) Amsterdam (b) Antarctica
(c) Australia (d) America

Ans. () (d), (i) (d). (ii) (d), (iv) (b), (v) (d).

Extract-5: Later on, when it's a bit cooler,I
get the ladder and a stick, and pull down Ihos
crab apples. They're ripe for it. I make jelly. R'sa

Questions
(0) How was the Tiger King brought up?

(o) By royally (b) By penury
(c) Beggarly (d) None of these
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from
(4) What changes did the order
Berlin cause on school that day?Questions:

(0) Who was the injured man?

(a) British

(c) Japanese

Ans. After the order from Berlin, veryone was
English 12/47

10) Why were the villagers sitting in the (16) Why was Franz not scolded for

(b) American upset, sad and shocked in Alse and Lorraine.
classroom?
Ans. The elderly villagers occupied the back Ans.The order from Berlin allowed only Gemanbenchers in the classTOom on the day of the last language to be taught in the schools of Alsacelesson. They did this to show their affection for and Larraine. Hence their teacher, M. Hamel,
the French language and pay respect to the was in a sad mood. So he did not scold Franz for

(d) Indian Everything was silence like Sunday moming. M.
Hamel became more sympathetic to his students

The students became more attentive
in

ence
their

reaching the school late that day?
(m) How did the man get injured?

() by gun
and taught his last lesson th more patience.(6) by stones

(c) by sword (d) none classes.

(i) Who was Sadao?

(a) a soldier

(c) a doctor

leacher M. Hamel

(11) Who did' M Hamel blame for the (17) How did M Hamel dress himself on hisstudents' poor performance in study?
Ans.M. Hamel blamed the parents of Alsace as Ans. M. Hamel had put on his ceremonial class
they preferred sending their children to go to work on his last day in the school. He was wearing ato ean some more money then encourage them beautiful green coat, a frilled shirt and little blackto lean their lessons. He also blamed himself for embroidered silk cap.sending his students to.water his ilowers instead (18) What information did M Hamel give toof helping them/earm their lessons.

(12) How did M Hamel praise the Freneh
Ans. M. Hamel told his students that it was theirJanguage?

Ans. M. Hamel told them that French was the Berlin that henceforth only German was to bemost beautiful language in the world. It was the taught in the schools of Alsace and Loraine.clearest and the most logical language. He asked This announcement seemed to the thunderclapthem to guard it among them and never torget it. to Franz as he was surprised and shocked on
(13) What words M Hamel write on the hearing them.
blackboard before leaving the last class?
What did they mean?

(5) How did Franz's feelings
ut

Hamel and school change?

Ans.Franz was an average student. He hatod

M reaching school late that day.
(b) a fisheman

(d) a famer last day at school?
(iv) The face of the injured man indicated. school and M. Hamel. But when he head ated

the order of Berlin hebecame moresympatheti
towards his teacher and schoo. He developed an

interest for M. Hamel. ln the last class of French

taken by M. Hamel in the school Franz realised

with pen how much French meant to him and
regretted not being attentive in his classes earlier.

(6) Why did Franz not want to go to

(a) that he was in pain

(b) that he was tortured

(c) that he was old

(d) that he was handsome
his students in his last class?

Ans. i) (b), (i) (a), (ii) (c), (iv) (c).

Short Answer Questions school that day? last French lesson as an order had come from

Ans. Franz dreaded going to school that day

because he was afraid of getting scolded by his

teacher Mr. Hamel who had said that he would

Answer the following questions in about question the students about participles and Franz

did not know the first word about participles.

(7) What tempted Franz to stay auway from

FLAMINGo(PROSE)

Instructions:

30 words.

THE LAST LESSON THELOST SPRING
school?

(1) What was Franz expected to be Ans.Franz feared a scolding at school as he hed

prepared with for school that day?

Ans. Franz was expected to be prepared with the the warm, bright weather, the chirping of birds

use of participles' that day. His teacher M. and the sight of the marching prussion soldiers

Hamel had said that he would questions the also tempted hirn to stay away from school.

children on participles.

Ans. Before dibmissing the last class, M. Hamel (1) What does the writer mean when sheturned to the blackboard, and wrote the phrase, says, 'Saheb is no longer his own master?Vive La France!' as large as he could. These Ans. The writer says that Saheb is no longer hiswords meant ' Long Line France, and spoke M. own master because Saheb is carying a steelHamel's great love tor his country and nis ceep canister. It seems heavier than the plastic bagsense of patriotism.
(14) What was the fear in little Franz's was his. This canister belongs to the shop ownermind when he started for school in the Saheb is no longer his own master.

not prepared his lesson on participles. Besides,

(8) What was unusual about M Hamel's that he used to carry on his shoulder. The bag

(2) What did Franz notice that was dress on his last day in the school?

unusual about the school that day? Ans.M. Hamel had put on his ceremonial morning?
Ans. Franz's teacher had asked the students to other bangle makers of Firozabad?
prepare à lesson on participles but he knew
nothing about then and he was late for school Ans. Mukesh who hailed from the city of Dhaka,

5o, he thought that he would be scolded by M. was ditterent trom other bangle makers of

Hamel that is why he was scared of going to irozabad because he liked to dream, unlike

school that morning.

(15) What did Franz see while he was going drive cars

(2) How is Mukesh different from the
Ans. When Franz reached the school he noticed clothes on his last day in the school. He was

that there was a great silence like Sunday wearing a beautiful green coat, a Irilled shirt, and

moming. When he entered into the class, he saw a little black embroidered silk cap.

that the last benches of the class were ful of (9) Why the order from Berlin is called a

villagers. These situations were unusual for him. thunderclap by Franz?

(3) What had been put up on the bulletin- Ans. The order from Berlin was caled a

thunderclap by Franz because it was a shock tor

others who followed the family lineage of making
bangles. He wanted to be a motor mechanic and

board?
to school?

Ans. An order came from Berlin had been put him to know that the study of the French
(3) What does the title, 'Lost Spring

up on the bulletin-board. The order was "Only anguage had been prohibited in the schools of

German was to be taught to students in the lsace and Loraine. They would hence forth

start teaching Genan. This also meant that

would be his last French lesson with M. Hamel

Ans. On his way to school, Franz found that the convey?
day was warm and bright. The birds were
chirping at the edge of woods and in the open Ans. The tittle Lost Spring conveys how millions

wOOds, the prussian soldiers were drilling When o children in India lose out on living the 'spring

he passed the town hall there was a crowd in o their lives, that is their childhood. Poverty

front of the bulletin board.

schools of Alsace and Loarraine.

forces these young children to work in the most
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English 12/49
ar. He was 1inally overcome this mental (9) What misadventure did William48/G.PH. Question Bank

hanahAndicap by gerting himself a swimming Douglas experience at the YMCA poolinhuman conditions as a result of which they (9) What does Saheb look for in

miss out on the fun of childhood which hampers garbage 1 dumps?

their growth.

(4) Who is Mukesh? What is his dream?

the instructure.
Ans. William Douglas had just learn swimming(5) How did the instructor "build a One day an eighteen year old boy. for tun.Ans. Saheb is looking for gold in the garban.

dumps. He is in the neighbourhood oe
author. Saheb has come from Bangladesh

came with his motherin 1971. His house was set

mmer" out of Douglas?
picked him up and tossed him into deep end ol

Ans. The instructor Iruit a scimmer out of the YM.C.A pool. He hit the water surface in a
Douglas piece by piece. For three months he held sitting position. He nearly died in the
high on a rope attached this belt. He went back misadventure.
and forth across the pool. Panic seized the (10) Why did Douglas go to Lake
author everytime. I he instructor taught Douglas Wentworth in New Hampshire?
to exhale and inhaleunder water. After seven Ans. Douglas went to Lake Wentwarth in New
months, the instructor told him to swim the Hampshire to test whether he still had any fear
length of the pool.

6) How did Douglas make sure that he
was still not very sure if his terror for water had

conquered the old terror?
Ans.Evenafter the swimming training was over (11) Which factors led Douglas to decide inDouglas wasnt contident about his swimming favour of YMCA pool?
He was determind to get rid of it forever. He
suam alone in the pool. He went to Lake droconed many. So, he decided in favour of theWentuworth to dive. He taught back the tiny YMCA pool.vestiges of terror that gripped him in middle of
the lake. Finally, in his diving expedition in the 2) what did Douglas learn from his

wam Lake, he realised that he had truly experience at the YMCA pool?

conqurred his old terror.

(7) What sort of terror seized Douglas as of fear and death and its conquest made himhe went down the water with a yellow line intensely. Conquering fear made hum realiseglow? How could he feel that he was still the true value of life and helped him enjoy every

HeAns.

(5) 1 Saheb happy working at the tea amidst the green fields of Dhaka. Stoms sen
stall? Why/ Why not?

Ans. No, Saheb is not happy working at the tea country

stal. He is no longer his own master. His face (10) Why was Saheb unhappy while
has lost the carefree look. The steel canister sems working at the tea-stall?
heavier than the plastic bag he would camy to
lightly over his shoulder. The bag as his. The ns
conister belongs to the man who own the tea

shop.

away their fields and homes. So they left
the

of water. After his vigorous swimming practice he

DEEP WATER

(1) What is the "misadventure" that

left him. So he wanted to try out his swimming
skills at Lake Wentworth.

(6) Mention any two problems faced by Willlam Douglas speaks about?
the bangle sellers.

Ans. William Dougles had just learm swimning. Ans. The Yakima River was treacherous and hadAns. Boys and girls sit in dark hutments inront One day an eighteen years old boy, for fun,
of the flikering lamps with their tather and picked him up and tossed him into the deep endmother. They weld coloured pieces of glass of the Y.M.C.A pool. He hit the water surface in
bangles. Due to this, they often end up losing a sitting position. He nearly died in this
eyesight belore they become adults. Even the misadventure.
dust from polishing the glass of bangles is injunus (2) What were the series of emotions andto eye. Many workers have become blind. Ihe fears that Douglas experienced when hefumance have very high temperature ana was thrown into the poo1? What plans didtherefore very dangerous.

Ans. After his experience at the YMCA there was
haunting fear in Douglas's heart. The experience

he make to come to the surface?
(7) Why did Saheb's parents leave Dhaka Ans.Douglas started going down gradually into
and migrate to India?

alive?
moment.

the water. He decided to jump as soon as his feet
Ans. People migrale from villages to cities in touched the bottom of the pool. However, as he
search of livelihood. Their fieldsfall to provide jumped, he did not spring upward. Rather he
them means of survival. Cities provide went down. There was all around water. He
employment, jobs or other means of getting started his downward joumey once again. An

food. The problem in case of the poor is to feed iresistible force brought him down. He felt afraid
the nungry members. Survival is of primary & paralysed with fear. He called for rescue but

no one came. After the blackness swept over. He

(8) What is Mukesh's dream? Do you lost fear. He felt relaxed lost consciousness.

think he will be able to fulfl his dream? (3) How did thls experlence affect him?

Ans. The near death experience of drowing had

Ans. Mukesh is the son of poor bangle maker of a very strong impact on his psychology. He was

Firozabad. Most of the young men of Firozabad shaken by the whole experience. A haunting fear

have no initiative ordability to dreams, but of waler took control of his physical strength and
Mukesh is an exception. He has the capacity to emotional balance for many years. He was

take courage and break from the traditional deprived of enjoying any water related activity
family occupation. He has strong will power also. (4) Why was Douglas determined to get

Ans. As absolute, rigid termor seized Douglas. It

was a terror that knew no understanding or
control and was beyond comprehension of (1) From where did the peddler get the
anyone who had not experienced it. He was idea of the world being a rattrap?
paralysed under water stiff and rigid with fear.
His screams were frozen.

THERATTRAP

Ans. The Pedler once got lost in the woods and
thought of is rattraps, when the idea of the world

(8) Why did William Douglas develop being a ratrap struck him

aversion to the water when he was three or (2) Why was he amused by this idea?
concem.

lour years old? Ans. The Peddler beleved that the world with all
Ans. Douglas had a keen desire to wade into the its tiches and joys, food and shelter eppeors as a

Water since his childhood. But he had developed ratrap to tempt people. He was amused to think

an oversion Irom the water. Vhen he was at the o many other people the knew, who were

age ot three or four, his father took him to the direaay caugnt in the trap and some others who

california both were standing together at the sur.

There came a wave that knocked him down and) Did the peddler expect the kind of

Swept over him. Consequently, he was burried in hospitality which he received from the

the water. His breath was gone anda deep terror toter
Overpowered his heart

Why? Why not?

were circling around the bait.

He insists on being his own master by becoming over hls fear of water? Ans. The peddler did not expect to receive thea motor mechanic. Patience, hardwork, firm will, Ans. Douglas regretted being deprived of enjoying
and the determination to leam will help realise water activities regain his lost confidence, made
his dreamn.

him try every possible means to get rid of his
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English 12/5150/G.PH. Question Bank
dler to accept

kind of hospitality he received from the crofter. (10) What caused the peddler to,

e usually used to meet sour faces and was Edla Willmansson's invitation?

furned away without even a word of kindness.

16)A)Why did the peddler slgn himself as (6) How was Gandhi able to influenceCoptain on Stahle?
lawyers?

The ironmaster has invited the peddler to Ans.Gandhi asked the lawyers what they wouldAhOUSe mistaking him lor captain von stable. do if he was sentenced to prison. They said tharwas welcomed there end looked after as they had come to advise him if he went to jail.

Ans. The peddler accepted her invitatior as s

(4)Why was the crofter so talkative and spoke kindly to him, she realised that hohe
afraid. Thus, she assured him that noas

Ans. Ihe crofter was so talkative and friendly would come to him and he was at iho

withthe peddler because the always lived alone leave whenever he wanted.

and he needed company. He wanted to share his (11) What doubts did Edla have abou

feelings with somebody.

captainain even after the reality became known the they would go home. Then Gandhi asked themddler got a chance to redem himself from about the injustice to the share croppers. he

frlendly with the peddler? erty to

clishonichonest ways by acting as an honoueable lauyers held consultation. They cane to theout the
peddler? captain. conclusion that it would be shameful desertion if

(5) Why did he show the thity kronor to Ans. Edla thought that the peddler had shel.

he did not

something or had escaped from jail she did
they went horne. So, they told Gandhi that they
were ready to follow him into jail.

INDIGO

the peddler? 1 Why did the servants think Gandhi to (7) Why did Gandhi consider the
be another peasant?

Ans. Shukla led Gandhi to Rajendra Prasad's in his life?
house. The servants knew Shukla as a poor Ans. The Champaran episode began as aneoman. Gandhi was alsoclad in a simple dhoti. atternpt to ease the suffering of large number otHe was the companion of a peasant. Hence the poor peasants. He got spontangeous support of
servants thought Gandhi to be another peasant.

2) What did the British landlords want had done was a very ordinary thing. He declared
the pigeons to pay as rent?

Ans. The peasants paid the entire Indigo harvest. own country Hence he considered the
which they had to cultivate on 15% of the land, champaran eqisode as a turning point in his life.

as arent to the British. The Brtish then wanted (8) Why did Gandhi chide the lawyers of
to release the peasants from this arangement, Muzaffarpur?
provided they compensate for being released.

(3) What would be the impact of synthetic big fee from the poor sharecroppers. He thought
Indigo on the prices of natural Indigo?

Ans. The crofter fell proud of the cow that gave think of him as her fathers old regimental

him enough milk to support him. So he tola the comrade.
peddler that he had got thirty kronors from the

cereamery as the payment of previous months
Supply. However he felt that the peddler did not mistake

believe him. Thus, he showed the money to Ans.The ironmaster had seen the peddler in the

convince him.

Champaran episode to be a turning pointAns. Ihe crofter felt proud of the cow that gave
believe him to be educated, thus she dno

al

(12) When did the iron master realise his

dim light of the furmance. When the peddler thousands of people Gandhi admits that what he

(6) Did the peddler respect the confidence came well groomed in the broad daylight., the

reposed in him by the crofter?
ironmaster realised he was mistaken. that the British could not order him about in his

Ans. The peddler had no respect for thecrofter's3 what did the peddler say in hbis

confidence resposed in him. In fact, he came defence when the iron master had mistaken

back, smashed the windowpane and stole the him for someone else?

money. Ans. The peddler told that he never pretended to
Ans.Gandhi chided the lauyers for the collecting

(7) What made the peddler think that he be Wnat ne was not. He only desired to be

had indeed fallen into rattrap?
pemitted to sleep in the forge for the night he

had declined the ironmasters invitation again and that taking such eases to the court did little good
Ans. After stealing thee crofters money. the again. He even wanted to put on his rags again,
peddler believed that it was not safe to walk and go away.
along the public highway. So he went into the (14) Why did Edla still entertain the

Ans. The effect of synthetic Indigo on natural to the crushed and fear stricken peasants. the
Indigo was such that the landowner now did not reliet tor them, according to Gandhi was to be
want to grow natural indigo and thus, they tree irom fear.

obtained agreements from the sarecroppers to
pay them compensation for being released from
the 15% arrangement.

woods. He walked there but could not get out of peddler even after knowing the truth about
it. So he thought that he had fallen into a him? POETSAND PANCAKES

rattrap. (1) Why is Pancakes related to GeminiAns. Edla served hirn not as her father's old

(8) Why did the iron master speak kindly eomrda. She always thought him to be a

to the peddler and invite him home?

(4) Why did Gandhi agree to a settlement Studios?
of 25 percent refund to the farmers? Ans. Pancake was the brand name of the makehomeless poor tranp. She wanted to feed supper
Ans.For Gandhi the amount of the refund was up material that Gemini Studio's bought in
less important than the fact that the landlords tnuckloads. Greta Garbo must have used it, Miss

had been forced to return part of the money, and Gohar must have used it. Vjayanthimala must
with it, part of their prestige too. So, he agreed to also have used it but Rati Agnihotri may not
settlement of 25% refund to the farners

Ans. The ironmaster considered the peddler as to the poor man on christmas even thus she let

an old regimental comrade, who had fallen on him stay.
evil days. So the invited the peddler to come (15) Why was Edla happy to see the gift left
home with him. by the peddler? have even heart it.

(9) Why did the peddler deny his Ans. Edla was the daughter of the ironmaste
invitation?

(5) How did this episode change the (2) What does Pancakes refer to?
plight of the peasants?

She had invited the peddler to her house, but
Ans. Pancakes relers to the popular brand ofAns. The peddler was afraid as he was carying when she was in Church, she came to know thar

stolen money with him. The peddler knew that the peddler had stolen the money from the
the ironmaster had mistaken him for an old crofter's house. She was worried that he mg
regimental comrade and feared that the iron have stolen things from her house too. But later

master would send him to the police. He felt it she was overjoyed to see that gift and all things

was like walking into a lion's den.

Ans. The peasants were saved fom spending make up materials This make up brands was
time and money on court cases. After some used by most ct the actors and actresses to
years the British planters gave up control of their change their looks This brand was most
States

peasants. Indigo sharecropping disappeared
These now reverted to the preterred by the ectors and actresses of that

timeuntouched
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3)
What does Caroline write in her diary did most of his writing during these free intervals.

4 october 1892?
52/G.PH. Question Bank All his works were linked with the thread of

(3) What work did the 'office boy' do in (11) What was the general dressin

the Gemlni Studlos?

is wife Caroline, writes in her diary for 14 common interests. It saves his time and to couldAor 1892 that their day was wrecked by tuo write a lot in a short period of time.

that .
Gemini Studios?

Ans. The office boy was in charge of a highly Ans. He were a part, a tie and sometimes

di

Ocders from Boston, she reports her husband (12) Who were the celebrities that dislikedng to the reporters. Why do I refuse to be interviews?asse
interviewea: because it is immormportant lask. On the day of the crowd filming also. Others put on a khadi dhoti with aeat

shirt
Ans. Celebrity writers believe that interviews
unduly interfere in their private lives. They regard14) What are interstices?

the
he was supposed to handle crowd makeup. He over sized clumsily tailored while khad:y

them on the crowd players to seal every pare on (12) Who was the p0et that visited

book

ns.Umberto Eco explains to Mukund themselves as victims of interviews. Certain

ha

dmanabhan in an interview that all the people celebrities like V.S. Naipaul have claimed that

interstices.

ave a lot of empty spaces. These he call interviews leave them wounded. White others like

5) How many copies of the novel The a immoral act.
Name of The Rose' have been sold?

wOUld miK his paints in a large vessel and slap which looked like everyone unifom.

Gemini Studios?

Ans. Stephen Spender! Suddenly the
Stephenassumed Iremenders significance. Sto

thelr faces for the crowd shot.

(4) Who was Subbu's principal?
Rudyard kipling have referred to it as a crime and

Ans.Mr. S.S. Vasan, the founder of Ihe uemin Spendet, the poet who nad visited Gemin

Studios, was Subbu's Principal. Studios.
(13) What do celebrities think about

(5) Who wa« the Engllsh visitor to the (13) What was the special talent tha
Ans. The novel has sold over 50 million copies interviews?
world wide, becoming one of the best selling Ans. Most of the celebrities do not like to bestudlos? Subbu p0ssessed?

Ans. The English visltor to the Gemini Studios Ans. Subbu had the ability to look cheerful at all

was Stephan Spender. He was the editor of the timnes. His sense of loyalty made him turm his

encounter,

books ever published. interviewed at al. They consider it as an
unwaranted intrusion into their lives. According(6) What is semiotics?

Ans. Semiotics is the study of the use of to v.S. Naipaul that a man loses a part of

symbolic communication. Semiotics can include hirnselt during an interview
sign, logos. gestures and other linguistic and non (14) What was believed in primitive
linguistic communication methods.

(7) Who has written the novel The Name Ans. Some primitive cultures believed 1hat

of The Rose'?

British Periodical, and a famous entire creativity to his principal's advantages

English poet, essayist and novalist of the literature. He was an amaging doctor. He hed

twentietli cenlury.
charitable and loving nature.

(6) Who was the boss of Gemini Studios? (14) Did the people at Gemini Studlos

Ans. Mr. S.S. Vasan was the Boss of Gemini have any particular political affiliations?

Studios. le lounded the Gemini Studios in Ans. The people at Gemini Studios did not have

culture?

photographing a person is no less than stealingany particular political affiliations. The common

political motions of the day managed to

(7) ow was the make-up of the crowd influence them but that was limited to wearing

khadi and admiring the Gandhian philosophy

Ans.The mnke department, nccording to him, (15) What does The God that Failed 'relar

Ans. The novel The Name of the Rose' was his/her soul out of the body and rendering him

written by an Italian author Umberto Eco.

1940
incomplete and slitghted.

(8) How does some celebrities despise the (15) For how many copies Umberto Eco
Interview?

done?
was given advance?

Ans. Celebrity writers believe that interviews Ans. His publisher gave Eco an advance lor

unduly interfere in their private lives. They regard 3,000 copies but 2 to 3 million copies of the

themselves as victims of interviews.

used heaps of make.-up lo furn Ihem into ugly to?
looking crentures, The players who played the Ans. The God that Failed was a compilation o
crowd were lhe responsiblity ol the ollice Doy. six essays wrilten by six eminent writers, namely

He used to mix his paint in a giant vessel and Andre Gide, Richard Wright, Igraz0 Silore, Arhar

Koestler, Louis Fischer and Stephen Spender. In

each of the essay, the respective writers described

and he has his their journey into commanism and their

novel were sold in the U.S.A. alone. The total

Give the name of the two celebrities Sale raise up to 10 to 15 million copies.

whom H. G. Wells interviewed?slap It on the crowd players. (16) What
thumbprints on his windpipe?

do you understand by
(8) Who was Subbu? Ans.(1) Rugyard Kipling

(2) V.S. Naipaul
(10) Why wns Roland Barthes frustrated?

Ans. The expression means having been
strangulated. The interview is an assault on a
person as it makes him/her so tense that he/she

Ans. Subbu was the hard work

boss and only principal in the sludio. He earned disilusiorned retum."

the loyalty of his boss in the studios. He was a

very loyal ond honest person who worked hard.

(9) Where was Gemini Studios located?

THE INTERVIEW
Ans.Ronald Barthes was an essayist and nat a feels as good as beingchoked
novelist. So he remained frustrated throughout (17) What are some of the positive views
his life. He had a strong desire to do some
creative writing one day or the other but he died
before he could do so.

(1) How does V. S. Naipaul comment on

interview? on interviews?
As. Gemint Studios was an Indian fim Sudio As. Some people like VS. Naipaul o
based in Madas, (Tomil Nacdu). It was launched wounded by interviews and leel a part of thet

when S.S. Vasan, a businessman of many personalities stolen. Naipaulfeelswounded.
ventures bought motion pictures.

Ans. Interview, in the 130 years of its existence,
has become on inherent part of journalism. It is

(11) How does Eco find time to Write so a useful means of communication that is, at
(2) What is the beliel in some primlte much? times considered to be an art, serving as a source

(10)What did the story department of the cultures about being photographed?
studlo comprise of?

Ans. Eco was able to write so much. In his own of truth. Denis Brain has stated that in to day's
words. the life of every person has sample spaces world we get to know "qur contemporaries"
periods with no important jobs. He says that he through their interview.

Ans. Some prinitive culture believed that pho

Ans.The story department was comprised of graphinga person is no less than stelaing ns

many poets and writers and also a lawyer with soul out of the good and rendering
them. But later it was closed. inco:ne nd slighted.
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Engleh 12/55Jasle woukd sprend her story to the whole (14) Wlhy l Sophle altracted toward

$4/G.RN.Questlon Nank

belng
w does Denl Brdan espress about best ktown or hls novel, The Nane of tha r

(25)Why did Rlpllng dislke
nekglHoutood,

DId Soplhle meet DannyCasey?
Danny Cavey?
Ans. Sophle was a school going teenager filled

intervdew

Ans. Inis Bran is oe of the koumalists who lntervdewedr

swm toIsider indernvieus ae pwerful. tHe also Ans. Ruguand Kiplingg clisliked being intena

wleis thmt an interviuvr hold unywvndentt as he believed it s an inimoral and
cr

ur as bshe is the NIn uho asks the other activity to invade into a person's personal i

Ans No, Sophle cdicnt really meet Danny Casey. wilth fantasles and desires. She lantasised aboutChe was very lascinaled by the young lrish Danny Casey, an Irish footballer whom she had
0oathaller. She magined hls coming. She sat in seen playing in Immunerable malches. IHe was a
the park, waiting for him.

Which was the only occnslon when she
qot to see Danny Casey in person?

Ans. The only occaston when Sophie got to see Ans. She was critical of Sophie because Sophle

popular local celebrity and hence Sophie was
lascinated by him.

also temed intervieWS as a cowardly act

(19) What did The English novelist and that no espectable man would want to be nd

academc David Lodge comment about of an interview:

Umberto Eco?

(15) Why is Jansle so critlcal of Sophle?
GOINGPLACES

Ans. The Eglish novvlist ommented that he

t uinderstand how one man can do al the (1) Where was it most likely that tho

things Eiv Ás

Danny Casey n person was when the familyhad unrealistic dreams and ambitions. Wecan
went to waleh United on saturday. Sophie, her d riend sensiblity in her attempts to remindt to watch United on saturday. Sophie, her her ftiend that they were eamarked towork atiather and little Derek went down near the goal. the buscuit factory. She always warned Sophie

he two
girls would ind work after school?

20) Do yvu think Umberto Eco likes being Ans. The huo gils Sophie and Jansi

interviewed Give reasons for your opinion. alvady destined for a job in the biscuit f

Ans. Yes Umberto Eueings intenieuni. He felt and itwas likely that they would work thens

ASt at ease with the interniewer and ansuerd all*ho0.
the questions fully and patiently without showing (2)What were the options that ophi

any hurry He stated his achievement in a ery was dreaming of?

maiest marnner and explsined his philesphical Ans. Sophie dheamt of s

vius and inderest cdear

0)Why did Sophie long for her brother's that expensive dreams were very inapproprlateaffectlon?

Ans. Sophie thought that Geoff had access to (16) What Is wrong with Janlse's outlook
the world where she had not got even a chance on life?
to visit. She had not got even a chance to visit. Ans.This shows that Jansie had a very restricted
She wanted to be the part ot her brother's world. and pessimistic outlook on life. She had no goals
That is why she longed for his affection.

(10) Who was Danny Casey? How was he working class status
adored by Sophie's family?

Ans. Danny Casey was a famous football star
who was greatly admired, most importantly by
Sophie's older brother Geoff. He is described as a ) What is the kind of pain and ache that
young. bright. believed "prodigy".

(11) Why did Sophie choose to walk by the Ans. The childhood fear of separalion and thee
canal? What did she do there?

for their financlal stalus.atter

rting a bouticqie with
money she would carn as a manager. She aspirations and had restricted herself to her

1) What type of novel is The Name of visualized herself as the English fashion desiame

The Rose? Mary Quant, with the best shop in the city or else Short Answer Questions Flamingo (Poetry)

Ans. The Name of the Rose' is ditferent sort of ot becoming an actress. Infact she wanted to da

ovel It is quite serious novel. It is a detective something that she thought was Sophisticated.

stary at one level. But also probs into (3)Why did Sophie wriggle when Geoff

metaphysics, theslogy and medetal history, the told her father that she had met Daney

reasons for the success of the book. houever Casey?

remain a mystery

MYMOTHER ATSIXTY-SIX

the poet feels?

sadness associated with the though of losing her
mother is what the poetess feels while leaving her

Ans. She wriggled when Geoff told her father

(22) What did Rudyard Kipling say about that she had met Danny Casey because she was

well aware of her fathers short-tempered nature.

Ans. Sophie walked by the canal along a native place. The poetess feels guilt of not beingsheltered path. It was far from the noise and able to take goqd care of her mather in her oldcrowd of the city. It was a place where she had age and hence she is sad and pained.
often played when she was a child.
(12) Why did Sophie not want Jansie to 'sprinting?
know about her meeting with Danny Ans. This young trees are quite opposite to theCasey?

interview?
Ans. Rug ard Kipling disliked being interviewed She knew that he would scold her for spreadintg

as he believed it is an immoral and criminal wild stories. Moreover she was aware that no one

activity to invade into a person's persona! life. He could believe her.

aiso temed interviewS as a cowardly act and (4) Did Sophie's father believe in her

that no respectable man would want to be a part story of meeting Danny Casey?
of an intenview

(2) Why are the young trees described as

poets old mother who is pale aged. A tree
Ans. No, Sophie's father does not believe her

(23) What puzzled the journalists and the story though he is a fan of Danny Casey. When

Geoff tels his father about Sohie's meeting with

Ans. Sophie didn't want Jansie to know about symbolises youth and is full of life. Trees seem to
her encounter with Danny because she feared be sprinting while her mother is in the last stage
that Jansie would spread her story to the whole of her life.

neighbourhood.

publishers?
Ans.doumalists and publishers are puzled when Casey

something unexpected happens. They believe (5) Which country did Danny Casey play

that people like trash and do not like difficult for?
reading experiences. But Eco's novel The Name Ans.Danny Casey played fcr Ireland.
of the Rose. a serious work sold between 10 and (6) Why didn't Sophie want Janie to Kno15 mion copies. This puzzled them.
24) Why Eco was popular?

(3) Why has the poet brought in the image
(13) What did Sophie want to keep as
secret from her father and why?

of the merry children 'spilling out of their
homes?

Ans. In case her father knew about it, there Ans. Ihe poets while returning from her natine

Ouid be a great relaxed that Geoff did not tellpace, sees the joyous children rushing out of

cDout the data bit. She requested Jansie to keep neir homes, into the open to play. These youthabout her story with Danny?
children, full of energy & life are a sharp contrast

Ans.Umberto Eco, a novalist and Semiotician her encounter with Danny because t

Ans. Sophic didn't want Jansie to know abou it secret.
2ared
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to the ashen face of her mother who is weak, (2) What is the 'sadness' that

dull lifeless at the age of sixty six.

What does the poet want us to tel1?

The poet wants as to tell that by keeping dead.
quiet aAot and remaining stil for few moments, we (5) How long do we experience things ot
willbe able

he poetrefers to in the poem? constructions are created in the memory of the

(4) Why has the mother been compared to Ans. The sadness that the poet refers

sadness of isolation of which the mod the to do our work in a more effective beauty?
Ans. The dull, weak pale and aged face of the has become a victm. This sadness ha man

needs ofhisfellow

the "late winter's moon'?
HayWe can analyse our past actions and not Ans.John Keats believes that beautiful thingsrepeat our past, mistakes.

What does the poet mean by saying mind. All beauliful objects are a source of joy

has made

mother is compared to a late winter's moon man selfish. Man largerts the nee

which looks dull and lacks shine and strength.
always have a lasting impression on the humanmen.

(9)
victory with no survivors?
Ans. Victory comes at the price of losing (6) List the things that cause suffering andneone or something. Hence, the phrase, pain.ctory with nosurvivors is the sacrifice and loss Ans. The things that cause sufering and pain arefello hurmans and species, the cost at which despondency, dearth of noble naiure, gloomy

theloesHence the comparison is quite appropriate and (3) What symbol from Nature doa
poet invoke to say that there can be

forever. This beauty survivers the tirals.
the smile used is apt & effective. life

(5) What do the parting words of the poet under apparent stillness?

and her smile signify? Ans. The earth has been personitied as a teache.
like a teacher the earth feaches us the best leAns. The poeless had to leave her mother and

her native place to go to her own home. She felt In silence. it sends us a strong messano

qulty to leave her mother at this old age. Her wnhen everytning on earlh seems silent

mother needed love, respect and affection which murters so much life underneath life m

the poet is unable to give her mother. Hence to ke an ongoing process and the cucle of
birth

nations and people might be victorious
days and overdarkened ways. The pain and

110) What are the difterent types of wars sufferings that keats had experienced in his life

mode in realise that sadness, pan and suffering
are present in everybody's life even the hostile

What is Neruda's attitude towards and inhuman atitude makes our days gloomy

mentioned in the poem?

or
hide her pain of separation and loss, she puts a and deatn, decay and renewal continues

long cheerful smile on her face and says see you (4) How would keeping quiet affect thehe and darkness our ways.
life in and around the sea? these wars?

soon Amma.
Ans. Green wars, gas wars, and fire wars are
among the conflicts mentioned by Neruda in his
poem. These chemical and nuclear wars, as well ) Why does the poet call the car selfish?
as man's war against nature, according to Ans. Here the 'cars' means the car owners. The
Neruda, would contribute to humanity's demise. poct calls the car owners selfish because they

AROAD SIDE STAND(6) What were the poet's feelings at the Ans. Keeping Quiet will prevent sea lite from

airport? How did she hide them?
Ans.At the airport the poet Kamala Das, fees wouldlookat his hurt hands. It will thus, help in

fearful of leaving her pale, ageing mother alone maintaining an ecological balance and ove

and unettended. She has an ache and fear inside everyone sometime to introzspect.

her heart and is not sureifshe will be able to see (5) Life is what it is about; How is
her mather again. She hides her feelings of keeping quiet related to life?
anxiety by giving a long and cheerful smile to her Ans. This exercise of counting upto twelve will
mother as she bids her gcod bye.

being harmed and the person collecting salt

think onty of themselves, their jouney and self
A THING OFBEAUTY interest.

(1) What pleasure does a beautiful thing (2) What was the plea ofthe folk who had
give us? put up the roadside stand?

help us to sit still, away from the hendrum of life, Ans. In such moments, a beautiful thing gives us Ans. The rural folks pleaded pathetically for

everlasting joy and helps us forget our sorrows
Yes, a beautiful thing is warth treasing because goods, city falks used to pass by on this road and
even its memory soothes our nerves and inspires hence the rura! tolk set up the roadside stand to

us to overcome the challenges of life.

(7) How does the poet try to put away the meditate, reflect and introspect in silence. It wil some customers to stop by and buy some of their
thoughts of her ageing mother while driving help us to achieve a sense o togethemess away
to Kochi airport? from the mandane activities of life.

Ans. Kamala Das tried to divert her mind from (6) Why does one feel a sudden
the thought of her mother by looking outside of strangeness' on counting to twelve and
the car and observintg nature. The poet hada keeping quiet?
fear from childhood about ageing and death, Ans.One feels a sudden strangeness anand her mother's condition brought it back to her counting to twelve and keeping quiet because thismind. As the car was moving. the young trees is an exotic moment which builds a sudden andwere felt to be sprinting

attract their attention and seil their goods.

(2) Are beautiful things worth treasuring? (3) Have you ever stopped at a roadside

Ans. Yes, a beautiful thing is worth treasuring stand? What have you observed there?

because even its memory soothes our nerves and Ans. Fiaving stopped a couple of times on such

inspires us to overcome the challenges of life. stalls. I have obsenved their pitiable condition.

3) What image does the poet use tohese roadside stands nomelly were set up on

describe the beautiful bounty of the earth? oroken doun and dirty sheds. The food sold

Ans. The poet uses the expression an endles could be seen hovering around.
fountain of immortal drink. pouring into us irom (4) What is the 'childish longing' that the
the heaven's brink. Through these lines, the poet
cescribes the earth and its beautiful bounties that Poet refers to? Why is it vain'?

cannot be replaced by anything.

strange feeling of universal brotherhood. This

teeling of togethermess and brotherhood is rether

new and inexplicable.
KEEPINGQUIET seemed unhealthy and contaminated. as flles

(1) Do you think the poet advocates total (7) How will keeping quiet' protect ourinactivity and death?
environment?

Ans. No. the poet Pablo Nerudo does not Ans. When we kep quiet it helps to introspect ouadvocate total inactivity or death. He only wants surrounding environment. Keeping quiethepsinhumar ar to be stopped. He wants inhurman develop sustainable healthy habits whicn in tand, destructive activities specially those which protects the environment. Hence. by keepusare envolved in war to be stopped. He wants the quiet we can flush out all the negative a*human race to ive in peace and harmony.

Ans. The poet thinks that the person who are

Why is 'grandeur' associated with the nning the roadside stands, suffer from a

mighty dead'?
childish longing They are alaays expecting
customers. They become sed when no one turns

Ans. 'Grandeur is associated with the mighty up. They are always waiting to hear the squeal of
Cead because certain tombs and other granddestructive habits that ham the environment.
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orakes, the sound of a stopping car. But all their take the poor villagers out of their Da

efforts go in vain.

honourable position they occupy in the wild fearless and ferocious in sharp contrastona all animals. TIhey are proud and fearless to their creature. Aunt Jennifer's nervousness anaamo, In this way 'denizens' and 'chivalric timidity. Gallant and confident, they aresureo

ain y
helping them.

(5) Which lines tell us about the (11) What is meant by polished traffia

insufferable pain that the poet feels at the Ans. Polished traffic refers to the more uwost

thought of the

to our erstanding of the tigers' attitude.o Of what or of whom is Aunt Jennifer kind of hinderance or obstruction.

their purpose and move ahead undeterred by any
2)
terrified with?
An. Aunt Jennifer is, probably, terrified of the wool?ression of her chauvinist husband. She lives Ans. Aunt Jennifer is embraidering some tgersife under constant pressure ot duties and with he wool. She finds it difficult to pull herresponsibilities of a married lady.

3)Why are the tigers called Aunt weight of Uncle's wedding band.

ht of the rural poor? or posh individuals from the city. The hier

(9) What is Aunt Jennifer doing with her

bear the plight of the unassuming and innocent stand. It landscape which was Sun de

rural people. The lines below show his marred' by the clumsy shack.

insufferable plan. "Sometimes I feel myself I can (12) Why was the road side stand
hardly bear the thought of so much childish miserable condition?

longing in vain, the sadness that lurks near the Ans.The open window is that of the roadsids
open window there that wiatss all day in almost stand where they wait expectantly for a c
open prayer

Ans. Filled with empathy, the poet is unable to even pause to buy something from the

pposedly
rnot

In a
fvory needle as she is burdened by the massive

Jennifer's tigers?
Ans.The tigers arecalled Aunt Jennifers tigers Ans. Aunt Jennifer is depressed. She is burdened

(10) What is Aunt Jennifer's state of mind?
slop by sadness lurks there because no ci because they have been created by her, she has Ans.Aunt Jennifer is depressed. She is burdened

embroidereda panel of prancing tigers. They are with the thoughtsof oppression'sby her husband
described here as yellowish brown (topaz) she had suffered. Tha's why she is knitting a
coloured inhabitants of the jungle.

(4) What does wedding band stand for?

Ans. The poet uses many images and symbols to
describe the unpleasant experience of Aunt
Jennifers married life. Massive weight of Uncle's
wedding band' is a symbol of harsh and bitter
experiences of married life of Aunt Jennifer. The (1) What does The Third Level' refer to?wedding band also stands for unbreakable bond
of mariage between the husband and wife.
(5) What is the result of fluttering?
Ans. Aunt Jennifer's fingers are fluttering because 1890s represents a peaceful life not possible in
she is nervous and terrified. As a result of her
futtering fingers, Aunt Jennifer linds it difficult to wants to travel to Galesburg, Illinois, with hispull even the ivory needle.
(6) Why are the tigers not afraid of men?
Ans. The tigers are not afraid of men because ticket-counter on the third level to buy
they are gallant and fearless creatures who are tickets to Galesburg for himself and hisundeterred by any obstacles or hindrances and wife?
thus ar

rural people who had put up the roadslde country folk are believed as no customer slo
stand?

(6) What was the request made by the dweller halts there and thus the hopes of
slops

there.
tiger which is strong and not scared of anyone.
She is creating the image of the tiger which is just
her opposite.

did the country peopleAns. The folk who had put up the roadside stand (13) What
pleaded to the city dwellers to slop and buy their complain?
wares so as to enable them to eam some extra Ans. They complain that the roadside stand had
money for a decent living.

(7) What did the sign offer?

Ans. That the party in power is said to be stand?
keeping from us. The poetsays that these people Ans. The roadside stand pleaded not for a dole
who have opened the shed are keeping 1ain ina of fread but demands for some of the money
promise which was never done to them. iere tne some cash which supports cities frorm sinking and
promise is their expectation that the cars passing withering faint.
by will is their expectation that the carsPa (15) What attitude does the polished traffie

marred the scenic beauty of the landscape.

(14) What is the demand of the roadside

Short Answer Questions (Vistas)

THETHIRD LEVEL

Ans. The Third Level signifies an escape from
the modern world that is "full of insecurity, fear,
war, worry and all the rest of it ..." The period of

by will slop at the shed and buy some stufffrom5) What attitude does the polished traffe

them.
show? the present era. From this level, the protagonist

(8) Why did the farmers curse wealthy city Ans. The polished traffic refers to the insensitive

people?
Ans. The farrner cursed wealthy city people lor stand were self-centered and their minds were
not stopping and buying somelhing irom tne restless with greed for money and ambitions for
stand.

wife Louisa.attitude and gentlemanly appearances of the city

men. These people wo passed by the roadside (2) Would Charley ever go back to the

great prolits in their business.
afraid of the men.(9) Why has a new shed been put up at (16) What Is sold by the roadslde sellers?

the road side stand?

n
(7) What does the tiger symbolize in the
poem?

Ans. No, Charley would never go back to the
ticket counter on the third level to buy tickets to
Galesburg for himself and his uife because thirdAns. It was as if by putting up the shed the Ans. Ihe roadside stand offered sone of the

owner was desperately pleading to the nch ity included wild bariers. They were sold in wooden
folks to slop by at his roadside stand and buy quarts, the quarter of the gallon. Crook necxe
things from there so that they could earn come
extra money.

ordinary things of daily use for sale. They
Ans. The tigers in the poem symbolise bravery level was his imagination.
and freedorm. They also relect Aunt Jennifer's

innermost desire to the fearless and break free 3 How did Charley reach the third level

rom her husband's oppression. The trembling of the Grand Central Station?
fingers symbolise Aunt Jennifer's plight under the Ans. He ducked into an arched doorway that
tyranny of her husband.
(8) How are Aunt Jennlfer's tigers he was going wrong he continued to walk
described?

gourds with silvery hard lumps were also offered

for sale at the roadside stand.
(10) How did the good-doers want to help
the poor village people? headed to subway. Then he got lost knouwing thatAUNTJENNIFER'S TIGER

Ans. On the roadside stand, the poor villagers (1) How do 'denizens' and 'chlvalrlc 0a
walt all day for the polished city trafic passing to our understanding of the tiger's attituaer
through, to slop for a while there. They have put Ans.The poet also mentions that tigers movegood quality poet hopes that the city people will an elegant chivalric way. This shows the ma

downward. The tunnel turned a sharp left and
then taking a short flight of stairs he came out onAns. The poet describes Aunt Jehnifer's tigers as

Onght topaz denizens' of the forest. They are the third level at the Grand Ceni! Station.
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60/6.PH. Question Bank
THETIGER KING

(4) Why doesn't Charley consider 'stamp

collecting habit' a way of escapism?

English 12/61
ous British company of jewellers to send (12) How was the royal infant brought up?a s of fifty expensive diamond rings to the Ans. The royal infant grew up to be the kingo

(1) What were the different nam
given

(officer's wife) worth three lakh rupees.Ans.Charley refuted the idea that collecting to the King of Pratibandapuram?
Duraisen

Pratibandpuran who was obsessed with the idea
andred tigers. He wanted to do so

stamps is a kind of escapism by using examples Ans. The Maharaja of Pratibandpuram

HisKhileder
of his Grandpa and President Revsevelt. Charlcy hero of this story. He may be identilied e Thoughhe lost three lakh rupees, he managed to of killing one h

etain his kingdom.

to disprove the propheey which said that hisdid the Maharaja ban tiger. deathwould come from the hundredth tiget. This

General,
rejects the case presented by his psychiatrist HighnessJamedar
buddy. Even though Charley's grandfather Major, Sata Vyaghra Samhari, Maharaiad

collected stamps, he was a positive individual Visha Bhuvana Samrat, Sir Jileni June"
Bahadur, M.A.D etc. But this name is often

(7) Why

hunting in his state?

The Maharaja wanted to prove that the (13) Why did one of the hunters kill the

made him kill all tigers of Pratibandpuran.
who never attempted to run away from reality.

the state astroger way wrong
(5) What things at the third level of the shortened to The Tiger King.

Grand Central Station made Charley (2) Houw did the Tiger King acqui

ascertain that he had reached the 1894 namne

world?

prediction of
hundredth tiger?Jnce he restricted the hunting of tigers in all the

ier rich forests of Pratibandpuran, so that he Ans.The chief astrologer had told the king that
could hunt them down.

his

What sort of hunt did the Maharaja So to prove astrologers wrong. the kind decidea

re
his death would come from a tiger. and he

Ans. The Maharaja of Pratibandpuram
8) What sort of hunt did the Maharaiaouid be especialy wary of the hundredth tiger.

to organise for the high-ranking
to kill a hundred tigers.

Ans. Charley goes down the steps to the first known as The 1iger King. He got the na

evel. Then he walks down the second level. The liger King as tigers dominated his lifo of

suburban trains leave from there. Then he finds mission to live. fie killed seventy tigers

himseli on the third level. He was convinced that yearS and also mamed a girl from a stateu

he had reached the third level at Grand Central

ation. He found it a different world of gas next s0 tigers.

lights, brass spit toons, derby hats, beards,
sideburns and fancy moustaches

(6) Why did Charley run away from the

and his
British officer? What trait of the officer Rail a hundred tigers.

does it reveal?

Ans. The Maharaja ottered to organize a boar
hunt, a mouse hunt or a mosquito hunt for the Ans. When the Maharaja threatened him with
high ranking British Officer. He offered to dire consequences he understood that the only
organize any hunt other than a tiger hunt. This wayto save himself was to plant a tiger for the
reveals that the officer was a meek man who the l. So he and his aged wife dragged the tiger to

Maharaja felt, would be satisfied with any sort of the forest where the king hunting.

(14) Why did the dewan arrange the
hundredth? Tiger for the king?had a large number ot tigers in order to kill the

(3) When he was only ten days old, a
prediction was made about the future of
the Tiger King. What was ironic about i?
Ans. A prediction stating a tiger would be the
cause of The Tiger Kings death was made when

Ans. When Charley took out the modem he was ten days old. Although The Tiger King
currency to pay for the two tickets to Galesburg. killed all' the hundred tigers fo prove the
the ticket clerk occused him of trying to cheat prediction wrong, it was ironic that he was kiled
him. Hethreatened to hand Chaley over to the by a wound caused while playing with a wooden

third level? (15) What happened to the tiger provided
by the dewan?

hunt.

(9) How did the king 'kill' the tiger?
Ans. The Dewan realized the disastrous resuits if Ans. The tiger provided by the Dewan Saheb
the hundredth tiger was not found. So a tiger was very old and stood in complete submission.
was brought in from the people's park in Madras The Maharaja look aim and fired but actually
end taken directly to the forest where the the bullet missed the tiger and the tiger only
Maharaja was hunting. The King aimed, and the tainted from the sharp sound of the bullet. As

tiger fell in a heap. The Maharaja was pleased to nobody wanted the Maharaja to know about it

have finally killed the hundredth tiger

police. Charley was frightened and he decided to tiger.
rush back from the third level, last he was (4) Why did the Maharaja decide to get
arrested and put into prison married?
(7) What is referred to as 'a temporary Ans. The Maharaja had killed seventy tigers and one of the hunters himself shot the tiger later on.
refuge from reality'? Why? thus the tiger population became extienct in the (10) Why did the king order the dewan to (16) What present did the king brought for

double the tax?Ans. Imagination is a temporary refuge from forests of his kingdom. It was then that he

reality. It was a waking dream. perhaps wish decided to get maied to a girl in a royal femily

fulfitment. Modern world is full of trials and of a state which had a large tiger population.

tribulations, wories and insecurities. Charley was (5) When was the Tiger King stand in
to unhappy and wanted to escape this world.

his son on his third birthday? How much
Ans. The Maharaja went to hunt hundredth tiger did he pay for it?

who was responsible for the disappearances of Ans. The King brought a wooden tiger on the
the sheep. However, he could not find the tiger. third birthday of his son. The shopkeeper quoted
So in a fit of rage, the Maharaja ordered the his price to be three hundred rupees. But the king
Diwan to double the land tax.

danger of losing his kingdom?
(8) How did the narrator's psychiatrist Ans.The Tiger king was in danger of losing his

friend react to the former's experience kingdom when he annoyed a senior Britsh

about the third level?

did not pay him anything and took the offering

Oficer by refusing him pemission to not ony

hunt a tiger in Pratibandpuram but also rejected

(11) Why was the dewan not in favour of to the crown prince from the shopkeeper

doubling the tax? What did the king then (17) How did the Tiger King meet his
ordered him to do?Ans. The psychiatrist friend interpreted Charleys

the officers request of being photographed winafinding the third level was the result ol stress. Iear, tiger by him.andinsecurity of the modem world. ie expiainea (6) How did the Tiger King manageto him that the stress and fear had urged him to

death?
Ans. The Maharaja went to hunt the hundredth Ans. The Tiger King.met his end through the
tger who was responsible for the disappearances wooden tiger which he had brought as a gift for
ot the sheep. However, he could not find the his son on his third birthdey. While he was
tiger. So in a fit of rage. the Maharaja ordered playing with his son, a splinter of the partly made
ine Diwan to double the land tax.

nd an escape to a world that was peaceful and Tetain his kingdom?
had plenty of leisure. Ans. T renin his kingdom, the Maharaja asked

toy tiger picked the King's hand.
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62/G.PH. Question Bank English 12/63
shouy

(18) Why was the Maharaja sunk in gloom dividing into continants and nations. It. what is that thing that can happen in (16) How is Antarctica a crucial element in(91ion years ana would be mind- the debate of climate change?thehow minor climate changes can chan
boggling?

The author says that in a million years debate on climate change because it is the only

even after having killed seventy tigers?
Ans. Antarctica is a crucial element in theAns. Durng ten years the Maharaja had shape of the region.

thetiger population became extinct in his Kingdom. including high school students inmnaged to kill seventy tigers. As a result the (4)What are Geoff Green's reaSon.

n India
A ma push northwards, jamming against place in the world which has never sustaineda
Asia. t will buckle its crust and fom the human population and thus remains TrelativeiyHimalayas- SouthAsa/a5 South America may drift off to join pristine. Moreover, it holds in its ice-caves hall

This made the Maharaja anxious because he Students on lce Expedition?

thought he would not be able to achieve his Ans. Geoff Green staried the program, studen.
target of killing a hundred tigers and so his life or lce, for high school students because

wanted to give them an opportunity
understand and value our planet. Students i

North America.

s In what respect, Tisane Dashi's layers of ice.

million year old carbon records trapped in itshe
would be in danger. Inter with Antarctica is a chilling (17) What are the reasons for the success of(19) How did the royal infant grew up? .
Ans. Ihe royal infant grew up to be the King of nenure generanon need to take a closer

at the depleting environment situation.
prospect?

shani Doshi, is a sum worshipping South Ans. The program 'Students on lce' was successand for her to spend two weeks in a place because if offered a life changing exposure to theere 90 percent ot the earths total ice volumes future generation of policy makers at an age
tored is a chilling prospect both in tems of when they could absorb, learn and act.irulatory and metabolic tunctions and for the (18) What is that beauty of balance thata

look the Students on lce programme?
Pratibandpuram who was obsessed with the idea
of kiling one hundred tigers. He wanted to do so 5) Take care of the small things and.the
to disappear the prophecy which said that his big things will take care of themselves.

death woud come from the hundreath tiger. This
made him kill all the tigers of Pratibandpuram.

What is the relevance of the statement
context of the Antarcticain the

imagination.

12) What is the visual experience in Ans. The author was wonderstruck by the beauty

(20) What did the Maharaja do to find the environment?

required number of tigers to kil1?.

Ans. To get the required number of tigers to kill,

the Maharaja asked his Dewan to find a suitable wtn.ne example of phytoplankton, the

gird for him to marry. A suitable girl 1or marriage contribute in his own little way to protectwould beone who would not only come fromna
royal family but also belong to a state with a
large tiger population.

trip to Antarctica unfolded to the author?
Ans. The above statement has a universal

Lil relavance. Although the author has explainedit Antarctica?

Ans. In Antarctica the visual scale ranges from
the microscopic to the mighty midgets and mites
to blue whales and ice-bergs as big as countries. (1) Who was Dr. Sadao?
The writer refers to it as walking into a giant
ping-pongball devoid of any human makers, ns.Sadao was a famous surgeon and scientist

without trees.

of balance in play on our planet.

underlying meaning s that every persoh can THE ENEMY

ut environment and society.

(6) Why is Antarctica the place to go to
understand the Earth's present, past and

of Japan. He was a sympathetic mabn who
remained loyal to his profession evem in adverseJOURNEYTO THE END OF THE EARTH future? (13) How, according to the author, has situations. He lived in his ancestral square stone

mankind etched its dominance over house in Japan which was built upon rocks,() How do geological phenomena help us Ans. Ihe ice sheets are breaking and thus global

to know about the history of humankind?
Ans. The study of the half million year old inspiration to do whatever is possible to save andcarbon records that are trapped in its layers ot preserve its natural resources. Thus, Antarctica is
ice has the potential to reveal answers of a lot of definitely the place to go to understand the
questions about the history of human kind. The world.
geological phenomena can help us understand (7) What emotlons did the authorevolution and extinction.
(2) What are the indications for the future last?

waming is seting in. Also the beauty of the
existing ice covered oceans is a source of

nature?
above a narow beach on the Japanese coast.

Ans. Inindiscrimination use of nature's resources (2) Why was Dr. Sadao kept in dapan and
has resulted in the depletion of resource levels.
The industrialisation has added bouts of carbon Ans. Sadao was a famous surgeon and scientist.dioxide to the atmosphere. Global waming is
nowa reality. Therefore, mankind has etched itsea general 'ot Japan had full faith in his

dominance over nature.

not sent abroad with the troops?

abilities as a surgeon. He did not believe any
other doctor. He was not keeping good healthexperience when she reached Antarctica at (14) How has Antarctica sustained itself and could require surgery any time, so, Sadao

and managed to remain pristine?
Ans. Antarctica sustained itself and managed to (3) Where did doctor Sadao and Hana
remain pristine. Antarctica on account of being meet?
the coldest, windiest and driest continent in the Ans. Dr. Sadao met Hana in America when heworld, has never sustained a human popuiauon was studying surgery there. He met her at a getand has thus managed to remain pristime
(15) How is global temperature increasing? his home for foreign students.
What are the immediate fears due to it?

of humankind?
Ans. The author experienced profound wonder at was not sent with the traps abroad.

Ans. The future of the humankind can get in the immense white landscape with pure bluedanger if the emission of carbon dioxide and horizon. She also wondered at the fact thatother poisonous gases go on in the same manner. Antarctica which is so cold now once was part otThese gases deplete the ozon layer and allow the the same landmass in which India was alsoultra violet rays of the sun to enter the earth's present.
environment. together aranged by an American professor at

(8) How would you describe Gondwana?(3) The world's geological history is Ans. Gondwana was an ancient super continenttrapped in Antarctica'. How is the study of that broke up about 180 million years ago. Ihethis region useful to us?

(4) In what conditlon did Dr. Sadao and
Ans.Global temperature isincreasing due to the Hana find the white man at the seashore?
increasing burning of fossils fuels. It has now Ans. Sadao find the American soldier at. the
CTeated a blanket of carbon dioxide around the seashore in a wounded condition. He was very
world. This has given birth to questions ike wI weak and pale, had a bullet stuck in his woundne west Antarctica ice sheet melt entirely.

continent eventually split into landmasses we
Ans. The research of this Antarctic region gives recognize today. Africa, South America,us insight into the geological past of the planet. It Australia, Antarctica, The Indian subcontinent
gives an idea of how the world was before and the Arabian Peninsula 1
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English 12/65
What was Zitkaka-sa's idea regarding studies and siad, If she always ahead in her

64 GPH. Question Bank

and his back was stained with blood He ues blown of in the war. He become a phis

aimost at the verge of death.

What did Dr. Sadao and his wife do tin leg

with the man?

short-shingled hair?

a4.
Zitkala's idea regarding short, shingled hair accord. So she shoukd work hard and loon.

prurnv
that only unskilled wariers who were These words left a deep impression on he.Id had their hair shingled by the enemy (10) What was the elder dolng that amusedAmong their people

lessons, people will come to her of thelr ownsicaly
disabled person. He had to walK on an artifcia

5) What does Mr. Lamb do in his garden? short hair was wom by Bama?
Ans.Dr. Sedao and Hana found an unconcious Ans.There is a gerden near the house, t
wcunded wer prisoner who posed a huge threat ripe crab apples looking orange and en Ans.One day when Bama saw an elder camying

ouTers and shingled hair by cowards.
n Why was the girls tied to thee chair in' small packet held by its string. He was holding it(3)

in Memories of Childhood'?

Ans.
According to the cuiture of the whites the because that way the packet could get undone

wanted to cut her long hair. But she refused to and vadais could fall out.

ey their decision. she was dragged out and (11) What dld her elder brother say about
tod fast with a chair for cutting her hair

4) When did the narrator experience Ans. Bama's elder brother, Annan, told her that

hr cun sai Hcwever D: Secao decided colour. t. Lamb is siting in his cardon.
when

Derry climb over the çarden wall to get into his out so as not to tough it. It was a funy scenetogo wth his gut teeling and operete on him. He

saes is e eer ncug it aas for the time ercen. Inough the gate is open the bo

Seng cugh reil eatedy bcth took gocd net use i.

carn cf the patents haah and cther reeds.

does

(6) How does some kids call Mr. Lamb?
the way the elder was carrying the packet?(6) What was the reaction of the servants Ans. Children called him Lamey Lamb"becas

when they were told about the wounded he hac lost us one leg in a bomb explosion l untouchability?

Ans. Bama. a girl trom lamil Dalit community is the package by the string for his landlord. The
ery upset to experience the curse of upper caste people believvd that others must not
untouchability Ine elders of her community touchthem. It they did sa they would be

have to bow low before the the upper caste. poluted.

They have to werk hard for them. Such people (12) Why did Zitkala-sa resist the shingling
do not ge' espect and honour.

did hurt him. But he says that it does not hurt
him because he has only one leg and Lame"

the big man was not being funny when he cariedwhite man?

Ans.The sarans were ngatenec arc pe Lanb suits hirm. Thus there is no harm in calling
The cid gerdaner told Hana that the master

cugit nct to heat the wound ci the white man
him Lemey Lamb.

(7) When does the leg of tin hurt Mr.
)How did Dr. Sadao help Tom. the Lamb?

white man to escape?

Ans.D Sadao toid Tom. the white man. tnar There is a ten leg in its place. The children would
rewes qute well hen, he ctferedto put is boet mockingty call him Lamey Lamb. Also ro cne
ce the shore thet nighi. t wcud here tood and ever comes to see him. People have spread many
ze ciothing in it Tom might be able to row to stories about him.
he ie slard which uas nct far from the coast. (S) Why does Mr. Lamb leave the gate of

Ans. Mr. Lamb lost one of his legs in a war of her hair?

5) Why did the narrator feel teribly sad Ans.Zitkalasa was terified. Their mothers had
and provoked?

Ans. Bama. the namator felt teribly sad after were captured had their hair shingled by the

she got to know that the peopke of her caste have enemy. In their culture short hair was warn by

ro espect. honour or dignity. Because they moumers and shingled hair by cowands. Thal's

belonged to a low caste and
untouchability.

taught them that only unskilled woriors who0

his house aluays open? ffer why she resisted the cutting of her haitONTHE FACE OFT
Ans. Mr. Lanb alxays keeps his gate open (13) How did Annan's advice to his sister

Bama impact her?(1) Whe is Mr. Lamb? Where does he live because he does not mind strangers entering hs
Ans. Me Lamb s an cl an uho iad in a big house. He is an extremely social person and is

house wth a lorvely and encmous garien. Due eer reedy to welcome anyone who enters his

2 bems epicsion, hae had iost one of his legs. arden
ard was not replaced wih a fin ieg He (9) Why is Derry worried all the time?
yed talking to peopie and makirg them ns Ans.Derry was woried all the time because
rends.so he atas kapt hs garden getes cpen.
(2 How does Derry get into his garden?

(6) What advice did Annan offer Bama?
Ans. Annan admised Bama to study with care Ans.Annan advised Bama to study with care

and leam ll that she could. If she was aluas and leam all that she could. If she will always

ahead in her lessons. people would come to her ahead in her lessons. people would come to her

ct their oUT accord and attach themselves to heir own accord and attach themselves to

her her. Bama followed her brother's advice and

people look at his face and call t a terrible thing

They cell t the ugliast thing they ever sa
studied hard. She stood first in her class, and
because of that, many people became her7) What do you know about Bama?

Ans.V Lanb s simng in his garden when ieretore according to Derry. people are afraid to

Demcimbs cuer the gardan wal t3 get into his

2de Tough the g2 s open the boy does

Ans.Bama was a Tamil Dalit. She as an fiends
innocent child who was spending her chudnoo (14) What were the indignities that Zitkala-
ina village. She used to walk back home wnen sa had to suffer for belng from a
school was over. She had to do walking to eacn marginalized community?
home
(8) What type of child was Bama?

him.

MEMORIES OF CHILDHOOD

Ans.Zitakala-Sa had suffer many indignities on
account of belonging to marginalized community

to marginalised She had been started at; she had been thrown
communities. Bama, who belonged to a Delit here and there like a puppet, her blanket and

moccasins had been taken from her. She had to
(9) What was Bama interested as a child? uear light flting clothes, and finally her hair was

(1) What did she notice about the Indian
girls in the school?

(3) How does Derry get his face burnt?
Ans. Actuely Derr/s fce did not getbumed in a Ans.The Indien girs were clad in stifí shoes adgt ecid al doua that side of his face Ans. ihe indian girs were clad in stiff shoes erd

erd t bured t zl zey DerTy S25 that tnis Indian ciris seemed not to care about tne e

Ans. Bama belonged

C urred t el auay Derry s2s that this sey cinging dresses. The writer noticed that

acid tot cry ate his face up, it aso ate him up.
(4) How does Mr. Lamb get the leg of Tin? than the writer herself in their tightiy rg

Ans.Lemb has a tin leg One of his legs was lothes.

community was a victim of the caste system.

tha they were even more immodestly dressed
Ans. Bama was suggested to be keen in her shingled.
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English 12/67like Saheb often go for and came in search of gold in the big city of(te jobs Invery small age. ls this their Seemapuri. His house and the lush greenp destiny? How can such situation be grounds of Dhaka were destroyed by the shorm.

66/G.PH. Question Bank

Last(15) Why did Zitkala-sa begin to cry when (3) Justify the title of the story The
Lesson'.

others started eating at the dining table?
overcome?

Mukesh is definitely more ambitions than Sahib was a very poor child, so he left Dhaka

Mukesh
heb. Unlike most ot his fi-iends in Firozabad, city, and came to Seemipuri, Delhi in search oth did not want to follow the profession of gold or money. Now he became a ragpicker ana

Ans.
The memory of their homes was not far away.Ans.At the dining table, Zitkala-Sa cried

because she was very embarased. She did not
THELOST SPRING

-Alamwas sounded everyone pulled their activities of the people like Saheb-oAd

Ans. Saheb is a poor boy belonging to a refugee
family from Bangladesh. His family came
Delhi and settled in the trans-1amuna area called

know the practices inuolved while eating. When (1) Give a brief account of lif

king bangles. No one eise could dare to think wandered here and their in the street of Delhi inbreaking the conventional style of living. search of coins in the garbage heap.kesh dreamt o becoming a motor (8) What is the vicious circle ofhanic. He had already decided to go to a middlemen? How are they trapped sinceaGe and learn about cars. Though the garage the time of their forefathers? Can they getSa long way from his home, he was prepared organised? If not, why? Explain.k that distance. He insisted on becoming Ans.The bangle makers complain that they are

the first bell
chairs.

settled In Seemapuri

Long Answer Questions:
FLAMINGO (PROSE)

Instructions Answer the following Seemapuri. Here they have no work to do T
pick garbage to make their livelihdod. Saheb al
like others, looks and searches the garbage dumne

for some coins. They leave their houses in t
moming with a bag on their back to colled

(1) How did the order from Berlin change something from the garbage. They remain

questions in about 75 words. wa

his own master. aheb, on the other hand had
aficed his freedom as a ragpickerto take upa break. The police, the meddlemen, the keepers oflaried job that would pay hin 800 rupees and law, the bureaucrats and the politicians havehim all his meals. Now he was no longer his joined hand to imposed perennial pouerty ourun master. He had lost his carefree look (which them. Saheb was a poor ragpicker of Seemapurhe had when he was a ragpicker). The can that who had migrated from Dhaka as shoms swepthe carried seemed heavier than the bag he carred away their home and fields. His complele name

THELASTLESSON ad trapped in a vicious circle which is very hard to

the atmosphere in the school? barefoot.

Ans. The order from Berlin brought all the routine
hustle-buste af the school life to a standstill.The footwear Thus the families like Saheb leave
teacher, M. Hamel, became more sympathetic to behind a life of abject poverty in flood-hit areas

his students and taught his lessons with more of Bangladesh and India. They come to big cibes

patience. The students became more attentive in in the hope of getting some work. In the absence

their classes. The villagers were sitting at the of work, hey begin rag picking.
usually empty back benches and had come to (2) How is Mukesh's attitude towards his
show their respect and gratitude to M. Hamel. situation different from that of Saheb?
They regretted not going to school. The order also Why?
brought about a great change in peoples ieeling Ans. Mukesh's granamaother thinks that the
towards their country and their native language. god given line can never be broken. Her son and
There was a general sadness about not being able grandsons are borm in the caste of bangle makers.
to utilise the opportunities of leaming French They have seen nothing but bangles. Mukesh
when it was easily accessible.

It has become their habit not to wear any

as a ragpicker, for this job was not to his liking.

5) What did the narrator notlce in the universe. He used to do ragpicking to earm his
locality where Mukesh lived? What was the living.

condition of bangle makers?

was "Saheb-e-Alam" meaning the lord of the

(9) Lost Spring' explains the grinding
Ans.Certain forces conspire to keep the worker in poverty and traditlons that condemn
bangle industry of Firozabad in poverty. These thousands of people to a life of abject
include the moneylenders, the middlemen, the.
policemen, the keepers of law, the. bureaucrats
and the politicians- Togetherthey impose a heavy abject poverty. Saheb-e-Alam came alongwith his.burden on the child.

poverty. Do you agree? Why/Why not?
Ans. Yes, I fully agree that Lost Spring' explains

family from Bangladesh to Delhi. His farnily
(6) Every other house in Firozabad is settled on the banks of the Yamuna river. Here,
engaged in glass industry. Even then the they have no work to do and no house to live in.
makers remain in miserable conditlon. So they began the work of rag-picking. His family
What are the reasons? Explain with the lives a hand-to-mouth existence. Thus this lesson
uggestions to overcome this sltuation.

father has taught them what he knows- the art, of

(2) What did Mr. Hamel, Franz and the making bangles. But Mukesh wants to be a motor

villagers regret for during the last lesson? mechanic. He will go to a garage and leam
dea plight of street children like Saheb-

Ans. M. Hamel told the students and villagers though the garage is far away his home.

that henceforth only Geman would be taught in )Who was Mukesh? What did he want

the schools of Alsace and Lorraine. Those who to do in his life and what did he not want

called themselves Frenchmen would neither be

Ans. Boys and girls sit in dark hutments infront of -Alam, andMukesh of Firozabad working in a

the flhkering lamps with their father and mother. glass bangle factory. The children of such families

Ihey weld coloured pieces of glass bangles. Due are 1orced to labour early in life and denied the

to this, they often end up losing eyesight before oPportunities of going to school. These children

tney become adults, Even the dust from polishing are ropped in the vicious circle of social stigma,

ne glass of bangles is injurius to eye. Many Known as poverty and exploitation. Thus the title

to follow?

able to speak nor write it. He praised French as Ans.Mukesh is the son of poor bangle bangle

the most beautiful, the clearest and most logical maker of Firozabad. Most of the' young men of

language in the -world. He said that for the irozabad have no initiative ordability to dreams,

enslaved people, their language was the key out to take courage and break from the traditionaof prison. Only then the people realised the family occupation. He has strong will power hsoimportance of their language. This shows peoples He insists on being his own master by becominlove for their own culture, traditions and country. motor mechanic. Patience, hardwork, 1imPride in one's language reflects pride in and the determination to leam will help na
motherland.

of the story rightly explains and brings out the
but Mukesh is an exception. He has the capa very high temperature and thereioEvey (10) The bangle makers of Firozabad make

workers have become blind. The turnace -have depravity of child labour in our country

dangerous.

Who was Saheb? What was the plight beautitulbangles and make everyoine

a compelled him to wander in the
nappy but they live and die in squalor.

streets of Delhi for ragpicking?
Elaborate.

realise his dream. s. Saheb was a rag picker who had left Dhaka Ans. Ihe bangle makers of Firozabad live in utter
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68/G.PH. Question Bank English-12/69
low did William Douglas's aversion to dangerous prenk and pushed him into water.poverty. generation after generation. They believe while being in water, made hin try every

that they are the people who are destined to work means to get rid cf his fear. He wasfinall.

2s glass bangle-makers. They make beautiful overcome this mental handicap by getine t

bangles for women but they live in the dark. The a suwimming instructor and further ensu

workers have to look at the hot bright furnaces no residua! fear was left. Even after thesu h

while polishing bangles. While welding -pieces of training was ouer, Doug

coloured ass into bangles they have no other his swimming or about the fact that ut

option but are forced to sit near flickering lemps. overcome the tear. He was determined to
d

Hence, they are forced to stay in dark room huts of it forever. He swam alone in the pool
L d

end their eyes are not in a position to see the to Lake Wentworth to dive. There, he triodt
daylight outside. They become blind quite earty in possible stroke he had learnt. He fought hay

life. They are in a vicious circle drawn between tiny vestiges of terror that gripped him ine
moneylenders, middlemen and politicians. ot the lake. Finally, in his diving expedition in

Instead of helping them, the law enforcing Warm Lake, he realised that he hadthe

authorities only prey on them.

sater
begin?

Both those incidents left a deep impact onDouglas developedan aversion to water first William Douglas and created an aversion toAchild when he went to the beach -in wateriawith his father. It so happened that (9) Why did Douglas prefer to go obe was three o our ears old, he went to YMCA swimming pool to learn swimminghenh ith hisfather. The waves knocked hirn Ans.Wnen he decided to leam to suwim. Dougasand swept over im. e was buried in chocse the YMCA pool as the Yakima rrer wa

uwasnt confident ah

his breath was gone. He was frightered
too dengerous. The pool on the cther hand was
only two or three feet deep at the shalow end
and even at the deep end, the drop was gracual.

Haera
arnd the was terror in his heart at the

wering force ot the uwaves. At the YMCA
rong boy threw him in the deep end of So it was the períect place for him to leamDouglas hit the water in a sitting suwimming with the help of wanter wings

pool stron

truy te and slowly went to the bottom. He triedconquered his old terror. o Come out thrice but failed. He could not0) What did Douglas feel and do when he
rethe. His head was throbbing and his lung was pushed into the swimming pool?

aching. Finally he gave up and fainted. Ans. Douglas landed in the poo! in a sitting
Alhough he was saved later, but terror stayed position, swallowed water and went at once to
ih him. As a result, he could not sleep or eat the bottom. Though he was frightened on the
for days and did not go near the water for years. way don he planned that when his feet would

(3) When Douglas realised that he was
sinking, how did he plan to save himsel?

(1) How does Douglas make cleartothe Ans. Once Douglas was thrown into the
swimming pool by a boy. He did not know
suimmni by that time. He could not come out of
it by himself and was nearly drowned. Therefore;

Ans.Roosevelt has eppropriately seid l we he became very much afreid of water. He

have to fear is fear itself These words nave à dropped the idea of swimming and developed a
deeper meaning for all of us. it implies tnat fear of it. He made many eiforts but all were in

vain. He could not control his feeling of terror

DEEPWATER

reader the sense of panic that gripped him is.nce Douglas was thrown

as he almost drowned? Describe the details

that have made the description vivid.
6) Why did William Douglas use the come to the surface.

hit the bottom he would makea big jump and

yMCA pool and not Yakima River to learn
swimming?

Ans, William Douglas used the YMCA pool and (1) How does the peddler interpret theot the Yakima river to learn swimming because acts of kindness and hospitality shownyriver was treacherous. iis motner the crofter, the iron master, and his

THE RATTRAP

fear, fear the most. Those who have undergone
this experience of fear can only apprecide The writer had near death experience in the pool.
worth. William Douglas had faced it twice in life. ne wnter had near death experience in the pool

He had a terrible fear of water. He could not go ne wner made one more effort to come out but

for swimming, canoeing, boating, rafting, etc. He Inat aiso lalled. He could not forget his first

realised that it would ruin his life since it was experience ol drowning when he was swept away

tollowing and haunting hirn wherever he went. by à sea wave. At that time, he was with his

Fear is our hard core enemy. We must get rid of it lather but he was afraid. Now the writer was so

at the earliest like Douglas. I too had a terrible afraid of water that he could not even wade into

experience in my life. He did not spring upwards. it. He could notbathe in the river and could not

Rather he went down. There was water all enjoy any water sports.
around. Only his nose was out of water. He
started his downward journey once again. An

the
continuously warned him against it and kept the daughter?
details of each drawning in the river fresh in his
mind. On the other hand the YMCA pool was Ans. Ihe peddler had been a man selling small
sela, only two or three feet deep at the shallow atreps of wire. Al around he led a sad and

monotonous life of a vagabond. He knockedat
the door of the house of the crofter, who was an

erd.

)What happened when 'a big bruiser of old man without wife and children. He showeda boy' tossed Douglas into the YMCA kindness and hospitality unexpected by thepool? How did Douglas plan to come out?
Ans.Douglas used the YMCA pool and not the kronors. So, he betrayed the confidence reposed
Yakima river to learn swimming. He landed in him by the crofter. Later, the ironmaster
iside the pool in a sitting position, swallowed thinking him to be an old acquaintance. invited
water and went at once to the botom. He was him to his house. The peddler went to his house
frghtened but on the way down he planned how thinking that ironmaster might give him a couple
he would come out. When his feet would hit the of kronors. He did not reveal his true identity
bottom, he would make a big jump, come to the Edla Willmansson, the ironmaster's daughter
Surtace, lie flat on it and paddle to the edge of asked him to come to her home in a very
the pool.

peddler. Still the rattrep peddler stole his thirty

(4) What did Douglas experience as he

irresistible iorce brought him down. He felt afraid went down to the bottom of the pool for

and was paralysed with fear. Terror seized him, the first time?

end he trembled with fright. He called for rescue Ans. Douglas started going down graduallty into

but no one came. After that, blackness swept the water. He decided to jump as soon as. his

Over him. He lost fear. There was no feet touched the bottom of, the pool. However,

panic. He felt relaxed and lost consciousness. as he jumped, he did not spring upward. Rather

(2) How did Douglas overcome his fear of he went down. There was all around water. He

water?

compassionate and friendly manner. He agreed to

Which two incidents in Douglas' early 9o to their home. But while he was riding to the

lite made him scared of water?
started his downward joumey once again. An

Ans. Douglas regretted being deprived of enjoying iTesistible force brought him down. He felt alraid

water activities like -canoeing. boating,
SWimming. fishing. etc. The wish to enjoy them no one came. After that blackness swept over. rie

and the craving to regain his lost confidence, lost fear e felt relaxed lost consciousness.

manor house, he htad "evil forebodings". He felt

guilty for stealing the crofter's money. The
ironmaster, aiter realising thet he was nct the

and paralysed with fear. He called for rescue but Ans.At the age of ten or eleven when he was
Tying to learm swimming in the YMCA SWimming captain. told him to go out of the house
P0Cl in Yakima, a big boy suddenly played a immediately. However, the insistence of Edla
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requested
the

n smaller localltles towards
(1) What Is the examp

)w POETS AND PANCAKES

their house. The peddler wondered about it. her to retum the thirty Kronors
transformation

of

takes

Indian
dvocates of Home Rule?allowed him to spend the Christmas evening in and while giving her git ofa rattrap he

iowever, he interpreted it to be her nobleness, which he had. A complere transfomatile

kindness and generosity.

integration that the author refers to?Ane. Thehe average Indians in smaller localities
aid to show sympathy for the advocates

place in the peddler due to Edla.

strap2Descrlbe the instances in the story (4) How does the metaphor of the. Gandhi stayed at Muzaffarpur for
According to the author, this is so because

Ans. The make-up division of the Gemini
Studios was an examples of national integration.of home rule

that show that the character of the Iron serve to highlignt the human predica

hrough
the

at the home of Professor Malkanl, a peaple from different regions and religious groupsin a government schoo.. It was an worked together in the same department. nrdinary thing in those days for a professor department was headed by a Bengali who wasave shelter 1o one who opposed the succeeded by a Maharashtrian. The other heipers

wo days at
master is different from that of his daughter

various
Ans.The

good
world

things
entices

of life
a
such

person
as riches

thros

andyIn many ways?

Ans. Ihere are several instances in the story to shelter and food, heat and cdothing eteo
the baits in the rattrap.

tc.These
o
govemment

(3) What
Intertwined with?

Ans. Gandhi's poitics was intermengled with the (2) Subbu ls described as a many-slded
day to day problems of the million of Indians. genlus. List four of his special abilities.He opposed unjust laws. Gandhi's politics were Ans.Four special abilities of Subbu:interwined with non-violence and Satyagraha.

his daughter's in many ways. The ironmaster someone is tempted by the bait, the worid e
mistook the peddler to be an old acquaintance: on him. Ihe peddler was tepted by thirh ed
So he invited him to his house to spend of the crofter of the croffor. Therefore no
prove that ironmasters character is different from were Just ke

Included a Dharwar Kannadiya, an Andhra a
politice Madras Indian christian, an Anglo-Burmese and

was Gandhi's
the local Tamils.

Chnistmas evening. The peddler however, declined through the wood and affraid to go to the

ning this invitation. So the ironmaster sent his daughter house. He geis. peace only aifer returinina t

with the hope that she would have better ways of bait [money).

persuasion. The compassionate manner of the (5) The story foeuses on human loneliness
daughter won the confidence of the peddler, who and the neea toona with others, 4) Discuss the qualities of a good leader all times.agreed to go to her home. However, as the valet Elaborate this statement.
bathed the pedd
and dressed him in a good-looking suit, Ihe story who suffer fom loniness and express the
ironmastor had the realisation that he was need to bond. with others. the peddler is calleda

someone else. The ironmaster told him toget out tramp a vagabond and stranger at various points
of his house immediately. However, his daugnter of the story. He moves form one place to another
said that he should stay with them that day, 1Or verily. He seeks shelter for nightand people look
Christmas. She felt sympathetic to "he poor at him with sour faces. The old crofter suffers
hungry wretch' as compared to her lather.ne from lonliness Hence hefeels happy when he gets
believed that he could have a day of peace win the peddlers company. The irnmaster is also lonli
them-just one in the whole year. she even told in his house. There is no one except his daughter
him to take his father's suit as a Christmas gi. his request to the stranger to come at his home
Her attitude changed the peddler who left with show his need far human bonding. The stranger
her the money he had stolen.

(3) What made the peddler finally change money.
his ways?

) Subbu had the ability to look cheerful at

with reference to Gandhl's role in
Champaran movement.

(ii) His sense of loyalt
entire creativity to his principals advantage. Film

cut his hair a shaved him Ans. There are al least three characters in the made him tum his

Ans.A leader is someone who leads the minds of making was quite easy with Subbu around.
others and convinces them to follow set of ideas
and beliefs. As such, there are some qualities novelist. He was an amazing actor.
inherent in the person a leader that sets him apart
from the rest. One of these qualities includes (3) Why was the moral Re-Armamentdedication one's work. His enthusiasm is evident
in his work and life, and this inspires others to
folow him. A good leader is courageous in the Ans. Fronk Buchman's Moral Re-Armament
face of adversity and never quits. He motivates Amy was,welcomed at the studio mainly
and encourages others, bringing out the best in at the Gemini Studios were averse tothem. He appreciates the efforts of others and is
not biased or impartial.
(5) How do we know that ordinary people hardly had any occupation and suffered from
also contributed to the freedom movement boredom.
of India?

(ii) He was literacy inclined too a poet and

He had a charitable and loving adventure

Army welcomed at the studios?

because of their political association. The people

refuses because he fears being caught with stolen
communism and hence were ready to play host
to the MRA. Apart from that, the studio people

INDIGOAns. The peddler, in addition to selling small
rattraps of wire waseven a petty thief. From (1) Why is Rajkumar Shukla desctlbed as
house of the crofter, he stole thirty kronors. 1his being resolute?
was inspite of the fact that he sheltered the Ans. Rajkumar Shukla is described as bengpeddler in his house for a night and gave him resolute because even after being told aboul tnbest possible hospitality. How the kind and
generous behaviour of Edla Wilmansson, the other parts across the country, he does notironmaster's daughter finally changed him.ne He continuous to accompany

(4) Name one example to show that
Ans. Professor J B. Kriplani received Gandhi at Gemini Studios was influenced by the
Muzalfiarpur railway station at midnight. He had plays staged by MRA?
a large body. of students with him. share croppers Ans. Madras and Tamil drama community
lom champaran came on foot and by included scenes of 'sunset and sunrise in the
conveyance to see Gandhi Muzaffarpur lawyers manner of Jotham Valley' in almost all of their
loo called on him.. A vast multitude greeted
gandhi when he reached motihari railway station influenced Gemini Studios.

thousands of people, demonstrated around (5) What made the lawyers stand out from
the court room. Thi's shows that ordinary. people the others at Gemini Studios?
loo. contibuted to the. freedom movement n Ans.The lawyer were pants and a lie andIndia.

Gandhi
plays. This shows how the plays, staged by MRA,

nim his old regimental comrade. But realising everywhere. He had come all the way from

that the peddler was not his old qcquintance but to Lucknow

him his old
him to his ho im.The other partsacroeO Gandhi at Kann

Champaran district in the foot hills of Himalayas

Someone else, he hold him to leave his house. Lucknow to speak to Gandhi.
. Shuka

However, Elda felt pity on him and persuaaed. followed him to the ashram near Anme Candhi
ad foriowever, Elda felt pity on him and persuaded accompanied Gandhi everywhere.nuo

her father to pemet him to spend the Chnstmas weaks he never left Gandhi's sidewith them. Her behaviour changed his concience asked him to meet at Calcutta.

sometimes a wat whereas everyone else in the
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72/G.PH. Question Bank English 12/73
ed and silent audience. This was the Ans. Umberto Eco's primary work was in the

uity because. nis, audience could not academic field itself and he wrote novels

caused the lack
story department were similar khadi dhoti with a (10) What

slightly oversized and clamsily tailored white communication between the Englisho
khadi shirt. Thus the lawyer stood out from and the people at Gemini Studios?nan
others at Gemini Sludios as if he is a Ans. Most of the people at Gemini Studios

incongrn
understand hirn at a

what do you understand about the participated in academic conferences over

occasionally. He also mentioned that he
okedispassionate man who did not take sides. Tamil and not English. Moreover,T

Moreover. he was a logical man with no Englishman delivered his speech to them
English, that too in a British accent, which u

authoor's literary inclinationss from the meetings of Pen Clubs and writers. Thus, we canaccount?
Though the author had a very tedious and as an academic scholar first.

conclude that Umberto Eco considered himself
emotional attachment whatsoeno.

Ahallenging job at the studios, his interest in (5) Do you think Umberto Eco likes beinghure and writing is apparent in his willingness interviewed? Give reasons for your opinion.ficipate in the short story contest organised Ans. Yes, Umberto Eco in all possibilities likesothe British periodical, The Encounter. being interviewed. He felt just at case with theeover, the author appears to bea keen rèader interviewer and answered all the questions fullyng libraries and buying books on wide and patientty without showing any hurry. Heanging topics wnenever ne could altord them. stated his achievement in a very modest manneresides the narrative also establishes the fact and explained his philosophical views andthat the author as one of the most interest clearly.owledgeable person in Gemini Studios. His (6) What type of novel is The Name ofdea about how prose wriung was not meant for The Rose'?

as
They(6) Why was the office boy frustrated? more dificult for the people to understand.

Who did he show his anger on? didn't even know why he had come to Gemi

Ans. The office boy was frustrated because Studios. So. that caused the lack communic

despite geting a good opening, he remained only between the Englishman and the nonon
at

an office boy. He had had a good formal Gemini Studio.

education and would write poetry also. But his (11) Why was the legal adviser referred to
great literary talent was being allowed to go as the opposite by others?
waste. He showed his anger on Kothamangalam Ans. A lawyer used to be a part of the stou
Subbu, the No.2 at Gemini Studios. department at the Gemini Studios. Though, a

(7) How did the author discover who the legal adviser was supposed be invited in legal

English visitor to the studios was?
Ans. The Hindu had made an announcement o an aciressS career. Due to, this, he wWas

about a short story contest organized by a British reterTed to as the opposite of a legal advisor, bu

periodical The Encounter. He had never heard of the people.

The Encounter so he went to British Council (12) Why is the Englishman's visit referred
LUbrary to find out about it. When he read the to as unexplained mystery?
edilor's name he hearda bell ringing in his ears.
It was the poet Stephen spender who had visited Studios is referred to as an unexplained mystery
to Gemini Studios. He felt as if he had found his because no one could decipher his identity
long lost brother like those of Indian films.

matters, his eagey yet stupid idea led to.the end eniuses but for these with patience and
perseverancehighlight his reflective and deep Ans.Mukund changed the topic and mentioned
geoance highlight his rellective and deep that The Name of the Rose was a very serthoughts on literature and creative writing.

novel and still. it managed to attract a large
audience. It dealt with detective stuff and alsoTHEINTERVIEW

(1) What
thumbprints on his windnia tand by ySics, theology and mediasl d also

Ans. Here, thumbprints an his windpipe (7) What did Rudyard Kipling say aboutsUggests the attempt tostrengle a person. Similar interviews?
tothe way one

i someone tried to held their. windpipe, Ans. Rugvard Kipling disliked being interviewed
interviewers too make a person feel choked or as he believed it is an immoral and criminal
uncomfortable by asking inapproprale and activity to invade into a person's personal life. He
personal questions.

(2) What are some of the positive views of an interview.
on interviews?

do you understand by asked Umberto if he was at all suprised by hisAns. The Englishman's visit to the Gemini
success.

whether he was a poet or an editor. Besides, uld face difficulty in breathing
Ans. Rugyard Kipling disliked being interviewed(8) What does the writer mean by the when he spoke no one at the studios understand

fiery misert' of those subjected to make. what he intended to say as his accent was
up? beyond their comprehension.

also temed interviews as a cowardly act and
that no respectable man would want to be a part

Ans.The make up room of Gemini Studios (13) Why was Kothamangalam Subbu
looked like a hair cutting saloon. It had around considered No. 2 in Gemini Studios?
half a dozen mirrors with incondescent lights at Ans. Kothamangalam Subbu was a cheerful
all angles around them. The artists would feel the person'who was very loyal in nature, He used to
heat emanating from these lights. Thus, the help the Boss whenever the Boss was in a fisc or
writer uses the term fiery misery to donate the needed some help. He was thus very close to the
uncomfortable situation of those subjected to Boss considering this. He was considered No. 2
make up.

(8) What puzzled the journalists and theAns. The positive views on interviews include publishers?
acknowledging it's importance as a medium oAns. According to Umberto Eco, journalists andcommunications and a source of truth and
infomation. These days we know about variousPu01sners are puzzled when somethingg

celebrities and other big personalities throughunexpected happens. They believe that people

heir interviews. Some even look at the process
experiences. But Eco's novel The Name of theas an interviewer helds a position of great power Rose,

'a serious work, sold between 10 and 15and confidence.

in Gemini Studio,i.e. next only to the Boss. He
like trash and do not like difficult reading9Why was the author appear to be was not brilliant but arather cheerful person and

dolng nothing at the studiós?
Ans. The author's work included cutting clippings whenever The Boss was in a fix.

rom newspapers on various subjects and starting (14) How does the author describe the
then in files. Many of these cuttings had to he incongruity of an English poet addressing
written by hand. The work that wasn't that the audience at Gemini Studios? .
significant. Moreover he worked ina cubicle. So Ans.The English poet was addressing the Tamil
he appeared to be doing nothing at the studios. audience at Gemini Studios in English with a
The on lookers noticed him merely learning up typical provincial accent. He was talking abour
newspapers clippings. Hence to them he seemed the thrills and travails of an English poet to a
to be doing next to nothing.

exceedingly loyal to the Boss. He offered solution

million copies. This puzzled them.
(3) How does Denis Brian express about (9) Why did Kipling dislike being
interview?

interviewed?
Ans.

Ans. Ruayard Kipling disliked being interviewed

4 What did The English novelist and as he believed it is an immoral and criminal
tcademic David Lodge comment about activity to invade into a person's personal life. He

also termed interviews as a cowardly act andUmberto Eco?
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74/G.PH.Question Bank brother Geot! was an apprentice mechanic. Fifth, Jansie felt sad thinking that both of them wereey travelled by bus to watch United play. Last, likely to work in the biscuit factory after school.on her way back horme from the solitary place Jansie also tries to make Sophie understand thatwhere she spent time in the evening sometimes, she should be sensible as they do not pay well loraulside the pub, she passed her father's bicycle' the shop work. Sophie however, thought that sheoropped against the wall. All these details points would become an actress and have a boutique.towards their middle class status.

(4) Why did Sophie like her brother Geoff fashion designer. So we see Sophie as anmore than any other person? From her overambitius, impractical day-dreamerr. On theperspective, what did he symbolize?

Ans. Sophie was quite fond of her elder brother, fim mind.
Geoff, who wasan apprentice mechanic. He had (6) What impression do you form oftravel each day to the far side of the city for Sophle on reading the story Golnghis work. He was almost grown up though he had Places?
left school only three years ago. Geoff did not
Speak much. Sophie telt that when he was not class family, who dreams of being either a

GOING PLACES
that no respectable man would want to be a part

of an interview. (1) How would you describe the characte.

(10) What is the reason for the huge and temperament of Sophies lather?
success of the novel The Name of The Ans. Sophie's father has aplumpy tace looking

grimy and sweaty. He doesntseem to be a softor

Ans. According to Umberto Eco, the reason for sophisticated man. Sophie Tears his a9gressive

the huge success of the novel is a mistery to him manliness. He is a realist and does not believe in

as well. He says that being set in the medieval his daughter's wild stories. sophie s tather was an

history period is one of the possible reasons for authoritarian, somewhat short-tempered person

its success. He even adds published could also and a sports lover. He seemed to be fun-loving as

whenever the United team won, he went to the

(11) Write a note on writing style of pub to celebrate. He had a plumpface. When

Geoff told his father that Sophie met Danny

Rose?
Besides that, she said that she might even be a

other hand, Jansie is more practical and has a

have been influential in its sale.

Umberto Eco?

Ans. bcos Writing style was a personalised and Casey, he looked at her with an expression

interesting one, contrary to regular academic contempt. Later, he started discussing about the

wntings, In his writings, he told the story of his young, talented Irish, Danny Casey. When Sophio

research, instead of simply presenting his told him that Danny àsey was going to buy a

research, which gave his academic writing a shop, he made an ugly face to show disgust. He

narrative quality

oAns. Sophie: She is a teenage girl from a middle-
speaking, he was away somewhere out there in class tamily, who dreams of being either a
the world in those places she had never been to. manager or an actress or fashion designer. She
These places had a special fascination for Sophie also wishes to own a boutique but without
as they were unknown to her and remained out of eaming money or having the necessary
her reach. She believed that there were even
exotic and interesting people, of whom Geoff ob at the biscuit factory. Sophie's father has a
never spoke. She longed to know about them. plumpy face looking grimy and sweaty. He
She wished that her brother some day might take doesn't seem to be a soft or sophisticated man.
her there.o from Sophie's point of view, her ophle lears his aggressive manliness. He is a
brother symbolised a person, who could acquaint realist and does not believe in his daughters wild
her with "the vast world out there", which was s1ones.

totally unknown to her. Her love and likeness is (7) What soclo-economic backg
known by the fact that she told Geoff only about does Sophie belong to?
her meeting with Danny Casey.

(5) Sophle and Jansie were classmates that Sophie belonged to a mediocre ofl lather
and friends. What were the differences poor socio-economic background. But she aspired
between them that show up in the story?

told Sophie that it was another ot her wild stories

He did not believe at all that Sophie might have qualification. Her father wants her to take up a
(12) What did one of the professors say met Danny. Sophie seems to be somewhat scared

about Eco's Doctoral dissertation? of her father. Sophie told Jansie that there would

Ans. The Professor told that the scholars leam a be a "right old row' if her father gets to hear
lot from their subject. They make a list of false aboutil.She even told Jansie about her father.

hypothesis. Then they corect and put the you know what a miser he is.

conclusions. Eco told that he himsel had (2) Why does Jansie discourage her to
adopted the mode of trial and erTor method and have such dreams?
he was found right in his approach. Accordingly

his dissertation book was published.

nd

Ans. Sophie was dreaming of having a boutique,

(13)What was distinctive about Eco's Decoming a manager, being an actress and

academic writing style?

Ans. The hallmark of Umberto Eco's writing is knew it would need a lot of money and her

simplicity. It doesn't matter what Eco wrote father would not allow her do so.

about medievalism, media, astronomyoroccut (3) What are the indicators of her family'
sciences he would make the narrative a reeze financlal status?
to read. And, he used to do it with short

Ans. From the story 'Going Places', we realise
becoming a fashion designer. Jansie discouraged

Sophie from having such dreams because she

to have a boutique, though she had.
Ans. Both Sophie and Jansie were classmates Sophie is a young school-girl belonging to a lower
and friends belonging to mediocre families.
However, Sophie was much more ambitious than situation lit Which she -finds herself. She is anJansie. Sophie tells Jansie that she wants to own Incurable drearner and escapist. She dreans ofa boutique. Jansie, who is more practical, advises opening a boutique. Her classrnate Jansle, vhoSophie that a lot of money is needed lor a had her feet fimly planted on the ground, tellsboutique. Sophie says that she would eam the Sophie that opening a boutique requiresa lol ofmoney. Then Jansie tells her that it takes a long money and experience and she has neither otime to save that much money. So Sophie sas them. Sophie, who floats in a drearny world ofthat-initially she would be a manager til she her own., dreams of becorning an actress or agels enough money. Jansie tries to explain to fashion designer. She has dreans ofa hero alsSophie that they would not make Sophie a She develops fascination for Danny Casey, themanager right away. Sophie still beleves that she wonder-boy of football. She sees hirn in octionuould have the most wonderful shop in the city.

So Sophie besides being impractical had
wavering mind also.

middle-class family. She wants to rise from 1he

sentences. Eco's writing style was a personalised Ans. Sophie belonged to a middle class soclo-

and interesting one, contrary to regular academic economic background, There are many indicalors

writings. In his writings, he told the story of his Ihat point lowards that. First indicalor is Jansie's

research, instead of simply presenting his and Sophie's conversation about them working.

research, which gave his academic writing a atter leaving school. Sophie longed for a good lile

narrative quality. Was this answer helpful? but Jansie knew that they were both eamarked

for the biscuit factory. She also told Sophie t

first buy a 'decent house to live in belore buying a(14) Express your opinion on 'Interviews
Ans. Interviews include acknouledging its boutique. Second, as Sophie enters herhouse

importance as. a medium of communication and she sees her father's face still grubby and sweay

a source of truth end infomation. These days we after a days hard work. Third, she observes hat

know about various celebrities and other big mother stooping over the sink. The smdiuh
personalities through their inter. 7/53 Some even was steamy from the stova and clutteredw
look at the process as an a art.

only once when he scores the second goal for
United. She irnagines him coming to her and tells
her brother about the meeting. She goes on

dirty washing piled up in the corner. Fourth, her
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Englsh 12/7713) Attempt a character sketch of Sophle uill pass away soon. Poetess gets scared of this

waiting lor him on the next date but lie does not and achlevers In thelr spheres. I think. It is betto

fum up. She becomes sad and carles the burden to have dreams even if we 1all to realise thern

of sadness all. the times. Thus, her dreams and Who would have dreams if the teenagers do
disoppointments ore the creatlons of her mind.

(8) Sophle's dream and disappolntments et the teenages Indulge in thelr natural activh.

are nll In her mlnd. Diecuss.

In your own words.

Ans. Sophie is a young girl of a lower middle looked outside of car. The world outside was fulllass family. She wants to open a boutique and of life and activity. The young trees seenedalso become on aciress or a lashion designer or a running fast. Children looked very happy. At themanager. She wantsto come out of her poor airport, they had to undergo a security check.economic situalion. She is an incurable dreamer The poetess was standing a few yards away fromand an escapist. Although she is warned against her mother. She felt pained to look at thesuch dreams by her iriend, Jansie and her father, colourless and pale force of her mother. Butshe ignores them. As no one believes her, she hiding her tears, the poetess said, "See you soonshares her dreems only with her brother, Geoff, Amma
who is an introvert. She also hero-worships the
football player, Danny Casey. She fantasises
about meeting Danny at the market place and (1) Write the central ldea of the poemlater near the canal,

thought, I come out of this negative thought, she
will these grey-headed, grey persons have dreams

and drearnm of a golden future.

Ans.From the story 'Going Places, we reallse that (10) What was Sophle's dream? How was it

Sophie belonged to a mediocre of falther poor unrealistic?

socio-economic background. But she aspired to Ans.Sophle is a teenage girl frorn a middle-class

have a boutique, though she had. fomily, who dreams of being eithera manager or

Sophie is a young school-glrl belongingtoa lower an actress or fashlon designer. She also wishes

middle-class fomily. She wants to rise from the own a boulique but without earning money o

situation lit Whlch she -finds herself. She Is an having the necessary qualification. Her fathe

Incurable drearmer and escaplst. She dreans of wants her to take up a job at the biscuit factory

opening a boutique. Her clasamate Jansie, who (11) How was Jansle different from Sophie?
had her feet firmly planted on the ground, tells How were Sophle and Jansle different?

to

KEEPINGQUIET

"Keeplng Qulet"
(14) How is Sophie a daydreamer?
Ans. Sophie drearns of her future life are far Quiet is to keep silence for a moment and do
removed Irom her relity. She dreams of owning nothing. nstead introspect ourselves and
a boutique, of becoming an actress but the fect understand what we are doing. This poet asks us
was that she was eamarked for the biscuit to stop wars, hate, pollution, killing of animals
factory. Sophie drifts into a world of fantasy and and heatingourselves and spare some

time to go
wants to live her dreams by stepping out of her ceep into the soul. Silence is the universal
middle class status.

Ans. The central idea of the poem Keeping

Sophie that opening a boullque requires a lot o
Ans. Sophle and Jansie are classmates. They

money and experlence and she has neither of l
thern. Sophie, who loats in a dreany world of them are earmarked for biscuit factory. Jansie's
her own., drearns of becoming an bctres or a feet are finly planted on the ground. But Sophie
fashion designer. She has dreams ol ahero bis0. is totally blind to the harsh realities of life. She

belong to lower middle class families, Both of

She develops lascination for Danny Casey. the drearnsof big and beautiful things. She wants to
wonder-boy of football. She sees hirn in action

have
only once when he scores the econd go01 10 actress as there is a lot of money in this
United. She imagines hlrn corning to her and telis profession. If need be, she can also be a fashion
her brother about the meeting, She goes on designer. In short, she loves to be grand and

language barrier we all will be one, we wont
have greed and hate. The poet believes this(15) How Sophie's father is is a good silence will change our perspective and thinkingguardian?

Ans. Sophie's drean was to own a boutique that like the nature.
would be the most amazing in her city. It was A Thing of Beautyunrealistic as she was from a lower middle class

boutique. She thinks of becorning an

because it does not mean inactivity but patience

waiting for hin on the next date but lie does not sophisticated. All her dreams are beyond he
furn up. She becones sad and caries the burden

of sadness all. the times. Thus, her drearns and sensible, but she rernains a romantic dreamer.
disappointrnents are the creations of her mind.

reach and resources, Jansie advises her to be (1) What makes human beings love life infamily and didn't have the money required to
Own a boutique. When Jansie asked her how she spite of troubles and sufferings?
planned to buy a boutique, Sophle replied that Ans.The things of beeuty bring love and
she would get a sophisticated job. To save up happiness in life by removing sadness and.
money for her business she would start at

a torubles. As nature is the best healer, it helps man
manager's position. Reelising it may be a tough to fear the sorows end strengthens the beleif to
job to get, she said that she wanted to be ke continue liing despite sufferings.
Mary Quant. As she was a natural, she would be
able to pull off the role. Then she decides that his poern are the sun, the moon, the trees the
she should rather be an actress and work part innocence of the sheep, the blossoming of the
time while setting up her boutique when she was dafodis in the meadows, the musk roses
free.

Sophie and Jansie differ in thinking and

temperarnent. Sophie is lost in her dream world.(9) It ls natural for teenagers to have
unrealstie dreams. What would you say are She shares her secret uwith only one person. lt is

the benelits and disadvantages o such her elder brother, Geoff. Jansie is 'nosey. She
fantasizing takes interest in learning new things about others.

The things of beæuty that keats refers to inAns. Teenngers have boundless enthusiasrn and She can spread the story in the whole

anrbitions. They have vweet dreams ond o on neighbourhood; so Sophie does not want to share

fantosizing It is natural for them to do so, Every secrets with her
youth is a drearner. Every great scientist orwrer (12) Differentiate between Sophle and
has a drean. Without sone thing to aspire for

blooming the mass of fom and the clear stearms

Long Answer Questions: Flamingo (Poetry)
armong mountains.

MYMOTHER AT SIXTYSIX

(1) Write the central ldea of the poem 'My Ans.Man bas alwæys shared a special bonding

orie cant's strive to achieve that. goal. Drearns anlse's attitude towards life.

led to the olden gate of success. Some Ans. Sophie and Jansie differ in thinking and

teerngers loat in the world of fantasy. They have ternperarnent. Sophie is lost in her drearn worid.

unreal dreams. It is just 1ike a child asking for the
moon. Their feet are in the rnud and they drearm her elder brother, Geoff. Jansie is 'nosey. Ste

of the stars in the sky Such fantasizing results in takes interest in learning neuw thing about otnes

disappointrrernt end disilusionment. A dreamer She can spread the story in the wroe

wta lals to renlise his dream is labelled a failure. neighbourhood, so Sophie does not want to star
Thone wh realise their drearn become heroes secrets with ber.

Long Answer Questions: Plamingo roey (2) Explain the gist of the poem A Thing
of Beauty

She shares her secret with only one person. If s
with all beautiful things. Though the world is a
beautiful place to line in, there is a lot of pain

Mother at Sixty-Six.
Ans. This poem shows the fear ot losing her and suffering too This can be, enjoyed bymother of the poetess. Her mother is in the last ad sueing 100 his can be, enjoyed by

treasuring the happiness and Joy that beautifulphase of her life. So the poetess teeis that she things give us. Keats believes that man and
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ae a =cen to an unrckan bond He Ans.Ste incs t very hard to pul a Ec

Seives thet beautfi tins presart arcund sx iory neede because while she is cre he

like beautiI Scwes and we shcuid ureathe then art which isa creafon of herdesires and fe

into 2 icuey benc éet keeps s carnected to she fee's tearfl uncde. She finds it hard

the zers

roider tigers on the panel. The nature of They pace and prance teely proudiy, fearas,sTbolzes stength, fearlessness 2and confdent and majestic in their bearingndour which s in sharp contest to her oun Embroidery : Symbol of ceative expressionature because of whichshe has sufiered The artwork expresses the Aunts suppresseendlessi
more becase ot ental suppression nd rct

(5) What are the difficulties that Aunt of her life.

desires and helps her escape the oppressive realibeczuse.

(1) What will be a great relief to the poet? Like albeasts of preEy;, the tigers are the de

human

Ans. Ihe poet criticzes the doubie stardards of dicates the majestic and honoL
So

Ths

the

A Roadside Stand Jenniferfacediin her life?derizers Aunt (last stanza) : As opposed to Aunt

How can the problems of the rural people or orest. iey Ive far away from

be solved?

Ans. Aunt Jenniter spent her life in occordance Jennifer It shous that she has lost her identtythe rules laid clour by her husband her life was completely, thus lest even her name.OLerburdeed by demards and duties and lacked
eolf expression. She was feefle and was
appressed by her husband.

(6) Interpret the symbols found in 'Aunt (1) The third level was a medium ofJennifer's Tigers?

Ans.Ans. Yes, the character of Aunt Jennifer in the light of the story The Third LevelT.
wins our sympathy as a reader. Her ordeals and Ans. See Answer of QNa. 1.
sufferings move the reader. Even the speaker in (2) Do you think that the third level was athe poem shows sympathy and pity towards her. medium of escape for Charley? Why?The speaker says that even after Aunt Jennifers Ans. Yes, 1 think that the third level was adeath, she will be termilied of her husband and the medium of escape for Charley life in modem

setterments. They are called chivalric
.

Ans.The pcet citicizes the doubie s that they occupy in the world of animas on Long Answer Questions: Vistas

ddthe government and other soczal s se of the words 'denizens' and 'chivalric 2da
the govermrer tHe standard of living ot cur understanding of the tigers attifudes.

THETHIRD LEVELto

the pocr farmes and show thern the rosy side ofrCerstanaing of the tigers' attitudes

fe Yet. when the time cornes to deliver their2) What is suggested by the

promise, they either forget them or fulfil them massIve weight of Uncle's wedding ha

keeping in iew their own benefits. The poet cals Ans. The wedding band' that the ro
escape for Charley". Explain the statement

them "greddy good doers" and "beneficent beasts about was -the-wedding ring wom by

Incde's

A

of prey, who suarm aver their lines. The poet Jennifer. The image 'massive weight of T

says that these greddy people make calculated wedding band,suggests that she

and well thought out shrewd moves, to which the overburdened with duties and responsi-bili

innocent unaware farmers fall prey. These humble post her mariagx.

and simple farmers are robbed of their peace of Even after death, Aunt would carry her fear of

mind by these clever people.

The poet says enfroncing benefits that are the burden of the wedding band on her fincer

calculated to soothe them out of their wits, and The ordeals laced by her in an oppressite

by teaching them how to 'steep they sleep all day, marriage would continue to terrify her.

Destory their sleeping at night the ancient was.

(2) The economic well-being of a country surrounded by? Why is it significant that

depends on a balanced development of the the poet uses the word 'ringed'?

villages and the cities. Explain.

Ans. Filled with empathy, the poet is unable to accordance with the rules laid down by her

bear the plight of the unassuming and innocent husband. Her life lacks expression and

ural people. The lines below show his overburdened by the demands and duties of her

insufferable pain :

was

liies,
ordeals ot her mariage.
The tigers created by Aunt Jennifer are etemal. stress. Man has to conform then-all the times The
They will keep on prancing even after her death. harsh realitirs of life make living quite unpleasant
These tigers are bom out of her irmagination in and even unbearable so he wants to escape into
response to the oppression she goes through in a wishfull world. Charley talks to his psychiatrist
the patriarchal society.

word is full of insecurity, fear, war worries and

her domineering husband as she would yet bear

friend about the third level at the Grand Central
(3) What are the 'ordeals' Aunt Jennifer is (7) Do you sympathize with Aunt 5tation. Hisfriends calls it A walking dream wish

Jennifer?What is the attitude of the ulfilment. Chartey posses an escapist tendency
speaker towards Aunt Jennifer?
Ans. Wedding band :Symbol of oppression in
an unhappy mariage. Marriage is socially and The moderm world is full of
legal binding, making women silently accept their nsecurity, fear, war, worry and stress."
subjugation and male domination, especially in a
patriarchal society. Its weight refers to the burdern overcome them?
of gender expectations. Ringed means encircled or Ans. We can overcome the anxieties and
trepped, losing individuality and freedom.
Aunt Jennifer A typical victim of male practical and beneficial activities cultivatingoppression in an unhappy mamiage, who suilers hobbies spending time with family and friendsloss of individuality, dignity and personal freedom going on trips and excursions pursuing meditatonsilently. She becomes dependent, fearful and Irail. and exercises help us live a balanced and healthy
Tigers: Symbolise untamed free spirit. Here they life. Reading good books is equivalent to having
are antithesi

even his stamp collecting is a temprary refuse
Reading with insight.Ans. Aunt Jennifer has been living her life in

What are the ways in which we attempt to
maried life. Although old and weak, she still has

"Sometimes I feel myself I can ha an hardly bear to lace her husbands oppression. These are the

the thought of so much childish longing in I vain, ordeals that the poet talks about.

The sadness that lurks near the open window The use of the word 'ringed' in the poem, is

there That wiatss all day in almost open prayer. significant and appropriale because it correctly

ihsecurities bred by our invertible existence in the

tim of male oden woid by getting involved in some

The rural folks pleaded pathetically for some represents the vicious cycle from which Aunt

Customers to stop by and buy some of their dennifer is unable to free herself The word 'ringed

goods, city falks used to pass by on this road and not only indicates that she is wearing her

hence the rural. folk set up the roadside stand to- wedding ring but also that she is bound by the

responsibilities, fear and oppression of her

marriage for entire life and, probably, after it too

of their creators personality. The good friends with great insight, they not only
altrect their attention and sell their goods. Use of colours implies that Aunt Jennifer's tigers enrich us with the vast store of knowledge but

and theirland are more vital and enjoy asense of also help us to leam from others experience and
treedom far greater than her. Yellow (bright topaz) stay rooted to some basic qualities of humanity.
connotes the sun and fierce energy, while green Joining hobby classes or gym, attending social
Teminds one of spring and vitality.

Aunt Jennifer's Tiger
(1) Why do' you think Aunt Jennifer's(4) How does Aunt Jennifer express her

hands are "fluttering through her wool'? Ditterness and anger against males?

Why is she finding the needle so hard to Ans. To express her bitterness and anger agols

pull?

events like birthdays and weddings going for

male deminance, Aunt Jennifer chooses
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nfer from a woodentigers body causes his Tiger King's Kingdom, the King decided to marrypfic death. Quite ironically the hundredth a princess of a kingdom where there was a large

droills the king instead and the astrologer's a princess of a kingdom where there was a large

80/G.PH. Questlon Bank

outdoor gnnes, inleracting meaningfully through British officers secretary wanted the Maharals.
social networking sltes and writlng diarles etc can allow the Brilish officer to take a photogran
also help us relieve our worles and stay focussed himsel! holding a gun and standing over a iger
and disclplined In ife. Simple aclivitles like carcass. The Maharaja relused pemice

listening to music, playting wilth pets an occasionnl because he did not want anybody to il atie
dinner out, watching cinema or playes or going lo At this the Maharaja stood in danger of losing hi

places like parks etc con go a long way In helping kingdom. Hence, he offered a bribe of 50 gol
us get rid of stress, boredom and Insecurltles

(4) Deecribe briefly Charley's strange oftherlshoficer. By this act the Maharala

experlence In the third level.

Ans. The Way Chorley came across Sam's letter (2) What rumour was rife in Pratiband
was surrounded In mystery. Among his oldest firstpuram about the crown prince Jung Junn
day covers he found an envelope. The envelope Bahadur?

conteining the letter hore the nddress of his grand Ans. Jilani Jung Jung Bahadur, the king
lother. It was writen on July 18, 1894. The Pratibandapuram,is knawn as the Tiger King. A
postmark showed the picture of presldent the time of his birlh, the astrologers declaredthat
Giorfiekd. Generally, the first day covers have the prince would have to die one day: The ten
blank popers In them, but this one conlained a day-old prince asked the astrologers to reveal the

letter. The leter was addressed to Charley. In the manner of his death. The wise men were bafled
letter, Sam had informed Charley that he was at this miracle. The chief astrologer said that his
living on the third level. He had also tald Charley death would come from a tiger. The young prince

and his wife to keep looking forthe third level growled and uttered terrifying words: Let tigers

cdearly the letter was a product of Charley's beware f' He decided to kill one hundred tigers
imagination.

oredictions stands vindicated.
population of tigers. The king sent for his dewan

(4) The astrologer's predictlon about the and told him brandishing his gun that therelenth of the 11ger ng came to be true. Do remained thirty more tigers to be killed Dewanou agree with thle statement?
Ans. The astrologer dies before the king of not a tiger. He thought perhaps the king wanted

became frightened and told the king that he washis
gold

rings which were valued at three lakhs, to the wife Pratbandapuram geis an opportunity tokill one to kill him. And he replied senseless words in
hundred tigers. Disproving his prophecy seems to aepression. That indicates that he was a comicalwas able to avert the danger.
be the sole reasonlor the king's existence. Except character.
for killing hundred figers, everything else takes a (7) Who was the Tiger King? Why did hebackseat for the king.

The prophecy cannot be indisputably disproved Ans. The Maharaja of Pratibandapuram was
as the king was ultimately killed bya tiger, though called the tiger king. At the time of his birth the
neither by a real one nor by the hundredth one. astrologers declared that the prince would have to
Looking at the weak, old and almost lifeless tiger die one day. The ten- day- old prince asked the
that was the hundredlh one, no one would have astrologers to reveal the manner of his death. The
thought that it would escape the king's bullet by wise men were boffied at the miracle. The chief
fainting at the shock of the bullet whizzing past. It astrologer said that his death would come from a

get that name?

of

was the tiny ite wooden tiger from the toy iger The young prince growled and uttered
shop that caused the death of Tiger King. terifying words.. tiger beware? He decided to kill

one hunded tigers. He thus, got. the name. Tiger(5) What values of life does the story King.
"Tiger King" give us?
Ans.Modern age is the-age of ecology- A you think the prophecy was indisputablynew consciousness has arisen among human disproved?beings. Animals and birds are as much part of

He thus got the name Tiger King'. (8) What happened to the astro loger? Do
(5) Justlily the title of the story The Third (3) Theastrologers predicted about the
Level'. klng. "The child will grow up to become
Ans. The Third Level signifies an escape from the warlor of warrlors, hero of heroes, and
the modern world that is full of insecurity, feaer champlon of champions." Do you think

war, worry and all the rest of ilt. The period of this prediction was righi?
18905 represents a peaceful life not possible In Ans. The story The Tiger King" is a supreme
the present era. From this level, the protagenist exaomple of dramatic irony. The character acts in
wants to travel lo Galesburg. linois, with his a way grossly inappropriate to the actual
wile Louisa. Since the chapter deals with the circumstances or-expecis the opposite of what
third level at the Grand Central Station, fate holds in store for him. Kalki has used a very
NewYork, The Third Leve' is perfect for the dexterous use of dramatic irony in the story. After

human beings. The destruction or haphazard Ans.In order to save his skin, the dewan got an
killing of-one species may not only lead to Is Madras. It was kept hidden in his house. One

lead to its old tiger brought from the people's park in

affect theextinction, but it will adversly
ecological balance. Those animals which, Serve draggd the tiger to the car and shoved it into the
ecological balance, Those animals which, serve mdright, with the help of his aged wife, he
as food for the will animals will increase in large

seat. He himself lf drove the car straight to thenumber if the beasts of prey are wiped out EBch forest where the Maharaja was hunting. Thespecies. housewer fierce, deadly, ferocious or dewan hauled the beast out of the car andpoisonous has its own role in the scheme of pushed it down to the ground. Next day thethings. We must dewise a new system. It mus same old tiger wandered into the Maharajasfocus on the care of all. living beings on the earth
as well as the Earth it self and all lifeVegetative or
animal living on it. Steps have to be taken to crumpled heap. The Maharaja was extremelypreseve ecological blance in nature and prevent happy that he had killed the hundredth tiger. Theenvironmental pollution. Unpoluted air, water and hunter found that the old tiger was not dead. Itfood can make all living beings healthy and had fainted On heatring the sound of the bullet.enable them to enjoy longer beings healthy and They did not want the Maharaja to know this
enable them to enjoy longer lives.

story killing the first tiger, the King flaunts its dead body
before the astrologer to show that he is more
powerful than the tiger. However, the astrologer

(1) How did the Tiger King stand In wams the king that he should be "careful withthe
danger of losing his kingdom? How was he hundredth tiger". The king chooses to prove the

astrologer wrong once again and makes frantic

Ans. Tiger King. to disproue the astrologer's etforts to kil hundred tigers. Thus, having shot at
old tiger, the Tiger King believes that he has

banned tiger hunting by anyone
except the kiledthe hundredth tiger. But the rwader as wll

Maharaja. Anyone who disobeyed hinm
was as the kings offices and minions soon come to

punished and all his wealth and properny was
but only faints. The king feels happy about kiuins

THETIGER KING
presence. The maharaja was overjoyed. He took
careful aim. at thebeast. The tiger fell down in a

able to avoid the danger? Explain.

prediction started to hunt and kill tigers. He also fact, and lose their jobs. So one of them shot at
to) Howcan you say that the dewan was a it and killed it. The dead tiger was taken in

procession through the town and buried there. Acomical character?
know that the emaciated tiger does not get killed

confiscated. A British high ranking officer wishod but ony faints. Theking feels hapPy about killing

to hunt tigers. The Maharaja told that the officer the tiger but in reality is ignorant of his ironical
could hunt any other animal except the tiger. The late. The prediction proves right and a mere

Ans. The dewan in this story is indeed a comical tomb was erected over it.

cnaracter. He is sycophant, hypocrite and The prophecy was now disproved as the king met
Latterer. When the tigers became extinct in the his deth with the infection caused by the sliver of
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geaiogical phencmencn cf sepertin
English 12/83s2GPH Qestion Baz

awccc Sg The soioger was aiady iezd róestanding fer he eri He warted to

He cuc cct be purished cr rwarte
uS cortinens anc *ater bodies fom one

THEENEMYY

he iute pci. akes to expeierce hc act ardmass tels s about the 2ce cf Describe the difficulties faced by Dr.human rece on e er >T
help the enem
Sadao and his wife Hana when he tried to

s PowE How does the anther r e y sing s tenperatra. He

agiag še Hary desice ef danatic
inay in e storg?

AnsCr siaca eei The g rg s eiing and coilapsirg, tey esticretee
e2 simpie rg 2ceua yei prrca, is go
2rc eçicIs 2 Krg Ie prophees a is

ir ect te carre cé is deet =zie te

Te tg saatireca e cenceit of t i wcu bere been icr he ea

2rted brded ard mion years aga no huen neip the enemy soldier?
eited cn the earti because the ervirormert, Ans. Dz Sacao 2nd Hana bcth ioved theirnot favoreble. Ater te ime when the ourdy Thesy it heve any ing for the whitercs2u Ere *pec cut, De mzmmas sarted pecpie, They ie *a: Anericars practiced recielsg ard arar the spar2icn c lernass the preuca. Both cí then were happy that JapanPuman ece started iosiing on. the earth

6) What are phytoplanktons? What isca0 ad been teined as a doctor, even to sare
heir importance?

ATris st2tament ras geat zEre e dezth Hence. he put aside a otherctzt of te ararC e e A ST corsideašors and respeted te ehisot rsFarce in the evrorert an gerse to Czstcroiession Hera was a woman wih a tanderAeicpmers. ÅrtartiC2 Fas aal bicies heer She couldrt bear the sight of a woundedTTe eemple ci sa ges caec priyogaricon 2rd bleeding scle Hance. she hesei belpedbe stuced n tš contec. TreA TiCpic Sedeco to carry te wourded man ito tre hoseess uTder go e process ci phctesiess Nodoubt te bežariour ci the cid Generi disd sre s iood for numberci marme birds ar bge Cerziniy he acis rasoral loyay He can2rirzs. Te 2ur s2ys here s fiee

e when te ders see e ice shel
id ci ervierrei oucies 2head n Set Sgg ageirst he white people. But D

er rnzzirg by rreicrg te elert ci B)wat akes Antarctica an id..

prsz arc sgese. O 2 deeper eaei ie sbject af study?

ser s 2 aia cr tE zrcet I TCS T Po As. Tris sztaet ias grez reiearca .
a ding eremy Handg im cuer to he police
oid hae meart trowing hi io the as t

áider ten sAE 2YC wrar es C é2rge is te erviormat a2. i rse to d

te rtis cicz T:e utcr gicys ec biciesitg re eepie ci sra ges cale

e mearirg T-e o a zt prctsË 2ssarere as ir TLie
cerre rs ard 2rirzs. 7e or s21 so be aczsed ci dereidion of du Being adepjetcn ct tre c2e 2yer t afec te Gererelitws ts àryto get the priscner cf we2istopierkcons ac e een ce on e aresed at orce.jobe. Trs wcle procss can jeoperdize te

erisce cf al te marire birds ard erres. So (2 How would you explain the reluctance
e t2he c2re thet processs 2Tc d_ doctor'sbome?#ee mal g2ses are caried ot propeiy The docter's bome?

igger arimals erd birds wl l o te piaca on Ans. On te. #d dey afer tihe cperason. the

trrres e als p zII E ze te piytopjericor's ard te oin cre

e erisnzcz ci el #e nzzire birs ard zrirea of the soldier to leave the shelter of the

mo-rg i 1t icger riais erd tiriswll o e piece c
ut is eisai Tre g i te Zis. dica young mar asked Dr. Sedeo what he was going

to do w ard i he was going to hard hinhy does the author eel that tne ove D Sedeo eid th2the dd rat rou taseprognosis for the human beings s not tzt te would o wih e men. He ougr obeathy?
Ans.The zpn i 12.000 ye2s ci u2n c wer The yourg man szw thet Dr. S2dao anderisercz s qte irsigicart in conpan to his wie hara were derert irom ciher apreRanis hry bt mzn tes creed rucs Le. They pphe engish wel ked, after arc
raairg uTan popaton, red reorces wred him focd. Seven des aHer th opeTatioru prevre on lard, meg irz caps, buirg the man, Dr Sedeo was aled to the pelaceeal fueis, depletion d carne eer arc goa see the gererzl Hara thogi tret trR PIRw2 g F thee ked o urcertain ard had ome to arrest Dr. Sadeo D: Sedeo oridediezk tuture.

(4) The aztbor states that he Antarctie

earieue was fall of epiphanies, bat ti

EY TO THE MD OF THE EAKTH best ccured jast short of the Antarcti

diamcrc rg ut *e Vetzn

t2rd im cer to th2 poice es, he was a prisner

1 hat a the igiticaser of the tite Circle of E5-55 degrees vuth? Explain

Tve ts the Ezd of the Earth ?

inthe geT2rel and he promised to serd tis
3 hy is it necessary to remain fully peraral enasirs to v the man and remzse his

body Dr. Sedeo waited for three rights. Nosring2) The thn uy1, 1 wen thing shut ta n yar id atrn rera
equipped while walking on lce?
Ans. Whe weking on ice, the roupewes ftaEe Ten he made a plan to et the
med ot in Gore-Tez (ype of ped boots tat proner ecape He od om. the ung
tep in weling on ice) ard gare. The spied Ametican, ant Te yrrg man tared a

s protect thern frorn f2ng dun on ice m ard asied f he had to lezve it seemed he

wtc migt revt in injurj ard the dares protect was reiuctant to ezve. Dr. Sadoo toid him thet

Aeys beczuse the surgases can injure their e simid urdentard everyhing cleariy It was
t hidern tat he was there ard this situation

nn rt How fer hes it T Or prei zrd vizn o" e.
hid its goals? 5) why does the author conclude

hn. ge tui ta riug vierittes tu chapter by wsing that a lot can happes

a ed ta wtd. protda ttan tte million years, but what a difference a dey
eya.pariculariy thereti
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84/G.PH. Question Bank English 12/85
was full of risk for himself as well as for the must take a fim decision and work towarde :

doctor and his family. Thus it is quite clear that Me will súcceed. He should not be afard

the reductance of the soldeir was caused by the people and they will not be afraid of him

single motive of elf perservation. He knew from these factors draw Derry towards Mr. lamb.

the treatment he had, received from the coule (2) Mr. Lamb is lonely and disappointed

that they couple save him

(3) Write a character sketch of Dr. Sadao. Ans. It is in the middle section of the first scene

Ans. Dr Sadao was a famous Japaneese surgeon of the play that Mr.. lamb displays sione

and a scientist. He was researching on a loneliness and disappointnent. He says that

discovery to make wounds entirely clean. His when it is a bit cooler, he will get the lodder and

house was located next to a narrow beach. The a stick, and pull dowm these crab apples. H
beach was outlined with bent pines. A little makes jelly. Derry could help him. Then he saw

uninhabited island also existed near his house. In he is interested in anybody or anything that God

storm, it had been submerged. A mile or two on made. It may be a person, ilower, fruit, grass

either side of the house was a fishing village, but weeds or rubbish. There are plenty of things to

near his house, there existed only the bare and look at. Some of them are his crab apples or the

lonely coast, dangerous with rocks. The water weeds or a spider climbing up a silken lodder or

beyond the beach was spiked with rocks.

welcome
sthe gate of his garden open. Everyone is children. He has an apple orchard. He offeredkeeme in his garden. Most of his time is spent them apples and its jelly. Unlike the other peoplein reading books orsitting in the garden them apples and its i

Mr Lamb has adjusted himself with his did not show any dislike or horor at the way
husical impairment, and had rather got over it Demry looked. This surprised him. He also found ith the' passage of tme. He has leamt how to strange that even though the man himself wasLeep himself steady on the ladder while plucking handicapped, he lived happily.es from the branches. Children call him (7) Handsome is as handsome does.amey-Lamb' when he goes down the street but Explain.f undisturbed, taking it as fun. Thus, they are Ans. True beauty lies skin deep appearanceshraid of him. They come into his garden for change and outer beauty faeles away, but ouro acand pears. So, Mr Lamb has a jolly good actions live on after lies. 'Handsome is as

who were horified on looking at Derry, Mr Lamb

How do you

ime. Demy gets into his garden by climbing the har
wall even though the gate is open. Perhaps he some doesIs an apt statement. Our action

S not want to be noticed by the people while generous, honest and sincere, proactive and

deline who we actually are! If we are kind anddo
entering through the gate.

I5) How do people react and try to attractive to others when we behave well, we
console those suffering from some physical assist them, we make relevent social changes.

helpful, we are likeable and affable. We become

his tall sun flowers. He also likes to talk and have

Dr Sadao operated on the wounded man. a company. He has a hive of bees. He hea

The operation was successful. Dr Sadao knew nem singing. rie sits in the sun and reads books
impairment?

Ans. Derry's main problem was his bumt face. make much of a difference to him because
One side -of his face was eaten up by acid. He peoplewilljudge him by his appearance forever
suffered from a tremendous sense of inferiority but his action can make them think good almit
complex. He was always cons-cious that his face him and respect him. This value was inclucated
was "bad", "terrible" and "the ugliest thing'. People in him by Mr. Lamb, who made him believe in

were afraid of him. He tries to escape people. himself and not be shy because he had a half
He allows himself to be alienated from the world. bumt face.
On the other hand, Mr Lamb doesn't allow his (8) How did meeting with Mr. Lamb
physical disability to come in his way. He accepts become a turning point in Derry's life?
life as it comes. He has a positive attitude Ans. Mr. Lamb turned Derry into a confident boytowards life, things and people. He doesn't find from a self-pitying one. Both were physicallysolace in escapism. Children tease him by calling handicapped but had a differenl outlook towardsLamey-Lamb" but he doesn't mind it. One of his life. Dery had a pessimistic attitude and felt thatlegs was blown off in the war. But he is full ot lite life cannot be lived happily with a handicap.and en enjoys it at his best. He enjoys sitting in Derry was a defiant and withdrawn boy whothe sun, reading books and growing weeds and hated Socialising. He felt frustrated with people,

Derry realises the fact that his face should not

that the wounded man would now be out of He lhkes the light and thee darkness. He hean
eredanger. Dr Sadao and his wife decided to give the. wind coming through open windows. There

him to the police as a prisoner of war. However,

the man was very weak. Thus, they decided to shut things out or shut things in. These are the

keep him till he recovered, so that later they could ways in which Mr. lamb tries to overcome his

decide, what to do with him.

aren't any curtains at the windows as they either

loneliness.

ON THE FACE OFIT
(3) How should one behave with the
physically challenged persons?

(1) What is it that draws Derry towards Ans. It is very true that oursociety accepls only

Mr. Lamb in spite of himself?

Ans. Both Derry and Mr. lamb Suffer from to be alone avoiding public and others' eyes.

physical impaiment. Demy has one side of his
face disfiguredand bumt by acid. The old man alienation due to their handicaps. Derry was a

has a tin leg because his real leg got blown off young boy of fourteen whose face was burmt by

during the war. Apart from these physical
disobilities, Derry finds signs of loneliness and who are either alraid of his ugliness or disgusted

disappointment in Mr. lamb's life. The old man by it. This led him to withdraw and he is locked

tries to overcome these feelings but the sense of in a world of his own. Same is the case of Mr

alienation felt by him is more painful than the
pain caused by physical disability. Derry tries to People teese him by calling 'Lamey-Lamb'. So he

avoid by meeting people because they consider lives all alone. Such people are not able to lace

his face- frightful and ugly. They avoid him as the society because of their impaiment, t
they are afraid of him. His parents seem worried destroys their self-confidence.
about him talk about him and his future.

healthy and hearty people. The handi-capped try

Dery and Mr Lamb both live a life of

acid. He is often subjected to stares from people
tlowers. their staring and their jibes at hin. Meeting Mr

Derry is withdrawn and defiant. He doesnt Lamb had a positive effect on Derry. Mr Lamb,
trust people. He thinks that no one will ever love though handicapped, had a very optimistic
and kis him except his own mother. He can't outlook towards life. He felt that life can be lived
stand people staring at him or passing happily irespective of whatever one's handicap
uncharitable remarks. He is touchy and was. Dermy could be himself in front of Mr Lamb

hypersensitive. Mt. Lamb is open-minded and and MrLemb never pitied him. Mr Lamb did not
and even therèhe was happy with his

loveseverybody and everything. He teaches Dery life. He taught Derry to take life the way God had
given and live to the full rather than just being

(6) Why does Mr. Lamb leave his garden forlom and complain thioughout. Derry made his

mother understand that his handicap was

Lamb, who had lost one of his legs in the war.

open-hearted. All are welcome in his house. He have a

(4) What explanations does Demy offer foe
how to handle people and things.Mr. Lamb provides him a new approach to coming into the garden?

things. Me tells him to see, hear, fell and think.
about things around him. He should not hate served in the amy where one of his legs
others. Hatred is worse than acid because it bun- blown off in the war. Now he has a tin leg. ne
is the inside. He has all the God given limbs. fie stays in e big house and has a garden. He ee

Ans. Mr Lamb is an old man. Probably he had
open?

Ans. M:. Lamb leaves his gate always open to something immaterial and would not affect his

welcome children. He did not have his ouwn nappiness or hamper his progress in life. Meeting
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It maytake
6) eted, but the seeds of rebellion effective remonstration.

English 12/87a long time for oppression more subtle way to cary forth her silent yet
86/G.PH. Question Bank

Mr Lamb had in fact led him to turm a new leal (2) "Eating by the formula was the hardes

life.

obe Tearly in life. Do you agree that (8) Discriminatlon on any ground Is

trial in that first day." says Zitkala-sa what
are sowed early in life. Do

(9) Do you agree that Derry was reluctant does she mean by eating by formula?

to meet people? lf yes .why

in his
injustice in any form cannot escape being unfair. Express your views on lt.noticed even by children?

Ans. The world

Su evels. While the adults have grown used to auve Amencan who binds that the people
his the innocence of chldhood does notohave over powered the natives are outto
tstand hatred and prejudice. However, theiresroy their culture. She notices the
keen observant eye is capable enough to notice discnination against native American culture
Kfom Of injustice and discrimination. When and women. the cutting of her long hair is a

.subjected to such evil practices, their sénsitive symbolic of sulyection to the nilers. In their
minds and hearts aredeeply affected. Perplexed, culure, only unskilled wariors who were
they often resist in their own simple ways.

In the lesson, the two girls describe theirne s aepned of her soft moccasins- the shoes
encounters with inequality Zitkala-Sa, in the veryom by native Americans and her blunket has
fist line reports that her first day in school was oeen removedfrom her showlders and she feels
bitter-cold". For her, it not only describes the sny and idecent. The rules observed at the
weather, but also represents the atmosphere of breaktast table are alient to her.

the boarding school. The overly disciplined
students of the school and the European staff circumstances. They do not bow down to their
were unfriendly or 11 cold" towards her, and the situations. Their strucggle had to remove the
vain struggle against her hair being shingled wasa discrimination and other barires raised by people
"bitter

Experience for her. On the other hand prejudice, dogma, superstition and ignorance.
Bama walked on her brother's foosteps to The tool with which they carry outtheirstrigle is
protest against
through education.

(7) Bama's experience is that of a victim writing and distinguish themselves in their
of the caste system. What kind of respective fields. Their works depict their
discrimination does Zitkala-Sa's experience vieupoints and cary on their struggle against the
depict? What are their responses to their discrimation that constraint and finds the free
respective situations?

Ans. "Eating by Formula", Zitkala Sa mea

Ans. Bama is a victim of the caste system as shehas been gripped in the web of has been born in a dalit community. Zitkala-sa 1s
Ans. Mr. Lamb teams from Derry that the latter set pattem of eating. Accordingly there goes

does not like being near people. They stare at his long bell and the children move in lines to th

burnt by acid an looks very ugly. Mr. Lamb offers dinning room. ihen there goes another small bell

him a new way of thinking. He tells him about a and all the pupils, will drawa chair from undo.

person who was afraid of everything and locked the table. After that there goes the third bell

himself in a room. I A picture fell off the wall on Signals all to sit on theirrespective seats. Then

his hew ad and killed him. Dery finds that the man addresses them. After the talk, another bel.

old man says peculiar things. He is further goes and the eating will start.

surprised to learn about the old man's habits. He (3) How did Zitkala-sa react on various

loves to. read book. His house has many books. sounds coming continuously when the lona

There aren't any curtains at the windows. He likes bell rang for breakfast?

the light and the darkness. He keeps the windows Ans. Zitkala Sa's first day in the land of apples
open to hear the wind...

Derry says that he too likes to hear the ground and the trees were bare. A large bale rang

sound of min on the roof. But he also hears for breakfast, its loud metallic sound crashing

people talking about him and his future, The old into their sensitive ears. The annoying clatter of

man tells him that he has all. the God given shoes and the .constant clash of harsh nolses

organs. He iwill get on the way he wants, like the gave her no peace.
rest. He could even get on better than them, if he (4) The distance from the narator's
made a fim decision. He tells Dery that hatred is school to her home could be covered in ten
worse than acid because it can burm man from minutes. Why did she then cover it usually
inside. He should not worry abouthis burmed face in half an hour to an hour? What were the
or what people say about it. All this brings a things that stopped her?
positive change in Derry's atitude towaras Ans. There were many reasons why Bama took
Lamb. He promises to come back alter infoming
his mother. He asks Mr. Lamb about his life and ong to reach home. She would watch fun and

friends ends and recognises his.loneliness ana the shops and bazaar loved looking at the

oppression and discrimination at a Native American who binds that the people

caputured had their hair singled by the enemy.

was a bitter-cold one. The snow.covered the

Both of them rebel against the exiting

in, power. Their strugle is against oppression

he practice of untoucha-bility education. Both Zitkala-Sa and Bama study hard
and eam a name for themselves. They take to

riends ends and recognises his .loneliness and ames going on the road, she would also look at

disoppointment. He keeps his promise and retums

only to find Mr. Lamb lying on the ground.
perfoming monkey and the snake chamers.

Bama loved to watch the bazaar, the perfoming
monkey, the snake charmer, the various food

stalls, the street plays, the political meetings, the

flow of their spirits.

MEMORIES OF CHILDHOOD

(1) How did 2itkala-sa feel when her long Maariyaata temple, the pongal offerings being
heavy hair was cut ?

Ans.Judewin had overheard a talk about and on looking at the beautiful sights. All these

shingling of hair of all girls. Zitkala-sa belonged to things held up Bama and she would take more

a native, American warior tribe. Their tradilion than half an-hour to cover the ten minutes

was to keep long and heavy hair. Only those distance.

Ans. While Bama was subjecled to easte (9) Why did Bama Stroll in the
discrimination and untouchability, Zitkala-Sa was marketplace instead of hurrying back
a victim of racil prejudice. He precious long and home? Describe the sights she enjoyed
heavy hair, which was her pride, was shingled. seeing there.
She tried to resist but forced to give up her Ans. Bama stralled in the market place instead
struggle. Zitkala-Sa is the victim of social of hurrying back home because she loved to
discrimination belonging to a tribe of native watch the bazaar, the performing monkey, the
Americans. The white-skinned settlers of Europe snake charmer, the various food stalls, the street

sider local tribes as inferior. They treat them plays, the political meetings, the Maanyaatalike animals. Both Bama and Zitkala-Sa retuse temple, the pongal offerings being cooked into bow to the injustice they are subjected. Bama front of the ternple she could just go on and onSuccessfully inplemented her brothers achieveto looking at the beautiful sights. All these thingsfinally top in her class. While Zitkala->a held up Bama and she would take mnore thancontinued to rebel by criticizing the evils of racial

cooked in front of the lemple-she could just go on

warriors captured by the enemy had their hair (5) How did the narrator find her new
shingled. Short hair was wom by moumers, and place?
shingled hair by cowards. Therefore for her, this

was absolutely atrocious and terifying. Therefore
she decided to rebel by hiding herself. Zitkala-Sa apples was a bitter cold one. The snozo still

Ans. The first day of the narrator in the land of

was teribly shocked. She was in tears. She cried covered the ground; the trees were bare. Noise

1Or her mother. However, no one came to comfortana other disturbances iritated her sensitive ears.
fot her mother. However, no one came to comior People mattered in an unknown tongueor reason out with her.

prejudice through her works, Bama opted for a hall an hour to cover the ten minutes distance.
2r

spirit struggled for peace and freedom.
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88/G.PH. Question Bank

(10) Untouchability is not a crime, it is work hard in her studies so that others realise

inhuman too. Why and how did Bama worth and come to her as iriends.

decided to fight against i1?
Ans. Bama first encountered untouchability Ans. Zitkala-Sa is the pen name of Gertuds

eher

(12) What do you knowabout Zitkala-sa?

when she saw an elder of her caste walking along Simmons Bonnin, who was an American India

and
an

the street from the direction of the bazaar. woman. She was an extraordinary, talented a

SheInitially the vision made her to laugh but then educated Native American Indian Woman. s

she saw the elder walk up straight to the suffered discrimination on the basis of her
landlord, bowing low and extending the packet and nationality. She striggled against all this

towards him, cupping the hand that held the She wrote articles criticising the dogma and evis

string with his other hand. Bama's brother of opression. She belonged to a marginalised

explained her the whole incident. He advised his community.
sister to studywith care and leam all she could. (13) Is Bama a rebellion? Elaborate.
These words made avery deep impression onher Ans. No, Bama wasnot a rebellion. Infact she
she stood fist in clas and many upper class was an innocent childhood in a village. She used

children became herfriends. In this way she to walk back home whenschool was over,she
rebelled against the injustice of untouchability.

(11) What are the differences between the nomal duration of thewalkwas ten minutes

Zitkala-sa and Bama?

had to dowalking to reach home. Furthemare,

She suffered the discrimination of the society due
Ans. Zitkala-Sa was the victim of social to her lower caste.

discrimination as she belonged to a tribe of native (14) What are the differences in the two
Americans. The white-skinned settlers of Europe memorles of childhood?
considered local tribes as inferior. They treated Ans. The cutting of My Long Hair extracts
them like animals. Both Bama and Zitkala-Sa depicts racial
refuse to bow to the injustice they are subjected experienced racial differences in her boarding
to. Both protest in their owm way. Zitkala-Sa does school. The culture to which she belonged. The

not want her hair to be shingled as amongst her second extract, we wo are humen beings depicts
tribe, shingled hair is regarded as a sign of caste discrimination where low caste people are
cowardice. 5hestruggles with all her might when considered untouchable. Not only low caste pay
tied to a chair. Towards the end however, the litte respect to high caste but also anything touched

one has to give up. Bama, on her part, decides to

discrimination. Zitkala-Sa

by low caste will be polluted.
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